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Abstract

The Standard Model of particle physics has successfully described discoveries of the charm,

bottom, and top quarks, and the Z, W±, and Higgs bosons. Heavy Ion Collisions has

been a unique experimental tool to create a matter of deconfined quarks and gluons

called Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) was

built to achieve temperature and energy density high enough to create the QGP and the

experiments at RHIC, STAR and PHENIX, were designed to test the predictions of QCD

and understand the properties of the deconfined matter.

Heavy quarks are expected to be created from initial hard scatterings in the heavy ion

collisions. Their large masses are not easily affected by the strong interaction with QCD

medium, thus they carry clean information from the system at an early stage. The

interaction between heavy quarks and the medium is sensitive to the medium dynamics,

therefore heavy quarks are suggested as an ideal probe to quantify the properties of the

strongly interacting QCD matter. The measurement of charm production total cross

section in p+p and Au+Au collisions is important to understand both open charm and

charmonium production mechanisms in the nuclear matter. Many charm measurements

at RHIC are indirect based on non-photonic electrons from semileptonic decays of heavy

flavor mesons. These measurements doesn’t provide a direct access to charm quarks

kinematics and they include contribution from bottom hadron decays.
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This thesis presents measurements of D0 and D⇤± mesons production at mid-rapidity

in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 and 500 GeV at RHIC. The measurements were done by

STAR experiment. These open charm mesons were reconstructed directly via hadronic

decay channels with daughter particles identified by STAR Time Projection Chamber

and Time Of Flight detectors. With the knowledge of the charm quark fragmentation

ratios, both p
T

-differential and p
T

-integrated invariant cross sections of charm-anticharm

quark pair poduction at mid-rapidity were calculated and total charm-anticharm quark

pair cross section was estimated using QCD based models. The p
T

-differential invariant

cross section of charm-anticharm quark pair poduction at mid-rapidity was measured

at 0.6 < p
T

< 6 GeV/c in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV from events triggered by

minimum bias trigger, at 1 < p
T

< 6.5 GeV/c in p+p collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV from

events triggered by minimum bias trigger, and at 5 < p
T

< 18 GeV/c in p+p collisions

at
p

s = 500 GeV from events triggered by high E
T

trigger. The p
T

-integrated invariant

cross section of charm-anticharm quark pair poduction at mid-rapidity was measured to

be 170 ± 45(stat)+38
�59(sys) µb in p+p collisions at

p
s = 200 GeV and 225 ± 38(stat) ±

19(sys) ± 26(norm) µb in p+p collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV. The total charm-anticharm

quark pair poduction cross section was estimated to be 797 ± 210(stat)+208
�295(sys) µb in

p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV and 1260± 211(stat)± 109(sys)± 146(norm) µb in p+p

collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV. All these measurements are compared to theoretical model

calculations and physics implications are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The idea of matter consisting of discrete components appeared in many ancient cultures

such as Greece and India. It went together with the idea that there had to exist a funda-

mental component which was further indivisible. Ancient Greeks called such component

Atom derived from the word Atomos, i.e. indivisible. In the early 1800s, John Dalton

used the concept of atoms to explain why elements always react in ratios of small whole

numbers (the law of multiple proportions). The idea of atoms has become widely accepted

in chemistry and further verified by botanist Robert Brown ("Brownian motion" 1827),

and physicist Jean Perrin. J. J. Thomson concluded from his experiments with cathode

rays that each atom contains an electron and found that atoms are further divisible. With

the discoveries of atomic nucleus and its components during the first half of 20th century

the whole new area of physics, the physics of micro-world, has been developed.

Following the discovery of the pion in 1947, there was a dramatic increase in the discovery

of new particles with the invention of the bubble chamber in 1952 by Donald Glaser, and

the development of particle accelerators. The quark model, proposed by Gell-Mann and
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George Zweig in 1964, hypothesized that these particles were not elementary, but rather

were composed of constituent particles named quarks. Their existence was confirmed in

1968 from deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments of leptons on hadrons [1], [2]. The

existence of charm quark was proved by discovery of J/ meson in 1974, followed by the

bottom quark in 1977 when ⌥ meson was discovered. Finally, the top quark’s invariant

mass peak was reconstructed in 1995 in Wb decay channel [3].

In recent days, the state-of-art theory describing electromagnetic, weak, and strong inter-

actions, and elementary particles that can interact through the interactions is called The

Standard Model. It separates elementary particles into two groups according to whether

they follow the Pauli exclusion principle (PEP); half-integer spin particles, known as

fermions do follow the PEP, whereas gauge bosons, mediators of the fundamental inter-

actions, don’t follow the PEP and have integer spin. Fermions are classified by how they

interact, and separated into six leptons interacting weakly and, if charged, electromag-

netically, and six quarks interacting furthermore strongly. The gauge bosons are the force

carriers that mediate the interactions and the number of gauge bosons in each interaction

is determined by the dimension of their gauge group. The mediator of the electromagnetic

force is the photon �, which is a massless and chargeless particle that couples to electric

charge and is well described by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). The mediators of the

weak force are the material neutral Z0 boson, and charged W± bosons. The strong force

mediators are the gluons which are massless and interact with the color charge of quarks.

There are eight types of gauge gluons.

1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a gauge theory explaining strong interaction as an

exchange of intermediate bosons (gluons) between particles with color charge. Gluons

in QCD play the same role as photons in Quantum Electrodynamics. On contrary to
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Flavor Charge Isospin Mass [GeV/c2]

u 2/3 1/2 2.3+0.7
�0.5 ⇥ 10

�3

d �1/3 �1/2 4.8+0.7
�0.3 ⇥ 10

�3

c 2/3 0 1.275 ± 0.025

s �1/3 0 0.095 ± 0.005

t 2/3 0 173.5 ± 0.6 ± 0.8

b �1/3 0 4.18 ± 0.03

Table 1.1: Basic properties of quarks [4].

photons, gluons carry color charge, thus they interact among themselves. It implies two

essential properties. Colored system is weakly coupled on short distances (or equivalently

at high momenta) while very strongly coupled on longer distances. These properties are

called assymptotic freedom, and confinement respectively.

1.1.1 Strongly Interacting Particles

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics recognizes two types of fundamental fermions:

leptons and quarks. Both carry spin 1/2~, their dynamics is described by Dirac equation,

but they differ on how they interact. While leptons are subject to electromagnetic (if

they carry electric charge) and weak interactions, quarks in addition undergo strong in-

teractions. Furthermore, quarks have smaller electric charge in comparison with leptons,

it’s relative values are ±1
3
e and ±2

3
e. Known quarks are listed in the Table 1.1 together

with their basic properties [4].

There are three color charges a quark can possess, red (r), green (g), and blue (b), and

three corresponding anti-colors (r̄, ḡ, and ¯b) for the anti-quarks. Quarks bind together

through the strong interaction to form color-neutral bound-states of a dimension about

1 fm, known as hadrons, through the combination of a quark and anti-quark, known as
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a meson, or through the combination of three quarks or anti-quarks each with different

color, known as a baryon. However, the LHCb Collaboration at LHC recently confirmed

[5] the existence of the state Z(4430)

� as a particle whose minimal quark content is

cc̄dū [6]. This is the first unambiguous evidence for the existence of mesons beyond the

traditional qq̄ model [7].

1.1.2 Asymptotic Freedom

The nucleon structure mentioned in previous paragraphs reveals during deep inelastic

scattering [1], [2]. Quarks used to act as point-like free particles. This feature called

asymptotic freedom can be explained by the assumption of the self-interacting gluon field

leading to creation of the bosonic loops between bosonic propagators (see Figure 1.1).

q

q q

q

g g

g

q

q q

q

g g

q

q

Figure 1.1: Quarkonic and gluonic loops between gluonic propagators.

The effect of vacuum polarization in QED (fermionic loops) implies the shadowing of the

electric charge among interacting particles. At large momentum transfers Q, the particles

penetrate through the cloud of virtual e+e� pairs, whereby they get a higher effective

charge and the strength of the interaction increases. Quarkonic loops in QCD has the

same effect, but gluons unlike photons can also create virtual loops because they carry

a color charge. Since there are more types of virtual gluons than quarks the gluonic

loops contribute to the interaction constant ↵
S

more than quarkonic loops. And because

the contributions from gluonic loops have negative signs in QCD the ↵
S

dwindles with

decreasing distance (i.e. increase of the momentum transfer), as illustrated in Fig 1.2.

Under extreme conditions, ↵
S

! 0 and asymptotic freedom is achieved, whereby quarks

and gluons behave like quasi-free particles.
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1.1.3 The QCD Running Coupling Constant

9. Quantum chromodynamics 33

QCD !s(Mz) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006
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Figure 9.4: Summary of measurements of �
s

as a function of the energy scale Q.
The respective degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction of �

s

is
indicated in brackets (NLO: next-to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to leading
order; res. NNLO: NNLO matched with resummed next-to-leading logs; N3LO:
next-to-NNLO).
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The value of ↵
S

, at a given energy or momentum transfer scale Q, can’t be predicted

by QCD and must be obtained from experiment. However, QCD predicts the functional

form of the energy dependence of ↵
S

in its simplest form [9] as

↵
S

(Q2
) =

12⇡

(33� 2N
f

) ln

Q2

⇤

2

(1.1)

where N
f

is the number of active quark flavors at the energy scale Q and ⇤ is the only

dimensional parameter of pure QCD (pure means without extra matter). It replaces the
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dimensionless ↵
S

by a process called dimensional transmutation. Because ↵
S

depends on

the scale, it is pretty much true that every value of ↵
S

is realized for some value of Q.

Instead of talking about the values of ↵
S

(Q), one may talk about the value of Q where

↵
S

gets as big as one, and this value of Q is known as ⇤QCD.

Measurements of ↵
S

are shown in Fig. 1.2 for a range of energy scales from Q = 1.78

GeV to Q = 1 TeV. The world average value of the strong coupling constant is evaluated

at the mass of the Z boson, and is calculated as ↵
S

(M
Z

) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006 [4].

At energy scales above 1 GeV where ↵
S

< 1, QCD can be calculated perturbatively

(pQCD), i.e. by usage of a truncated expansion of physical quantities in powers of ↵
S

[10].

1.1.4 Confinement, Deconfinement and Bag Model

When ↵
S

approaches unity, pQCD fails and QCD equations became hardly solvable.

Low energy scale interactions, such as the fragmentation of quarks and gluons into color-

less hadrons (hadronization) can be studied using numerical methods like Lattice Gauge

Theory (lQCD) [11]. By using lattice QCD, the QCD potential can be approximately

estimated as

V (r) ⇡ �r. (1.2)

Fermionic loops in QED shield the electric charge, hence the electromagnetic force dwin-

dles at increasing distances. But, gluonic loops amplify the color charge making the in-

teraction constant surge at increasing distances. The connection between the two quarks

becomes like a color flux. When enough energy is stored in the flux tube, colorless qq̄

pairs can be formed quantum-mechanically out of the vacuum. This process is called string

fragmentation. String fragmentation makes it impossible to extract an individual quark

from a hadron unless the magnitude of the strong coupling is significantly reduced. There-
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fore, quarks are typically confined within hadrons. Under extreme conditions, quarks can

indeed become deconfined and exists as free particles. Recent lattice QCD calculations

estimate that this can happen at the so called critical temperature T
c

= 162 MeV [12]

which corresponds according to Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution to 1.9 ⇥ 10

12 Kelvins.

This theoretical phase of matter is called quark–gluon plasma (QGP).

The mechanism of such deconfinement can be described by the so called bag model ; If

there is a system of quarks and gluons bound into a hadron, then the color fields create

region of positive energy density, called a bag, which contains all the partons within a

hadron [13]. The boundary of the bag exerts an inward pressure which keeps the quarks

confined. If the temperature is forced to increase, then the volume of the bags must

increase to compensate. If the temperature is high enough, the bags will start to overlap

and merge. At this point, the system is best described as one big bag containing all of

the partons. This represents deconfined matter. Likewise, if the bags are forced into a

small volume they will also overlap and merge.

1.2 Lagrangian QCD and Chiral Symmetry

QCD is described by a Lagrangian and its symmetries which corresponds to conservation

laws (according to the Noether’s theorem) of currents and charges. The QCD Lagrangian

density is given by

L =  
q

(x)[i�µD
µ

�m
q

] 
q

(x)� 1

4

Ga

µ⌫

Gaµ⌫ (1.3)

where  
q

is quark field, �
µ

Dirac matrices, and Ga

µ⌫

gluonic tensor

Ga

µ⌫

(x) = @
µ

Aa

⌫

(x)� @
⌫

Aa

µ

(x) + gfabcAb

µ

(x)Ac

⌫

(x)

The D
µ

⌘ @
µ

� ig
�a

2

Aa

µ

(x) is covariant derivative responsible for the interaction between

quarks and calibrating potential Aa

µ

(x), g interaction constant, �
a

Gell-Mann matrices,

and fabc structural constant of the group SU(3).
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L has several global symmetries as well as the local SU(3) color gauge symmetry. The

relevant symmetry here is chirality, which can be manifested by rewriting L in terms of

left- and right-handed quark fields. The handed-ness is defined as

 
L

⌘ 1

2

(1� �5
)  

R

⌘ 1

2

(1 + �5
) (1.4)

so that L and R correspond to helicity �1 and +1 in the limit of quark masses equal to

zero. For small quark masses compared to the ⇤ introduced in (1.1) with value around

200 MeV, we can neglect the mass terms and L becomes invariant under SU(3)
R

⇥SU(3)
L

.

These symmetries are called chiral symmetries because they conserve quark handedness

(chirality).

1.2.1 Spontaneous Breaking of Chiral Symmetry

While L has chiral symmetry, the vacuum state does not share this symmetry [14], so

the Chiral Symmetry is spontaneously broken. In 1961 (before the Goldstone theorem or

even quarks themselves were introduced) Nambu and Jona-Lasinio suggested that this is

because of a nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) of   condensation [15]. The idea

came from the analogy with the theory of superconductivity.

Imagine a traveling quark  
L

collides with  
R

 
L

, which fills the QCD vacuum, and an-

nihilates the  
L

in the pair freeing the  
R

which continues to propagate. The  
R

carries

the same momentum and quantum numbers except for chirality. This is Yukawa coupling

which could be written in the Lagrangian and serve as a mass term for quarks. This term

also does not explicitly break chiral symmetry of the Lagrangian. This mass generating

mechanism is similar to the Higgs-Kibble mechanism except the mass generating field is

the  
R

 
L

field instead of the Higgs field. One has to note also, that the Chiral Symmetry

is not a perfect symmetry of QCD, but only an approximate one as far as the pions as the

Goldstone bosons have a finite even if small (compared to all other hadrons) mass. Thus

the mass of quarks confined in hadrons have two components, the component generated
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by the interaction with the Higgs field and explicitly breaking the chiral symmetry of

QCD Lagrangian, and the component generated by the interaction with  
R

 
L

and spon-

taneously breaking the QCD Lagrangian. Let’s call those masses Higgs quark mass and

QCD quark mass respectively.

1.2.2 Restoration of Chiral Symmetry and Quark Gluon Plasma

According to thermal quantum field theory, the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry

can be restored at high temperature [16] created in high energy heavy ion collisions. At

high temperatures, due to kinematical energy, the pair production energy increases. If

it exceeds the binding energy of  
R

 
L

pairs, there is no more condensation and chiral

symmetry is restored. QCD predicts that hadronic matter undergoes a phase transition

to QGP where quarks and gluons are deconfined from bound states of hadrons.

As mentioned in previous paragraphs, quarks are confined inside hadrons while their mass

is dominantly generated by Yukawa’s coupling to QCD vacuum. However, this is valid

only in the case of light quarks u and d, partially in case of strange quarks. The masses

of Heavy quarks (c, b, t) are almost exclusively generated through their coupling to the

Higgs field, as shown in Figure 1.3. In a QGP, where chiral symmetry might be restored,

light quarks are left with their bare current masses while heavy quarks’s masses remain

unchanged [17].

1.3 Heavy Ion Collisions

Experimental physicists have developed excellent facilities called heavy ion colliders which

are capable to bring up conditions required for QGP formation. One of the colliders

called The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) located at the Brookhaven National
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Fig. 1. Quark masses in the QCD vacuum and the Higgs vacuum. A large frac-
tion of the light quark masses is due to the chiral symmetry breaking in the
QCD vacuum. The numerical values were taken from Ref. [12].

charm quarks [10] even predicted significant changes in hidden
charm hadron production [11]. Hence, heavy-flavor quarks are
an ideal probe to study early dynamics in high-energy nuclear
collisions.

Recent STAR and PHENIX results on elliptic flow and nu-
clear modification factors of non-photonic electrons indicate
that charm quarks might indeed participate in the collective mo-
tion of the matter produced in Au + Au collisions at RHIC.
To explain the data, a large drag diffusion coefficient in the
Langevin equation, describing the propagation of charm quarks
in the medium, is found to be necessary [13]. Two- and three-
body interactions [14,15] of heavy-quarks and resonant rescat-
tering [17] in the partonic stage seem to become important.
These investigations suggest that heavy-quarks actively partici-
pate in the partonic stage.

In this Letter, we study the change of azimuthal correlations
of D and D meson pairs as a sensitive indicator of frequent oc-
currences of partonic scattering. Since heavy-flavor quarks are
pair-created by initial scattering processes, such as gg ! cc,
each quark–antiquark pair is correlated in relative azimuth !"

due to momentum conservation. In elementary collisions, these
correlations survive the fragmentation process to a large extent
and hence are observable in the distribution of the relative az-
imuth of pairs of D and D mesons. We evaluate by how much
these correlations should be affected by the early QGP stage
and by the hadronic scattering processes in the late hadronic
stage.

2. Results and discussions

We start by reviewing the D and D angular correlations in
pp collisions. The Monte Carlo event generator PYTHIA [18]
reproduces well the experimentally observed correlations of D

Fig. 2. Correlations in relative azimuth, !", of DD pairs from pp collisions
at

"
s = 200 GeV, as calculated by PYTHIA (v. 6.139) for different ranges of

single D meson pT.

mesons, measured at fixed target energies [19]. Fig. 2 shows
such correlations as calculated by PYTHIA (v. 6.139) for pp

collisions at
"

s = 200 GeV. The !" distribution is peaked at
180#, especially for high pT D mesons, as one would expect
for back-to-back pairs stemming from hard scatterings of par-
tons.

To explore how the QCD medium generated in central ultra-
relativistic nucleus–nucleus collisions influences the correla-
tions of D and D meson pairs, we employ a non-relativistic
Langevin approach which describes the random walk of charm
quarks in a QGP and was first described in Refs. [5–7],

d $p
dt

= %# (T ) $p + $$,

where $$ is a Gaussian noise variable, normalized such that
&$i (t)$j (t

')( = %(T )&ij &(t % t ') with i, j indexing directions.
Both the drag coefficient # and the momentum-space diffusion
coefficient % depend on the local temperature, T . We use the
same parameterization for # as in Ref. [5], # (T ) = aT 2, with
a = 2 ) 10%6 (fm/c)%1 MeV%2 and also neglect a momen-
tum dependence of # . # and % are related by the fluctuation-
dissipation relation in equilibrium, &p2

i ( = %/2# . As in Ref. [5],
% is calculated from the above equation with &p2

i ( = 1.33mcT ,
with a charm quark mass mc = 1.5 GeV/c2.

For simplicity, the initial conditions for central collisions of
heavy nuclei (Au or Pb) are the same as in Ref. [5]. We assume
a plasma in thermal equilibrium occupying a cylinder of fixed
radius R, equal to the radius of the colliding nuclei (R = 7 fm
in the present calculations), at the time of its full formation '0.
After that, the plasma evolves according to Bjorken’s hydrody-
namics, with a temperature dropping like T = T0 ('0/' )1/3. Be-
fore the time '0, the plasma is changing rapidly and is not fully
equilibrated. We assume (as done in Ref. [5]) that the plasma

Figure 1.3: Quark masses in the QCD vacuum and the Higgs vacuum. Figure taken

from Ref. [17].

Laboratory (BNL) in Long Island, state New York, was particularly designed to form

QGP by colliding Au nuclei at
p

s = 200 GeV per nucleon. The experimental layout

of this facility is described in Section 2.1 and a description of the space-time evolution,

energy density, and freeze-out conditions are discussed in this section. This is followed by

a description of several signatures for the existence of a QGP in heavy ion collisions. This

section only defines a comments those signatures, the experimental results confirming the

existence of QGP is described in section 1.5.
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1.3.1 Space-time Evolution

The space-time evolution of a heavy ion collision is shown in Fig. 1.4 assuming that QGP

is formed. The figure is asymmetrically divided into narrow column on the left depicting

schematically various stages of the collision rotated by 90 degrees and wide space-time

graph roughly showing the corresponding stages of the matter on the right. ⌧ and T

denote the proper time of the evolving system ⌧ =

p
t2 � z2 (⌧ as the variable and T as

a value).

Introduction

Lorentz contracted in the direction of motion, forming thin disks. As the nuclei col-

lide, the partons experience hard (high-Q2
) interactions in the pre-equilibrium phase

from which many particles, including heavy quarks and high-p
T

jets, are formed. As

the nuclei traverse each other, they create a fireball in which the temperature and

density increase and more quark anti-quark pairs are created. As the energy density

reaches the critical value, deconfinement sets in and the system undergoes a phase

transition to a quark gluon plasma. The pressure of the system causes the fireball to

expand, and temperatures and densities begin to decrease until the phase boundary

is reached and hadronization occurs. The strong interaction drives the system to-

wards the chemical freeze-out temperature (T
ch

), after which particle ratios become

fixed [36]. This is followed by kinetic freeze-out (Tkin) after which inelastic collisions

cease and particle momenta are fixed [37].

2.1. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS

z

t
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Figure 2.1: The space-time evolution of a heavy-ion collision [43]. ⌧0 is the par-

ticle formation time, T
C

is the critical temperature, T
ch

is the chemical freeze-out

temperature, and T
fo

is the thermal freeze-out temperature.

2.1 Experimental Programs

To date, there have been three dedicated experimental programs in search of the

QGP using relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

(AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA, collided Si+Al, Si+Au and Au+Au

nuclei in the centre of mass energy per nucleon range

p
s

NN

⇠ 2-5 GeV. The Su-

per Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN, Switzerland, collided various ions such as

p+Be, O+O, S+S and Pb+Pb in range

p
s

NN

⇠ 8-17 GeV. Both facilities which

started operations in the mid 1980s, ran in a fixed target mode which involved col-

liding beams with stationary targets. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC),

which began operations in 1999, is also able collide a variety of species such as p+p,

d+Au, Cu+Cu, and Au+Au nuclei with centre of mass energies

p
s

NN

⇠10-200

21

Figure 1.4: The space-time evolution of a heavy ion collision with a phase transition

to a quark gluon plasma. Figure taken from [38, 39].

The deconfined state is very short-lived, and hadronization sets in before particles

16

Figure 1.4: The space-time evolution of a heavy ion collision. Figure taken from Ref.

[19].

The incoming nuclei moving at relativistic speeds are Lorentz contracted in the direction

of motion, appearing as thin disks to an observer at rest. As the nuclei collide, the

partons experience hard interactions from which heavy quarks and high-p
T

jets are formed.

As the nuclei traverse each other, they create an area in which the temperature and

density increase and more quark anti-quark pairs are created. This area is called fireball.

As the energy density reaches the critical value, quarks become deconfined, the chiral
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symmetry is restored and the nuclear matter transits into QGP. The QGP is in the thermal

equilibrium, the pressure of the system causes the fireball to expand, and temperatures

and densities begin to decrease until the critical temperature Tc (see the graph on Figure

1.4) is reached again, the matter transits from QGP and hadronization occurs, i.e. quarks

become confined in hadrons again and chiral symmetry spontaneously break. Those newly

created hadrons are still close to each other so that inelastic collisions are dominant. The

system expands and cools until it reaches the chemical freeze-out temperature (Tch), after

which only elastic collisions can frequently occur so particle ratios become fixed, because

hadrons can no longer be destroyed. After further expansion and cooling, the average

distance between the hadrons is longer than the strong interaction range so that even the

particle momenta can’t be changed. This stage is called the kinetic freeze-out (Tfo).

QGP cannot be directly observed, because the deconfined state occurs during the time of

units of fm/c (the exact time depends on the initial energy density, the volume of the of

the fireball and the precise value is unknown; some values will be discussed in the next

subsection). Strong experimental arguments indicate that the transition to a QGP has

indeed occurred [18]. Those arguments are called QGP signatures and some of them are

discussed in further in this section.

1.3.2 Initial Energy Density - Bjorken Formula

The energy density necessary to form QGP has been expected to be Ec ⇠ 1 GeV/fm3 [21].

The Bjorken energy density [20] is used in measurements of the peak energy density in

heavy ion collisions, and is defined as

EBj(⌧) =

1

⌧0ST

dE
T

dy
, (1.5)

where ⌧0 is the formation time of the medium, S
T

is the transverse area overlap of the
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colliding nuclei, and dE
T

/dy is the transverse energy density per unit rapidity which is

usually measured. The value at RHIC for ps
NN

= 200 GeV was measured to be 5.4

GeV/fm3 in the most central collisions (all nucleons participate in collision) [22]. The

Bjorken model requires a small crossing time for the nuclei (⌧ < 2R/� = 0.13 in Au+Au

collisions at ps
NN

= 200 GeV) and the calculation in [22] assumes ⌧0 = 1 fm/c.

1.3.3 Partonic Collectivity

In the heavy ion collisions which are not central, the fireball has an almond shape which

is spatially anisotropic. This initial spatial anisotropy transforms into a momentum

anisotropy due to the different pressure gradients in the expanding fireball, shown in

Figure 1.5 as the red area. This boosts momenta of particles in the direction of the

pressure gradient.

Figure 1.5: Non-central collision. Participant nucleons in the almond-shaped overlap

region experience a force from the pressure gradient. Figure taken from

Ref. [23].

The momentum anisotropy called flow is determined by decomposing the observed final-

state particle distribution into a Fourier expansion, i.e.

E
d

3N

dp3
=

d

2N

2⇡p
T

dp
T

dy

 
1 +

1X

n=1

2�
n

cos[n(�� �RP)]

!
, (1.6)
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where �RP is the reaction plane angle (Figure 1.5 depicts the case when �RP = 0) and the

coefficients

�
n

= hcos[n(�� �RP)]i (1.7)

represent the flow. �1 is called radial flow, �2 elliptical flow, �3 triangular flow, etc. The

elliptic flow is the most interesting observable, because it’s the largest at mid-rapidity

which makes it very sensitive QGP signature providing the degree of thermalization.

1.3.4 Energy Loss and Suppression

Another QGP signature is the suppression of particle production in heavy ion collisions.

The suppression is represented by observable called the nuclear modification factor R
AB

in the collision system A+B with respect to a reference measurement, generally obtained

from p+p collisions at the same energy:

R
AB

⌘ 1

N
bin

d

2N
AB

(p
T

)

dp
T

dy

d

2N
p+p

(p
T

)

dp
T

dy

, (1.8)

where N
bin

is average number of binary (nucleon on nucleon) collisions in the A+B system,

d

2N
AB

(p
T

)/(dp
T

dy) differential invariant yield from the A + B and d

2N
p+p

(p
T

)/(dp
T

dy)

from the p+p. N
bin

as well as the centrality of the collision (sometimes called the number

of participants) is calculated from particle multiplicity by using the Glauber model based

fits into particle multiplicity distribution [24].

High-momentum partons are created in hard-scattering processes that occur in the early

stage of an collision (either A+B, p+A, or p+p). Their production can be calculated using

perturbative QCD. They subsequently traverse the hot QGP, losing energy as they interact

with its constituents. This energy loss is expected to occur via inelastic processes (gluon

radiation induced in the medium, or radiative energy loss, analogous to bremsstrahlung
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in QED) and via elastic processes (collisional energy loss). Such energy loss would result

in the p
T

spectrum modification relative to the spectrum in p+p collisions where newly

created particles travel through the QCD vacuum instead of the QGP. It is not possible

to measure those high-momentum partons directly. One can either reconstruct clusters of

correlated hadrons known as jets or reconstruct hadrons consisting of at least one heavy

quark (charm or bottom). Energy loss would then result in the softening and broadening of

the observed jet structure, known as jet quenching, or R
AB

< 1 for high-momentum heavy

quark hadrons respectively. The main disadvantage of studying the energy loss through

jet quenching lies in the jet reconstruction, which depends on the used reconstruction

algorithm, whereas the type of the parton traveling through QGP is known in the case

of heavy quark hadrons reconstruction. The details about heavy quark production are

discussed in the next section.

Heavy quarks are an excellent probe to study properties of QGP, because

• the formation time of heavy quarks is smaller that the formation of QGP,

• interactions with QGP don’t change flavor identity,

• the temperature of QGP is lower than the minimum energy for the creation of heavy

quark-antiquark pair, so they cannot be destroyed/created in the QGP and thus can

penetrate through all stages of the system evolution.

1.4 Heavy Quark Production

The heavy quark production is dominated by initial gluon fusion at initial hard partonic

collisions and can be described by perturbative QCD (pQCD) due to their large mass

[27]. The minimum value of momentum transfer Q in the production of a heavy quark-

antiquark pair is 2m
q

where m
q

is the heavy quark mass. So the space-time scale is in the
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order of 1/2m
q

⇠ 0.1 fm/c for charm and ⇠ 0.02 fm/c for bottom quark which is much

lower than the expected lifetime of the QGP.

cg

g c

g

g c

c

c

c

q

q

Figure 1.6: The basic Feynman diagrams for charm quark pair production at the Lead-

ing Order (LO) level.

The charm cross-section can be calculated from an amplitude which is found by summing

up the terms of the Feynman diagrams. Three of the lowest order (Leading Order)

diagrams for charm in 200 GeV collisions are shown in Figure 1.6. They have been

evaluated at the Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) level [25] including diagrams of orders ↵2
S

and ↵3
S

. The renormalization scale has been chosen near or at the m
q

. This calculation

has been extended to the Fixed-Order Next-to-Leading-Log level (FONLL) by including

terms of orders ↵2
S

(↵
S

log(p
T

/m
q

))

k (Leading Log) and ↵3
S

(↵
S

log(p
T

/m
q

))

k (Next-to-

leading Log) owing to the rise of large logarithms of the ration p
T

/m
q

to all orders in

the perturbative expansion [26]. The results for p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV using

the FONLL approach were presented in [27] and confirmed by results presented in [28]

based also on analysis discussed in this thesis. However, calculations of the charm cross

section at low p
T

(< 1 GeV/c) become complicated because charm quarks cannot be

treated as a massless flavor. Furthermore, in the low momentum transfer region there is a

large uncertainty in the gluon density function, and the strong coupling constant increases

dramatically. Thus, pQCD calculations have little predictive power for the total charm

cross section in high-energy hadron-hadron collisions [29]. These theoretical issues further

demonstrate the necessity of precise experimental measurements to provide constraints

that improve theoretical calculations like the one published in [30].
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1.5 A Selection of Current Experimental Results

This section will discuss a selection of experimental results relevant to the analysis de-

scribed in this thesis in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. The first subsection will present a

measurement in p+p collisions focused mainly on comparison with FONLL, whereas all

other subsections will present measurements in the heavy ion collisions.

The state-of-art measurements of inclusive heavy quark production are carried out through

two main approaches:

1. single leptons from heavy-flavor semi-leptonic decays

2. hadrons from hadronic decays

Both are drawn schematically in Figure 1.7 which depicts a created pair of charm quarks

hadronizing into open charm mesons D0 and D0 whose properties can be found in [4]

where one can find also the probability of a charm quark hadronizing to D0 meson being

56.5%. The term "open charm" emphasizes the fact that such particle consists of just

one charm quark or antiquark. When it comes to bottom quarks, one can analogically

use the term open bottom. The Figure further shows the D0 undergoing a hadronic decay

into negative kaon and positive pion with branching ratio of 3.87% and D0 undergoing

a semi-leptonic decay into electron (or muon), corresponding neutrino and positive kaon.

The branching ratio of such decay is 9.6%. All of those number are again taken from Ref.

[4]. One advantage of the first method is that the electrons, called non-photonic electrons

(NPE), coming from the semi-leptonic decay of the open charm or open bottom mesons

are easy to be triggered by detectors and another advantage is relatively large branching

ratio resulting in relatively large statistics. However, interpretations of the experimental

results contain ambiguities because

(a) electrons or muons are produced by various charmed and bottomed hadron decays,

and
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(b) heavy-flavor hadrons contributing to leptons at a certain p
T

can come from a wide

kinematic region due to the decay smearing. The second method suffers from a large com-

binatorial background particularly (signal to background ratio is on the order of 1/1000)

in heavy-ion collisions.
3
.8
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Figure 1.7: Charm quark fragmentation to D0 and two main D0 decay channels.

The long-term goal of the heavy flavor physics in the STAR Collaboration decadal plan

[31] (STAR experiment is discussed in chapter 2) has been to give answers to questions:

• Are the interactions of energetic partons with QCD matter characterized by weak

or strong coupling?

• What is the detailed mechanism for partonic energy loss?

Let’s note that the term "weak coupling" has nothing to do with the weak interaction,
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but it regards the QCD running coupling constant.

1.5.1 Invariant Cross Section of Non-photonic Electrons Produced

in p+p Collisions

Electrons from bottom and charm meson decays are the two dominant components of the

non-photonic electrons. Mostly due to the decay kinematics, the azimuthal correlations

between the daughter electron and daughter hadron are different for bottom meson decays

and charm meson decays. A study of these azimuthal correlations has been carried out

on STAR data and is compared with a PYTHIA [32] simulation to obtain the ratio of the

bottom electron yield to the heavy-flavor decay electron yield eb
eb+ec

[33], where PYTHIA

was tuned to reproduce STAR measurements of D mesons p
T

spectra [34]. Using the

measured e
b

/(e
b

+ e
c

) together with the measured non-photonic electron cross section

with the electrons from J/ ,⌥ decay and Drell-Yan processes subtracted, these two

components were disentangled. Figure 1.8 shows the invariant cross section of electrons
⇣

e

++e

�

2

⌘
from bottom (upper left) and charm (upper right) mesons as a function of p

T

and the corresponding FONLL predictions, along with the ratio of each measurement to

the FONLL calculations (lower panels).

The integrated cross section of electrons
⇣

e

++e

�

2

⌘
at 3 GeV/c < p

T

< 10 GeV/c coming

from open bottom, open charm were measured to be

d�(B!e)+(B!D!e)

dy

����
ye=0

= 4.0 ± 0.5(stat) ± 1.1(syst)nb,

d�
D!e

dy

����
ye=0

= 6.2 ± 0.7(stat) ± 1.5(syst)nb

respectively.

The FONLL prediction was successfully tested also at Tevatron [35] and LHC [36] energies

as well as in this thesis for RHIC energies of
p

s = 200 and 500 GeV (see chapter 6).
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FIG. 17: (Color online) Invariant cross section of electrons ( e++e�

2 ) from bottom (upper-left) and charm meson (upper-right)
decay, together with the ratio of the corresponding measurements to the FONLL predictions for bottom (lower-left) and charm
electrons (lower-right). The solid circles are experimental measurements. The error bars and the boxes are respectively the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The solid and dotted curves are the FONLL predictions and their uncertainties. The
dashed and dot-dashed curves are the FONLL prediction for B�D�e, i.e. electrons from the decays of D mesons which in
turn come from B meson decays.

despite the large di�erence in background. This mea-
surement and PHENIX measurement are consistent with
each other within the quoted uncertainties. After correct-
ing a mistake in the photonic electron reconstruction e�-
ciency, the published STAR result using year 2003 data is
consistent with our present measurements. We are able
to disentangle the electrons from bottom and charm me-
son decays in the non-photonic electron spectrum using
the measured ratio of eB/(eB + eD) and the measured
non-photonic cross section. The integrated bottom and
charm electron cross sections ( e+

+e�

2

) at 3 GeV/c < pT <
10 GeV/c are determined separately as

d�
(B�e)+(B�D�e)

dye
|ye=0

= 4.0± 0.5(stat.)± 1.1(syst.)nb

d�D�e

dye
|ye=0

= 6.2 ± 0.7(stat.) ± 1.5(syst.)nb.

FONLL can describe these measurements within its
theoretical uncertainties. Future measurements on low-
pT electrons from bottom meson decay are important to

overcome the large uncertainties of the derived total bot-
tom quark production cross section that originate mostly
from the large variations of theoretical model prediction
in the low-pT region.
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Figure 1.8: Invariant cross section of electrons from bottom (upper left) and charm

meson (upper right) decay, together with the ratio of the corresponding

measurements to the FONLL predictions for bottom (lower left) and charm

electrons (lower right). The solid circles are experimental measurements.

The error bars and the boxes are, respectively, the statistical and systematic

uncertainties. The solid and dotted curves are the FONLL predictions and

their uncertainties. The dashed and dot-dashed curves are the FONLL

prediction for B ! D ! e.
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1.5.2 Invariant Cross Section of D0 Mesons in p+p and Au+Au

Collisions at psNN = 200 GeV

A temperature of 300-600 MeV, which may have been reached in 200 GeV central Au+Au

collisions of RHIC [37] is significantly lower than the threshold energy of charm-anticharm

quark pair production, thus no thermal production of heavy flavor is expected to take place

and therefore the initially produced heavy quarks experience the full collision history with

the medium. The Figure 1.9 shows charm pair production cross section per one binary

collision �NN

cc̄

as a function of the number of binary collisions Nbin.

bin
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0
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Figure 1.9: Charm quark pair cross section as a function of the number of binary col-

lisions N
bin

. Circles represent measurement in p+p collisions carried out in

years 2009 (run9) and 2012 (run12), artificialy nudged aside of each other

for better clarity, and squares represent measurement in Au+Au collisions

for various centralities. The asterix denotes the measurement in AuAu col-

lisions all centralities combined.
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The integrated cross section (integrated over all p
T

) scales with number of binary collision,

which is consistent with the expectation of the charm quarks being produced in initial

hard processes. It also might suggest that the nuclear shadowing1 are not significant at
p

sNN = 200 GeV, but it is necessary to have measurements in d+Au or p+Au collisions

to be sure about such assumptions.

1.5.3 Nuclear Modification Factor of D0 production at RHIC

Figure 1.10a reveals the experimental result on the modification of the D0 differential

invariant yield p
T

spectra in Au+Au collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV from the STAR Collab-

oration. Figure 1.10b shows D0 nuclear modification factor R
AA

for the centrality bins of

40-80% (panel a), 10-40% (panel b) and 0-10% (panel c). The vertical bars around unity

in Figure 1.10b from left to right represent the overall scaling uncertainties for N
bin

in

Au+Au collisions and cross-section in p+p collisions, respectively. Strong suppression is

observed in the most central collisions for p
T

> 2.5 GeV/c, while no suppression is seen in

peripheral collisions which is similar to the suppression of the light hadrons [38]. Figure

1.10b (panel c) also shows a comparison of the measured R
AA

with several recent model

calculations. The paper [39] provides a detailed discussion of the results. Let’s summarize

main findings in the next 3 paragraphs.

Energetic heavy quarks were predicted to lose less energy than light quarks via gluon

radiation when they traverse the QGP [40]. In contrast, measurements of heavy flavor

decay electrons at RHIC and charm hadrons at the LHC show significant suppression

at high transverse momentum, p
T

, in central Au+Au collisions, similar to that of light

hadrons [41], [42], [43]. This has led to the reconsideration of the effect of heavy-quark

collisional energy loss [44], [45]. A complete understanding of the partonic energy loss

mechanisms in the QGP requires systematic and precise measurements of various hadrons
1Parton distribution functions (PDF) of a single nucleon differ from PDF of a nucleon binded in

nucleus, which can affect production cross sections in heavy ion collisions
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carrying different quark flavors at RHIC and the LHC.
5

is calculated via the single track e�ciencies in each p
T

,
� and � bin by folding with the decay kinematics.

The bin-by-bin systematic uncertainties include: a) D0

raw yield extraction uncertainties, including mass bin-
ning, fit regions and functional forms for the residual
background range, 1.0�10.3%; the di�erence between bin
counting and fitting, 1.0�8.5%, b) uncertainties from
the p

T

shape and the functional extrapolation for the
spectrum in p+p collisions, 10�35%, which is the ma-
jor source of the uncertainties on the nuclear modifica-
tion factor (R

AA

), c) e�ciency uncertainties, 4�7%. The
overall systematic uncertainties are: a) ME background
normalization, 0.5%, b) uncertainty of dE/dx, 8%.

The D0 p
T

spectra after corrections are shown in Fig. 2
as solid symbols for di�erent centrality bins. The D0

and charm production cross sections are extracted from
the integration of the D0 p

T

spectra and the uncertain-
ties are obtained following the method used in Ref. [23].
The D0 per nucleon-nucleon-collision production cross
section, d�NN

D ¯D
/dy, in the 0�10% most central collisions is

measured to be 84 ± 9 (stat.) ± 10 (sys.) µb. The charm
d�NN

cc̄ /dy at mid-rapidity in the 0�10% most central col-
lisions is calculated, assuming the same c! D0 fragmen-
tation ratio (0.565 ± 0.032) as in p+p collisions [23], to
be 148 ± 15 (stat.) ± 19 (sys.) µb.

The p+p data, shown as open circles, contain D0 data
for p

T

< 2.0 GeV/c and D� data for p
T

> 2.0 GeV/c [23].
The dashed curves are Levy function [26] fits to the p+p
data, scaled by the number of binary collisions, N

bin

[18].
Table I contains the values of N

bin

and of N
part

, the
number of participants. The data in peripheral 40�80%
collisions are consistent with the curve, while the 0�10%
most central collisions clearly fall below the curve at high
p
T

. The D0 R
AA

is calculated as the ratio between the
D0 p

T

spectrum in Au+Au collisions in each centrality
bin to the average of the Levy and power-law function fits
to the p+p data scaled by N

bin

[23], due to the limited
p+p statistics. The p+p baseline uncertainties are es-
timated by varying the fit parameters by ±1� and then
using the largest deviation from the fit with minimum
�2. The di�erence between power-law and Levy func-
tions is also taken into account in the bin-by-bin system-
atic uncertainties; especially for the low p

T

extrapolation
where the data points are missing in the p+p data. Fig-
ure 3 shows D0 R

AA

for the centrality bins of 40�80%
(a), 10�40% (b) and 0�10% (c). The vertical lines and
brackets indicate the size of the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties, respectively. The vertical bars around
unity from left to right represent the overall scaling un-
certainties for N

bin

in Au+Au and cross-section in p+p
collisions, respectively. Strong suppression is observed in
the most central collisions for p

T

> 2.5 GeV/c, while no
suppression is seen in peripheral collisions. In 0�10%
collisions, the suppression level is around 0.5 for p

T

> 3
GeV/c, which is consistent with both the measurements
of electrons from heavy flavor hadron decays [6, 7] and the
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Centrality dependence of the D0 pT

di�erential invariant yield in Au+Au collisions (solid sym-
bols). The curves are number-of-binary-collision-scaled Levy
functions from fitting to the p+p result (open circles) [23].
The arrow denotes the upper limit with 90% confidence level
of the last data point for 10�40% collisions. The systematic
uncertainties are shown as square brackets.

centrality 0�10% 10�40% 40�80% 0�80%
Nbin 941.2 ± 26.3 391.4 ± 30.2 56.6 ± 13.6 291.9 ± 20.5
Npart 325.5 ± 3.6 174.1 ± 9.9 41.8 ± 7.8 126.7 ± 7.7

TABLE I: The number of binary collisions and the number of
participants from Glauber model calculation [18].

light hadrons [15]. This indicates that charm quarks lose
energy as they pass through the surrounding medium in
central Au+Au collisions at RHIC. In Pb+Pb collisions
at 2.76 TeV at the LHC, a strong suppression of leptons
and D-mesons [8] has also been observed equal to that of
the light hadrons.

The other overall systematic uncertainties are mainly
from a) charm fragmentation ratio uncertainty, 5.7%, b)
D0 decay branching ratio uncertainty, 1.3%, c) uncertain-
ties of N

bin

in centralities, which are listed in Table I.
Several recent model calculations are compared with

STAR data in Fig. 3 (c). The TAMU group [12] used
the Langevin approach to calculate heavy quark propa-
gation in the medium, which was described by a (2+1)D
ideal hydrodynamic model. The charm-medium inter-
action strength is calculated using the T-Matrix dy-
namic method, including charmed resonance continuous
regeneration and dissociation. The transport approach
used in this calculation considered collisional energy loss
and the charm-quark hadronization including both frag-
mentation and coalescence mechanisms. The SUBAT-
ECH group [13] used the Hard-Thermal-Loop (HTL)

(a) Centrality dependence of the D0 pT differen-

tial invariant yield in Au+Au collisions (solid

symbols). The curves are number-of-binary-

collision-scaled Lévy functions from fit to the

p+p result (open circles) [28]. The arrow de-

notes the upper limit with 90% confidence

level of the last data point for 10-40% colli-

sions.

6

analytic approach to directly calculate charm-medium
interactions with both fragmentation and coalescence
hadronization processes. Comparison with their calcu-
lations that include only the collisional energy loss, and
both collisional and radiative energy loss, suggests that
the radiative energy loss has a negligible impact on the fi-
nal charmed hadron R

AA

. The Torino group [27] directly
applied the HTL calculation results to the charm-medium
interaction strength from the SUBATECH group in their
Langevin simulation. The medium was described via
viscous hydrodynamics. However, this calculation does
not include the charm-quark coalescence hadronization
process. The calculations from the TAMU and SUB-
ATECH groups generally describe the significant fea-
tures in the data, while the Torino calculation misses
the intermediate-p

T

enhancement structure. This indi-
cates that, in the measured kinematic region, collisional
energy loss alone can account for the large suppression in
R

AA

, but a coalescence type mechanism is important in
modeling charm-quark hadronization at low and interme-
diate p

T

. Cold-nuclear-matter (CNM) e�ects in the open
charm sector could also be important, and could con-
tribute to the enhancement of R

AA

. Calculations from
the Duke group [28], including fragmentation and recom-
bination with or without shadowing e�ects provide a rea-
sonable description of the data. The treatment from the
LANL group [29] with CNM and hot QGP e�ects, in-
cluding energy loss and meson dissociation, is consistent
in the region of its applicability, pT > 2 GeV/c, with our
data and with the other model evaluations in Fig. 3(c).
The R

AA

enhancement at intermediate p
T

has also been
observed in the measurement of electrons from heavy fla-
vor decays in d+Au collisions [30]. At LHC energies,
all these models reproduce the strong suppression of D-
meson production in central Pb+Pb collisions at pT >
2 GeV/c. However, no data is available from LHC to
justify these models at pT < 2 GeV/c [8].

Figure 4 shows the integrated D0 R
AA

as a function
of N

part

. The red squares represent the integrated R
AA

over the whole p
T

region, which agree with unity, indicat-
ing that the charm production cross section scales with
the number of binary collisions. This is consistent with
charm quarks originating predominantly from initial hard
scattering at RHIC. The integrated R

AA

above 3 GeV/c
are represented as black circles, and show a strong cen-
trality dependence. No suppression is seen in peripheral
collisions, but a clear suppression, at the level of ⇠0.5,
is seen in central collisions. A clear enhancement is ob-
served from the R

AA

integrated over the intermediate p
T

region 0.7�2.2 GeV/c, shown as blue diamonds.
In summary, we report the first measurement of the

D0 production cross section from the hadronic D0 !
K�+ ⇡+ decay channel at mid-rapidity in Au+Au colli-
sions at psNN= 200GeV. The charm production cross
sections at mid-rapidity per nucleon-nucleon collision
from p+p to Au+Au show a number-of-binary-collision
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Panels (a)(b): D0 RAA for peripheral
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with model calculations from the TAMU (solid curve), SUB-
ATECH (dashed curve), Torino (dot-dashed curve), Duke
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points denote the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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scaling, which supports that charm quarks are mainly
produced in the initial hard scatterings. The centrality
dependence of the transverse momentum distributions as
well as the nuclear modification factor show no suppres-
sion in peripheral collisions, but a strong suppression, at
the level of R

AA

⇠ 0.5, in the most central collisions for
p
T

> 3 GeV/c. This is indicative of significant energy

(b) Panels (a)(b): D0 RAA for peripheral 40-80%

and semi-central 10-40% collisions; Panel (c):

D0 RAA for 0-10% most central events (blue

circles) compared with model calculations The

vertical bars around unity denote the over-

all normalization uncertainties in the Au+Au

and p+p data, respectively.

Figure 1.10: The p
T

-differential D0 invariant yield in Au+Au collisions at
p

s = 200

GeV for various cetralities (subfigure a) and the D0 meson nuclear modi-

fication factor (subfigure b). Figures taken from Ref. [39].

Heavy quarks are expected to hadronize in elementary collisions mainly through hard

fragmentation. In high- energy heavy-ion collisions, the large charm-pair abundance could

increase the coalescence probability, in particular for p
T

. 2 GeV/c. The coalescence of

charm with a light quark from the medium with a large radial flow may introduce a p
T

-
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dependent enhancement to the observed charmed hadron spectrum compared to that from

fragmentation [46], [47]. Furthermore, this may lead to a baryon-to-meson enhancement

for charmed hadrons similar to that observed for light-flavor hadrons [48], [38].

The TAMU group [46] used the Langevin approach to calculate heavy quark propagation

in the medium, which was described by a (2+1)D ideal hydrodynamic model. The inter-

action strength between a charm quark and the medium is calculated using the T-Matrix

dynamic method, including charmed resonance continuous regeneration and dissociation.

While traversing through the medium, collisional energy loss and the hadronization in-

cluding both fragmentation and coalescence mechanisms are considered for the charm

quark. The SUBATECH group [47] used the Hard-Thermal-Loop (HTL) to calculate

charm-medium interactions with both fragmentation and coalescence hadronization pro-

cesses. It suggests that the radiative energy loss has a negligible impact on the final

charmed hadron R
AA

. The Torino group [49] directly applied the HTL calculation results

to the charm-medium interaction strength from the SUBATECH group in their Langevin

simulation. The medium was described via viscous hydrodynamics. But, they didn’t

include the charm-quark coalescence hadronization process. The Duke group calcula-

tion [50] used Langevin framework as TAMU, collisional plus radiative energy loss and

hybrid fragmentation plus recombination or heavy quark coalescence with light quarks

from the QGP. The recombination was calculated with and without nuclear shadowing

effects highlighting the importance of Cold-nuclear-matter (CNM) efects. The maximum

of R
AA

around p
T

' 1.5 GeV/c is consistent with the predictions of SUBATECH, Duke

and TAMU groups whereas inconsistent with Torino prediction. SUBATECH explicitly

suggests that the maximum is induced by the transverse flow picked up from the expand-

ing medium through coalescence with light-quarks. This indicates that collisional energy

loss alone can account for the large suppression in R
AA

. A coalescence type mechanism

is important in modeling charm-quark hadronization at low and intermediate p
T

. CNM

effects might play a role, but probably not as significant as Duke calculation has assumed.
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1.5.4 Nuclear Modification Factor of D0 production at LHC

Open Charm mesons R
AA

has been measured by the ALICE Collaboration [51] at Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) in Pb+Pb collision at ps
NN

= 2.76 TeV. The results shown

in Figure 1.11a reveals strong suppression of open charm mesons comparable (within

errors) with light particles. The radiative energy loss which might be negligible at low

p
T

should play a more significant role for heavy quarks with higher p
T

which are likely to

be produced at LHC. One then expects a hierarchy in the energy loss: �E
g

> �E
u,d,s

>

�E
c

> �E
b

. Whether this will transform into R⇡

AA

< RD

AA

< RB

AA

, it still remains a

question. However, CMS collaboration [52] analyzed production of the non-prompt J/ 

[53] which is exclusively a decay product of Open Bottom B mesons.
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Figure 1.11: Nuclear modification factor in Pb+Pb collisions at ps
NN

= 2.76 TeV.

Figure 1.11b shows R
AA

as a function of centrality (proportional to number of binary col-
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lisions) of D mesons and non-promt J/ . Rapidity ranges of those measurement slightly

differ, but mean p
T

is around 10 GeV/c for both measurements. The comparison clearly

indicates RD

AA

< RB

AA

consistent with prediction [54]. The prediction includes mass-

dependent radiative and collisional energy loss indicating �E
c

> �E
b

.

1.6 Thesis Outline

A brief overview of the Particle physics, Quantum Chromodynamics, and Heavy ion

collisions together with the selection of experimental result has been presented in this

chapter 1. Chapters 2-7 and appendices are dedicated to the analysis of D0 and D⇤±

meson production in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 and 500 GeV at RHIC.

Chapter 2 describes briefly the accelerator RHIC and closely the experiment STAR at

the configuration of the year 2011, i.e. the configuration which provided the data for

the analysis described in this thesis. STAR experiment has been upgraded two new

subsystems, Heavy Flavor Tracker and Muon Telescope Detector, which are covered in

chapter 7. Chapter 3 describes the analysis of purely experimental data including some

notes about the Time of Flight detector calibration, while chapter 4 describes a selection

of experimental data enriched by simulated data whose purpose is to calculated detector

efficiencies. Systematic errors have been always a know-how of experimental physicists

hence chapter 5 is dedicated to them. The final results are presented in chapter 6 and

their implications discussed in chapter 7 which also involves the discussion of the future

of the open charm measurements at STAR.

The thesis headings have 4 levels, listed the highest to lowest level: chapter, section,

subsection, and subsubsection.



Chapter 2

Experimental Setup

This chapter describes the experimental facility which provided data for the analysis

discussed in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. The first section is about the accelerator, the second

is the experiment overview and the following sections describe particular subsystems of

the experiment.

2.1 The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is experimental facility located at Brookhaven

National Laboratory on Long Island, state New York. RHIC is also able to collide spin-

polarized proton beams, and is still the most powerful polarized-proton collider. The

scheme of the RHIC is depicted in Figure 2.1. The accelerator chain starts with an

optically-pumped polarized H� ion source [55] producing H� ions at an energy of 35

keV to be accelerated to 200 MeV with a radio-frequency quadrupole and Linear Particle

Accelerator (LINAC). The ions are then stripped of electrons by passage through a foil,
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warm magnets and brings the injected beam into a
plane 48mm above the RHIC median plane. Final
injection is performed by a sequence of vertical
pitching magnet, horizontally deflecting Lambert-
son iron septum, and four vertical kicker magnets,
each 1.12m long providing 1.86mrad at
Br ! 81:114Tm.

Beam injection is done in box-car fashion, one
bunch at a time. The AGS cycle is repeated 14
times to establish the 56 bunches in the 360 RF
buckets of each ring. Four buckets remain empty
for the abort gap. Minimizing the filling time is
important in order to prevent bunch area dilution
due to intrabeam scattering, with a bunch area of
0.3 eV s doubling in about 7min. The overall filling
time of each ring needs to be done within about
1min to prevent difficulty in transition crossing.
The estimated transverse growth is estimated to be
low for the RHIC injection parameters. At the end
of the injection cycle, there is a total of B6" 1010

ions in each ring. For polarized protons and the
lightest ions, deuterium, two orders of magnitude
more ions are stored in the rings. However, the
electrical current, per bunch as well as for the
entire ring, is essentially the same for all species,
simplifying beam observation and beam control.

The adoption of beam transfer from the AGS to
RHIC in the single bunch mode allows consider-

able freedom in the filling pattern. The minimum
number of bunches is six, if collisions at all
interaction points are wanted. The nominal case
with 60 bunches corresponds to a bunch spacing of
63.9m. The bunch length of the incoming beam is
B20 ns so that the injection kicker rise time must
be less than 195 ns. Increasing the number of
injected bunches is a possibility only limited by the
need to avoid stray collisions and long-range
beam–beam effects. The existing kicker has a rise
time of B110 ns and allows nominally 72 and 90
bunches per ring. Doubling the number of bunches
to 120 will require new units with 95 ns rise times.

The bunches are captured in stationary buckets
of the so-called acceleration RF-system operating
at 28.15MHz, corresponding to a harmonic h !
6" 60: This frequency was chosen to match the
bucket shape to the bunch shape determined by
the AGS RF system so as to avoid bunch area
dilution. The matching voltage of 215 kV is
obtained from two accelerating cavities in each
ring. Matched transfer at the highest available
voltages minimized intrabeam scattering during
injection. This RF system performs the capture of
the injected beam, its acceleration, and bunch
shortening at top energy in preparation for
transfer to the storage RF system. To satisfy these
functions, the system requires great flexibility with

Fig. 2. Acceleration scenario for gold ions.
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Figure 3.2: The RHIC acceleration pattern for gold ions. Figure taken from [102].

the average luminosity for Au+Au to 30⇥10

26
cm

�2
s

�1
, and peak luminosity for p+p

to 4.6⇥ 10

31
cm

�2
s

�1
[105]. More details on the RHIC facility can be found in [102].

Over the years, RHIC has collided p+p, d+Au, Cu+Cu, and Au+Au, using iso-

topes

63
29Cu and

197
79 Au for the heavy ion beams. In 2012, RHIC collided for the first

time Cu+Au and U+U (

238
92 U) at

p
sNN = 200 GeV, exploring new energy densities

and eccentricities. There is a planned upgrade to eRHIC, an electron-ion collider [106],

which will further expand the range of collision species, and increase the range of mo-

mentum fraction (x) that can be probed at RHIC.

The RHIC project houses experiments at four of the collision points: STAR [55],

PHENIX [107], BRAHMS [108], and PHOBOS [109], with only STAR and PHENIX

currently in operation. The STAR detector, located at 6 o’clock on the ring, is

described below.

45

Figure 2.1: The RHIC accelerator scheme. Figure taken from Ref. [58].

creating a proton beam for injection into the Booster synchrotron [56] which further

accelerates it to 2 GeV, and then to the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) which

boosts them to approximately 23 GeV. Finally the proton beam is split and injected into

the RHIC rings where they are accelerated to the final energy 100 GeV or 250 GeV for

collisions at center-of-mass energies of
p

s=200 GeV or 500 GeV [57].

The heavy ions to be collided originate from a pulsed sputter ion source [59] and they

are then accelerated by a Tandem Van de Graaf accelerator to an energy of about

1MeV/nucleon. The ions are then sent into the Booster synchrotron. After the Booster,

ion beams are sent into the AGS to get to energies of 8.86 GeV/nucleon before injecting

them into the RHIC ring. The maximum center-of-mass energy per nucleon RHIC can

achieve with Au+Au collisions is 200 GeV and with U+U collisions it is 193 GeV.

Over the years, RHIC has collided p+p, Cu+Cu, Au+Au, U+U, using isotopes 63
29Cu,
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197
79 Au, and 238

92 U. There were also non-symmetric collisions of Cu+Au, He+Au, and d+Au.

The d+Au has particular importance in exploring the Cold nuclear matter effects. In 2015,

RHIC will run 9 weeks of polarized p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV, 5 weeks of p+Au

collisions at ps
NN

= 200 GeV with transverse polarization of the proton, and 2 weeks

of p+Si collisions ps
NN

= 200 GeV with transverse polarization of the proton. In 2016,

RHIC will run 10 weeks of Au+Au collisions ps
NN

= 200 GeV, 7 weeks of Au+Au and

p+p collisions at ps
NN

= 62 GeV, or 7 weeks of polarized p+p collisions at 510 GeV.

2.2 The Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC

The Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC, summarily STAR, is named after room-temperature

solenoid magnet which surrounds most of the detector subsystems. The STAR magnet

can be run at either it’s full field strength (0.5 T) or at half-full strength (0.25 T). The

magnetic field is parallel to the beam axis, and is uniform within 0.0040 T [60]. The STAR

detector [61] is a combination of 13 detector subsystems (see Figure 2.2 depicting 6 of

them so that the end cap is pulled back allowing the internals of STAR to be viewed.) from

which 6 are azimuthally symmetric about the beam pipe which run through the center

of STAR and reciprocally homocentric covering the pseudorapidity range from �1 to 1.

Two of those five are newly installed Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) and Muon Telescope

Detector. Both has not been available yet in 2011 and one is Barrel Shower-max Detector

(BSMD) whose purpose is to measure detailed spatial shape of electromagnetic showers in

order to separate showers caused by hadrons and by electrons. The rest three subsystems

were used in this analysis, listed as follows

• Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

• Time Of Flight Detector(TOF)

• Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC)
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Then there are non-homocentric detectors, 2 are positioned in the forward rapidity region

(1.086 < ⌘ < 2)

• Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EEMC)

• Forward GEM Tracker (FGT)

and 3 were paired coincidental fast triggering detectors

• Vertex Position Detector (VPD)

• Beam-beam Counter (BBC)

• Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC)

VPD has been the main triggering detector for p+p collisions since 2009 with the state

of art time resolution around 80 ps, i.e. vertex z-position resolution < 2.5 cm. In AuAu

collisions, the time resolution is outstanding 30 ps, thus it is also the best option for the

TOF start time. BBC with its high efficiency (above 90%) provides the best estimation

of event rate and ZDC (located 18 m down the beam line at the first bends of the beam

pipe) is the most sensitive on any diffractive process that can occur being able to detect

even singly diffractive processes. Finally, the remaining subsystem is Forward Muon

Spectrometer (FMS).

Coordinates in STAR are often given in terms of the cartesian directions x, y, and z.

These are defined such that the y-axis points up and the z-axis points along the beam

line from the origin of the coordinate system (x = y = z = 0) at the geometric center

of STAR towards forward rapidity detectors (FGT, EEMC). Angular coordinates such

that ✓ is measured from the positive z-axis, and � is measured from the positive y-axis.

In practice, ✓-angles are rarely used and angular coverage with respect to the z-axis is
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Figure 2.2: The Artistic view of the STAR detector.
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usually given in terms of pseudorapidity, ⌘, which is defined as:

⌘ ⌘ � ln

✓
tan

✓

2

◆
. (2.1)

2.3 Trigger

The STAR Trigger is a pipelined system in which digitized signals from the fast trigger

detectors (VPD, ZDC, BBC, BEMC, EEMC, TOF) are examined at the bunch crossing

rate ⇠ 10 MHz [62]. The scheme is depicted in Figure 2.3. The digitized signal from the

detectors is fed into Data Storage and Manipulation (DSM) boards where it is analyzed

and combined with the other signals in a 4-layer synchronous system based on custom

VME modules. Each board receives new data every RHIC clock tick, performs a simple

calculation (eg., a part of the sum), and passes the result to the next DSM board in the

tree. The tree narrows to one DSM board, which passes the final results to the Trigger

Control Unit (TCU) where it is combined with LIVE/BUSY status bits from the other

detectors (non triggering detectors) to act as an 18-bit address for the 16-bit Trigger

Word lookup table (LUT) whose output is used to clasify the type of each interaction.

The 16-bit Trigger Word is used as an address to access the pre-scale system and the

Action Word look-up table. This DSM+TCU-based decision tree constitutes Level 0 of

the trigger which is issued within 1.5 µs for each bunch crossing. The pre-scale system

allows the TCU to select only a pre-determined fraction of each trigger type. The Action

Word look-up table is loaded with a list of which detectors should be triggered for this

Trigger Word and what action those detectors should take.

When an interaction is selected at Level 0, each STAR detector designated to participate

in this type of event is notified using a 4-bit Trigger Command and told to identify this

event with a 12-bit token. This token guarantees that the resources are available in the

trigger system to complete a Level 2 decision to abort or to hand off the event to DAQ. All

of the raw trigger detector data and the results from Level 2 analyses are packaged and
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Figure 2.3: The STAR Trigger.

sent to DAQ with the token. The token stays with the event and is used as an identifier

within DAQ to organize collection of all the fragments from each STAR detector. Once

DAQ either accepts and stores the event or aborts it, the token is returned to the trigger

and recycled.

The RHIC clock is received and distributed, with the correct phase, by Rhic Clock and

Control (RCC) board to all DSMs and TCU. If the event is selected, then a trigger

is issued. The Action Word, Trigger Word and token are passed to the Trigger Clock

Distribution (TCD) crate for distribution to the detector subsystems.

2.4 Time Projection Chamber

One might say: "TPC is the STAR!". The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) covering an

azimuthal angle of 0 < � < 2⇡ is the main tracking sub-detector measuring the tracks of

charged particles. It is a 4.2 m long cylinder with the inner radius of 0.5 m and the outer
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3.2.1 Time Projection Chamber

The Time Projection Chamber, described in detail in [116], is the heart of the STAR

detector and provides tracking in 0 < �  2⇡ and |⌘| < 1.8. It is a 4.2 m long cylinder

with an inner radius of 0.5 m and an outer radius of 2 m. It is filled with P10 gas,

which contains 10% methane and 90% argon, and is regulated at 2 mbar above atmo-

spheric pressure. Separating the East and West hemispheres of the TPC is the central

membrane, which is held at a voltage of �28 kV. The endcaps are instrumented with

multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC) and are grounded. In combination with

the concentric inner and outer field-cage cylinders, the endcaps and central membrane

create a uniform electric field of ⇠ 135 V/cm. This setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

wires providing an amplification of 1000 to 3000. The positive ions created in the
avalanche induce a temporary image charge on the pads which disappears as the
ions move away from the anode wire. The image charge is measured by a pream-
plifier/shaper/waveform digitizer system. The induced charge from an avalanche
is shared over several adjacent pads, so the original track position can be recon-
structed to a small fraction of a pad width. There are a total of 136,608 pads in the
readout system.

The TPC is filled with P10 gas (10% methane, 90% argon) regulated at 2 mbar
above atmospheric pressure[7]. This gas has long been used in TPCs. It’s primary
attribute is a fast drift velocity which peaks at a low electric field. Operating on the
peak of the velocity curve makes the drift velocity stable and insensitive to small
variations in temperature and pressure. Low voltage greatly simplifies the field cage
design.

The design and specification strategy for the TPC have been guided by the limits of
the gas and the financial limits on size. Diffusion of the drifting electrons and their
limited number defines the position resolution. Ionization fluctuations and finite
track length limit the dE/dx particle identification. The design specifications were
adjusted accordingly to limit cost and complexity without seriously compromising
the potential for tracking precision and particle identification.

Fig. 1. The STAR TPC surrounds a beam-beam interaction region at RHIC. The collisions
take place near the center of the TPC.

3

Figure 3.5: The STAR Time Projection Chamber. Figure taken from [116].

48

Figure 2.4: The STAR Time Projection Chamber.
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radius of 2m (see Figure 2.4). The outer radius subtends a |⌘| < 1. The tracking volume

is split in two at the center (z = 0) of TPC along the beam pipe by the High Voltage

Membrane held at a voltage of �28 kV (TPC cathode). The bases of the cylinder are

instrumented with grounded multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC) which create

together with the cathode a uniform electric field of ⇠ 135 V/cm. The volume of the

cylinder is filled with P10 gas consisting of 10% methane and 90%. The P10 pressure is

regulated at 2 mbar above the atmospheric pressure.

Charged particles traversing the volume of the TPC ionize the P10 gas atoms. The ioniza-

tion electrons drift towards the bases at a constant velocity of ⇠ 5.45 cm/µs, resulting in

a maximum drift time in the TPC of ⇠ 40µs. The drift velocity is monitored each several

hours by a laser calibration system [63]. The ionization cost the traversing particles some

portion of their energy, concretely the path of a track crossing 150 cm is equivalent to

1.17% of a radiation length.

The MWPCs are split into 12 sectors, each with 45 pad rows. Each sector consists of

an inner and outer sector with 13 and 32 pad rows, respectively. The inner and outer

sectors differ from each other in their geometry as depicted in Figure 2.5. The inner sector

pads were optimized to provide closer space points for an improved two-track resolution

because of the higher track densities at smaller radius. The outer sectors have continuous

pad coverage to optimize the resolution of the energy deposited by the ionization electrons.

The (x, y) position obtained from the sectors together with the z position calculated from

the drift time enable the charged particles’s tracking in the TPC. The ionization energy

loss per unit length, dE/dx, is obtained from the energy of the ionization electrons, and

is used for particle identification.
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Item Inner Subsector Outer Subsector Comment

Pad Size 2.85 mm x 11.5 mm 6.20 mm x 19.5 mm

Isolation Gap between pads 0.5 mm 0.5 mm

Pad Rows 13 (#1-#13) 32 (#14-#45)

Number of Pads 1,750 3,942 5,692 total

Anode Wire to Pad Plane Spacing 2 mm 4 mm

Anode Voltage 1,170 V 1,390 V 20:1 signal:noise

Anode Gas Gain 3,770 1,230

Table 3
Comparison of the Inner and Outer subsector geometries.

Fig. 4. The anode pad plane with one full sector shown. The inner sub-sector is on the right
and it has small pads arranged in widely spaced rows. The outer sub-sector is on the left
and it is densely packed with larger pads.

The inner sub sectors are in the region of highest track density and thus are opti-
mized for good two-hit resolution. This design uses smaller pads which are 3.35
mm by 12 mm pitch. The pad plane to anode wire spacing is reduced accordingly
to 2 mm to match the induced signal width to 3 pads. The reduction of the induced
surface charge width to less than the electron cloud diffusion width improves two
track resolution a small amount for stiff tracks⇡ perpendicular to the pad rows at ⌘
⇡0. The main improvement in two track resolution, however, is due to shorter pad
length (12 mm instead of 20 mm). This is important for lower momentum tracks
which cross the pad row at angles far from perpendicular and for tracks with large

10

Figure 3.6: A full sector of the anode pad plane on the TPC. Figure taken from [116].

This means the drift velocity is less sensitive to pressure and temperature fluctua-

tions. In addition, every few hours during data taking the drift velocity is measured

using laser beams [126]. These create artificial tracks that do not bend in the presence

of a magnetic field. The position resolution of the tracking depends primarily on the

number of ionized electrons and their di�usion in the gas.

The reconstructed position of the hits can be a�ected by various factors, and

distortions from the high radiation environment as well as the relative and global

alignment of the TPC sectors are studied and calibrations are applied to correct for

these e�ects [127]. The tracking algorithm is used to associate the reconstructed spa-

tial hit points to form tracks. To first order, the track is described by a helix, with the

direction of the curvature determined by the charge of the particle, and the magnitude

of curvature determined by the transverse momentum of the particle. However, due

to second order e�ects such as energy loss, trajectories slightly deviate from the helix.

50

Figure 2.5: The 1/12th of the base of the TPC instrumented by MWPC split in an

inner and outer sector. Figure taken from Ref. [61].
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Figure 2.6: An illustration on how an artificial track can be formed from neighboring

hits. Figure taken from Ref. [65].

2.4.1 Tracking

Particle tracks are formed from the reconstructed spatial hit points (hits) by using the

canonical Kalman filter starting from the outer layers of the TPC, where track densities

are smaller and there is less ambiguity in track formation [64]. It forms at the beginning

a track seed, which is a collection of a few hits. The Kalman filter using helix then

extrapolates inwards along the approximate direction and curvature to match hits in the

next layer and stops once the inner-most layer is reached. A nearby hit is associated if the

�2 of the track is below some maximum. In a case of multiple matches, the hit resulting

in the smallest �2 is chosen. Whenever an additional hit is added to the forming track,

the track segment is refit to refine the track parameters. Track segments are merged

together if they appear to be the result of track splitting across sector boundaries. Any

track candidate formed from less than 10 hits is automatically rejected which eliminates

most cases of broken track segments to be considered as single tracks as well as so called

ghost tracks whose formation is schemed in Figure 2.6.
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The final helix fit to the track hits along the track segments is called a global track. The

complete collection of global tracks in one event are used to determine the vertex position

of the event. This is done by extrapolating the global tracks to the point with the distance

of closest approach (DCA) to the beam pipe. The Pile-up Proof Vertexer (PPV) [66] is

used in p+p collisions, and performs a one-dimensional truncated log-likelihood method

to determine the z-position of the vertex. In Heavy Ion collisions, the Minuit Vertex

Finder (Minuit VF) is used [66]. It determines the vertex position by minimizing the

DCA for all tracks. Tracks with the global DCA (gDCA), the DCA of the track to the

primary vertex, smaller than 3 cm are associated to the primary vertex, refitted and called

primary tracks. The additional constraint of the vertex position improves the transverse

momentum resolution of the primary tracks in comparison with the global tracks. The

vertex position resolution decreases as the square root of the number of tracks that form

the vertex. A resolution of 350 µm is achieved when there are more than 1000 tracks. The

transverse momentum p
T

resolution, discussed closely in section 4.4, is for most tracks

slightly bellow 1% and the minimum p
T

is 0.1 GeV/c.

2.4.2 Particle Identification

The Particle Identification (PID) in TPC is based on the energy loss per unit length dE/dx

of the particle interacting with the gas in the TPC. The dE/dx values of hits associated

with the track are well described by distributions similar to Landau distribution for which

its mean value doesn’t exist (
R

Landau dist.(x)dx = 1). The hits with the top 30% of

high dE/dx values are discarded and an average from the rest is derived for that track

[67]. This so called truncated mean is used as the dE/dx value of a given track. The

value decreases with increasing momentum to reach a minimum ionization, then increases

due to the relativistic rise. For a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) the dE/dx resolution

in the STAR TPC is 6-8% for a track with the maximum of 45 sampled dE/dx points.

The pions are well separated from the rest of the particles (e, K, p) at p
T

of 0.3 to 0.6
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GeV/c. To parametrize dE/dx, one must take the way of the a track formation, energy

loss to ADC output conversion and factors related to atomic structure into account. It

is done by using special Bichsel functions [68] developed for the STAR TPC. However,

the dE/dx value and resolution may vary year by year, hence a method to improve PID

in each particular year, i.e. TPC calibration, was developed [69]. The general idea is to

obtain a pure sample of daughter particles by cut on the invariant mass of the

• ⇤ to get the pure sample of protons,

• K0
S

to get the pure sample of pions,

• � to get the rich sample of kaons (pure sample is not achievable).

Vertex resolution of the TPC is good enough to reconstruct decay vertices of the ⇤(1116)

and the K0
S

(498) so that a pure sample of pions and protons are achievable while �meson

is a strong resonant decay whose secondary vertex is impossible to reconstruct by any

state-of-art detector. The Bichsel parametrization is then compared with values of the

pure or rich samples. Such a comparison is shown in Figure 2.7. BEMC is used to enhance

the yield of electrons relative to other particles. Additional hadron rejection is achieved

from the shower shape and position from BSMD.
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the procedure of getting an enriched sample of kaons

(top row) and a pure sample sample of protons (middle row) and pions

(bottom row). The left column illustrates topological cuts on daughter

particle tracks, the middle column shows reconstructed invariant mass and

the right column shows dE/dx values of rich (pure) sample of the daughter

particles after the cuts on invariant masses together with dE/dx mean values

and their predictions from Bichsel functions.
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2.5 Time of Flight Detector

The Time of Flight (TOF) system was developed to improve the PID capability of the

STAR experiment for the particles with momenta between 0.6 and 3 GeV/c [70]. It was

partially installed (70% of its full acceptance) in the year 2009 and has been fully installed

since 2010.

The STAR TOF system consists of the VPD which measures the start time (beside of

being the triggering detector and providing the minimum bias trigger for whole STAR)

and Barrel TOF (BTOF) which replaced the Central Trigger Barrel [61] and measures the

stop time. Digitization is done versus a clock, and those digitized signals are subtracted,

as

(stop time� clock)� (start time� clock) = stop time� start time ⌘ ⌧ (2.2)

so long as the clocks used on both the start and stop sides are the same to 10-20 ps in

every event. The Leading edge time is sampled by 25 ps binning.

2.5.1 Barrel Time of Flight

The BTOF consists of 120 trays that cover |⌘| < 1 and 0 < � < 2⇡. The detector

uses Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chamber (MRPC) technology [71] based on collecting of

currents induced by alternation of electrical field, penetrating through anodes made from

graphite, caused by moving electrons in avalanches created in the detector gas. This

principle is well discussed in [72].
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Figure 2.8: Barrel Time Of Flight geometry.

The BTOF geometry is displayed in Figure 2.8. Each tray has 32 MRPC modules, with

each module containing 6 pads. The trays have dimensions 95⇥ 8.5⇥ 3.5 inches, covering

6 degrees in � and one unit in pseudorapidity, and surround the TPC at a radius of ⇠ 225

cm.

2.5.2 The Vertex Position Detector

The VPD [73] is designed as a coincidental detector and hence consists of two identical

assemblies (Figure 2.8) mounted on the west and east side of the beam pipe at z ± 5.7

m covering 4.24 < |⌘| < 5.1. Each assembly is composed of 19 cylindrically shaped

channels consisting of a lead layer enhancing signals by showering, a scintillator and a

photo multiplier tube (PMT).
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Figure 2.9: Start Time.

Let’s assume that exact position of the collision point (CP) is known, as in Figure 2.9

shown. The collision occurs at time t0 so that west side of VPD can observe signal at

time

t
(w)
i

= t0 + (L/2� V
Z

)/c

and east side at

t
(e)
i

= t0 + (L/2 + V
Z

)/c.

This leads to

t0 = 1/2(t
(w)
i

+ t
(e)
i

)� L/c.

Index i denotes i-th hit in East of West VPD. L and c are constants so their absolute

values are not important and one has to take the improving time resolution with increasing

number of hits into account. Hence the start time formula can be rewritten as

t
start

=

P
N

(w)

i=1 t
(w)
i

+

P
N

(e)

i=1 t
(e)
i

N (w)
+ N (e)

� N (w) �N (e)

N (w)
+ N (e)

V
Z

c
(2.3)

where N (w), N (e) denote number of hits in west, east side of VPD respectively. V
Z

is

provided by TPC with better precision than by VPD by
1

2c

⇣
ht(e)

i

i � ht(w)
i

i
⌘

(2.4)

which is around 2.5 cm in p+p collisions.

2.5.3 Particle Identification by TOF

Global tracks are projected to BTOF cylinder radius and geometrically corresponding

BTOF channel is linked to it. Let’s note that the tracks must pass minimum track
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quality cuts:

• 0 < flag < 1000, where flag indicates the fit quality of the track

• number of TPC fit points is at least 15

• The ratio (number of TPC fit points) / (number of possible TPC fit points, i.e. all

neighboring segments between TPC margins alongside the track) is at least 0.52

which are also standard track quality cuts in most analyses done from STAR data. If the

linked itself or linked±1 (in the same module) channel has just one hit, the TOF infor-

mation is stored in StMuBTofPidTraits object with MatchF lag = 1 value. If one track

is associated with multiple TOF hits, the TOF hit with the largest time over threshold

(ToT) is selected and stored with MatchF lag = 2. If the two ToTs are the same value, the

TOF hit in the nearest cell from the track projection point is stored and MatchF lag = 3.

For the matched TPC track, the path length L is calculated as helix length from the

primary vertex to the matched BTOF channel. Particle speed � is calculated then as

� =

L

c⌧
,

where ⌧ is the time of flight calculated by (2.2). From the relativistic particle momentum

p = m�� ) p2
=

m2�2

1� �2
) p2

= �2
(m2

+ p2
)

one can derive the relation between � and p where the only one unknown parameter is

the particle mass m

1

�
=

s
m2

p2
+ 1 (2.5)

Figure 2.10 shows 1/� versus track momentum scatter plot with predictions from (2.5)

for pions, kaons and protons (solid black curves).
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Figure 2.10: Particle Identification by STAR TOF.

2.6 Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter

STAR includes two main calorimetric subsystems - Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter

EEMC [74] together with Endcap Shower Max Detector (ESMD), and Barrel Electromag-

netic Calorimeter BEMC [75] together with Barrel Shower Max Detector (BSMD).

The BEMC surrounds the TPC and TOF with full azimuthal coverage and pseudorapidity

coverage |⌘| < 1 within the STAR magnet as shown in Figure 2.11. Its inner radius is

223.5 cm and outer radius 263 cm including the rail mounting. It consists of 120 modules

segmented into 40 towers covering �⌘ ⇥ �� = 0.05 ⇥ 0.05. The BEMC is a sampling

calorimeter, consisting of 20 layers of 5 mm thick lead absorber plates alternating with

21 scintillator plates. The BEMC amounts to a total radiation length of ⇠ 20X0, where

the radiation length X0 is defined as the mean distance over which a high energy electron

loses all but 1/e(37%) of its energy by Bremsstrahlung.
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Figure 2.11: Placement of BEMC in STAR. Figure taken from Ref. [76].



Chapter 3

Analysis Of the Experimental Data

This chapter describes the D0 meson and D⇤± meson invariant masses reconstruction via

their hadronic decay channels. The difference between the hadronic and semi-leptonic

decay channels is discussed in section 1.5. The D0 decay channel D0 ! K�⇡+ with

Branching ratio � = 3.89% [4] is also depicted in Figure 1.7. The D0 raw yield is calculated

as the area of the gaussian function fitted into the D0 invariant mass spectrum after all

background is subtracted in the invariant mass region around expected D0 mass which

is 1864.84 MeV/c2 [4]. To calculate the raw yield D⇤, one may exploit the softness of

D±⇤ ! D0⇡±
S

decay (p⇤
⇡S

= 39.4 MeV); combine pions with D0 candidates (K⇡ pairs with

M(K⇡) ⇠ 1.865 GeV/c2, and plot the difference M(K⇡⇡
S

)�M(K⇡) whose resolution is

determined by mostly the ⇡
S

momentum resolution. The M(K⇡⇡
S

)�M(K⇡) has also a

significant peak, hence the further procedure is analogous with the procedure regarding

the D0.

As a matter of fact, this thesis describes two analyses which slightly differ from each other.

The procedures of the reconstruction and calculation are the same, but some quality cuts
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were different and there are also some differences in the detector’s acceptances. Let’s use

the tag "Run9 pp200" for the analysis of the data in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV

collected in year 2009 and the tag "Run11 pp500" for the analysis of the data in p+p

collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV collected in year 2011. All figures in the further text carry

either Run9 pp200 or Run11 pp500 tag as well as everywhere in the text both analyses

are referred by either one or another tag.
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3.1 Event Selection

The events selected for both Run9 pp200 and Run11 pp500 analyses were triggered by

the minimum bias trigger. The minimum bias trigger for p+p collisions required a coin-

cidence between the East and West VPD (see subsection 2.5.2). The RHIC proton beam

luminosity was in Run9 pp200 at 5⇥10

31 cm�2s�1 resulting in event rate around 1.5 MHz

(the non-singly-diffractive inelastic cross section was measured to be 30 ± 3.5 mb [77]).

The luminosity at RHIC has been increasing over the time, thus its value for Run11 pp500

was already at 10

32 cm�2s�1 resulting in event rate about 3 MHz. The TPC readout is

about 80 µs which means that about 120 or 240 collisions occurred during one TPC read-

out when the luminosity was at maximum in Run9 pp200 or Run11 pp500 respectively.

As a result, most of tracks and primary vertices reconstructed in TPC don’t belong to

the triggered event, such tracks and vertices are called pile-up tracks and pile-up vertices

(let’s call them shortly pile-ups).

Run9 
pp200

(a) An example of the triggered event, the red

box is close to the primary vertex

Run9 
pp200

(b) The typical pile up, these tracks originate

from different event than the triggered one

Figure 3.1: Event from a p+p collision reconstructed in TPC. Yellow and Green lines

represent tracks and Red box represent z-position of vertex calculated by

(2.4). Blue short thick lines represent matched hits in TOF and green short

thick lines represent matched hits in BEMC.
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STAR has developed two methods how to deal with pile-ups:

1. Usage of PPV algorithm [66] for vertex reconstruction. This algorithm sorts all

vertices reconstructed from the global tracks according to the probability that they

have come from the triggered event. Each vertex obtain a negative value called

ranking proportional to the �2 value provided by PPV fitter. The first vertex has the

highest ranking. All helices of the tracks assigned to the vertex are then extrapolated

to BEMC and EEMC (EMC) towers and if at least two hereby matched towers have

signals above a threshold (hits) the ranking is set to positive value. Matching in

TOF wasn’t implemented in PPV until year 2012, but TOF was partially installed

in year 2009 and fully installed in year 2010. In Run11 pp500 analysis, all track’s

matchings in EMC or TOF were checked, and if at least two matched hits in those

fast detectors have been found the event passed the cut called "2x matching in

Fast". This cut was used instead of the cut on the vertex ranking.

2. Cut on the |Vz
VPD

� Vz[0]
TPC

|, where Vz
VPD

is the z-position of vertex given by

(2.4) (VPD vertex) and Vz[0]
TPC

is the z-position of the first vertex (sorted by its

ranking) from the PPV vertex finder (TPC vertex). The value of this cut is derived

from the VPD time resolution of ⇠80 ps, i.e. for particle traveling at the speed of

light 2� of the resolution implies z-position resolution of 4.8 cm. The used value of

the cut is thus relatively loose, 6 cm, in order to minimize a loss in statistics.

Figure 3.1a illustrates a triggered event where the red box representing Vz
VPD

is close to

the primary vertex and the event has matchings in the Fast detectors (TOF and EMC).

Figure 3.1b illustrates a typical pile-up where the red box is far from the primary vertex

and no track has matching in the Fast detectors.

Figure 3.2 depicts correlation between Vz
VPD

and Vz[0]
TPC

as well as |Vz
VPD

�Vz[0]
TPC

|

both before and after the 2x matching in Fast is applied. One can observe significant

reduction of events whose vertex’s z-positions provided by TPC and VPD are not in
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correlation whereas the impact on the peak around zero in |Vz
VPD

� Vz[0]
TPC

| is much

smaller. The impact of the cut on the vertex ranking used in Run9 pp200 is very similar

[28].

Figure 3.2: Correlation between z-position of the first TPC vertex and z-position of the

VPD vertex from VPDMB trigger before (Panel a) and after (Panel b) 2x

matching in Fast cut is applied. Panel c): Vertex z-position difference be-

tween the TPC vertex and the VPD vertex. The blue vertical lines indicate

the cut window used to select the triggered events.
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Let’s summarize the required selection criteria on events:

1. events pass the minimum bias trigger,

2. |Vz
VPD

� Vz[0]
TPC

| < 6 cm,

3. 2x matching in the Fast (Run11 pp500) or Ranking > 0 (Run9 pp200),

4. |Vz[0]
TPC

| < 50 cm

Histograms of number of events after subsequent application of cuts is shown in Figure

3.3. As one can see, the cut on the vertex ranking is tighter and causes significant decrease

of the number of accepted events. The number of events that entered analysis Nevt was

107.8M in the Run9 pp200 and 51.8M in the Run11 pp500.
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Figure 3.3: Number of events that passed cuts in the event chain. The left panel shows

Run11 pp500 statistics while the right panel Run9 pp200 statistics.
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3.2 Particle Selection

This section describes the selection criteria used to ensure a high track reconstruction

quality. However, the stricter the criteria are the lower is the reconstruction efficiency

which is discussed in chapter 4. Let’s note that the selection criteria on tracks in the

analysis of purely experimental data described in this chapter must be exactly the same

as the selection criteria on tracks in the analysis of the data enriched by simulated data

described in chapter 4. Further in this section, there is description of the particle identifi-

cation used to select pion and kaon candidates whose momenta was then used to calculate

invariant masses of open charm mesons.

3.2.1 Track Quality Cuts

For further analysis all primary tracks (see subsection 2.4.1) were considered The track

quality cuts in both Run9 pp200 and Run11 pp500 analyses were identical and are listed

bellow:

1. 0 <flag< 1000,

2. number of TPC fit points > 20

3.
number of TPC fit points

number of max possible TPC fit points
> 0.52

4. global DCA < 2cm

5. p
T

> 0.16 GeV/c

6. |⌘| < 1

where the 0 <flag< 1000 is used to remove pile-up tracks which cross the central mem-

brane of the TPC after the collision, known as Post-Crossing tracks and are identified
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during the data production. "number of TPC fit points" denotes the number of spatial

hit points in TPC from which a track is reconstructed (more details about the track re-

construction in subsection 2.4.1.
number of TPC fit points

number of max possible TPC fit points
> 0.52 is used

to prevent split tracks, one track reconstructed into two tracks. "global DCA" means

the distance of the closest approach of the helix representing a track to the primary ver-

tex. The default value for primary tracks is 3 cm, but one can slightly improve the track

momentum resolution if this value is set lower. The minimum values of track transverse

momentum p
T

and pseudorapidity ⌘ are set for tracks being able to reach TOF and

BEMC.

The curvature radius R of a track helix that is able to reach TOF must be at least 1.05m.

That corresponds to the track minimum p
T

= BRc = 0.158 GeV/c, where B is the

magnetic field and c the speed of light. All tracks with p
T

< 0.16 GeV/c are can’t be used

with TOF as well as all tracks with p
T

< 0.18 GeV/c for BEMC.

The typical BBC trigger scaler rate was 1.6 MHz which suggests at least 130 events in

one TPC readout. So that some tracks might be assigned to a vertex originating from a

different event. These tracks (let’s call them pile-up tracks) would have a different timing

and no matching in the Fast detectors as displayed in Figure 3.1b. To check the fraction

of those tracks, one can plot the track multiplicity as a function of the BBC coincidence

(close and proportional to the event rate). As one can see in Figure 3.4 (Run11 pp500

analysis), the track multiplicity is proportional to the event rate if the matching is not

required. Yet the multiplicity of the tracks with matchings seems to be independent on

the event rate. Regarding the matching efficiency, discussed in section 4.2 (86% for pions

and 83% for kaons in Run11 pp500, lower in Run9 pp200 due to incomplete TOF), one can

estimate that almost each second pion and 60% of kaons are pile-ups causing potentially

5x higher combinatorial background in D0 and 10x higher combinatorial background in

D⇤ analysis. However, the matching requirement made the D⇤ reconstruction efficiency

dwindling at D⇤ p
T

< 3 GeV/c so it’s very important to set the track low p
T

cut as low as
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possible together with the matching requirement (see appendix B for details). This issue

wasn’t so devastating in Run 09 (still significant though) so the matching requirement

was not applied in Run 09 D⇤ analysis [28].
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Figure 3.4: Pion multiplicity as a function of the BBC Coincidence Rate for tracks with

matching in fast detectors and for all TPC primary tracks.
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3.2.2 Particle identification

Particle identification (PID) for charged tracks was carried out with a combination of

TPC dE/dx and the particle velocity � measurement from the barrel TOF detector.

Thus the normalized dE/dx
⇣
n�dE/dx

X

⌘
and 1/�

⇣
n�1/�

X

⌘
were used to select daughter

particle candidates. They are defined as follows:

n�dE/dx

X

=

ln

dE/dx

hdE/dxi
X

RdE/dx

, (3.1)

n�1/�

X

=

1

�
�

s
m2

X

p2
X

+ 1

R1/�

, (3.2)

where the X denotes expected values which are calculated with respect to one kind of

particle. The hdE/dxi
X

is mean value of ionization loss in TPC given by the Bichsel

function [68], RdE/dx and R1/� are corresponding resolutions. In the further text, X will

be either pion ⇡ or kaon K. Different PID cuts were chosen for D0 and D⇤ analysis as

well as for pions and kaons.

3.2.2.1 TOF PID Quality Assurance

In a part of the Run9 pp200 data, there was a small fraction of tracks with their time

of flight value shifted by 25ns, shown in Figure 3.5 which has the "Day number" on its

x-axis and the time of flight value on its y-axis. The "Day number" represents the date

when the data was collected. RHIC starts its operation each year on "Day number" = 1.

According to the plot in Figure 3.5 the p+p collisions started on Day number = 113 and

ended on Day number = 185. Figure 3.5 reveals that the time of flight value distributions

have unnatural peaks around 34 ns in some days, shifted exactly by 25 ns from main

peaks around 9 ns. The impact of this shift can be seen in 1/� vs momentum scatter plot
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in Figure 3.6a where one can see the bands shifted in 1/� direction by 3.5 (the pion band

from ⇠1 to ⇠4.5 for example).

To correct this shift, the time of flight, which is used to calculate particle velocity, is

corrected so that all tracks with TOF higher than 30ns is shifted by 25ns backward. � is

then recalculated by formula

�
new

= �
old

t

t� 25

, (3.3)

where t is time of flight in nanoseconds. Results of that shift is shown in Figure 3.6b

where that shifted "copy" of the particle bands is not present anymore.

Figure 3.5: Time of Flight over the Run9 pp200 data taking period.
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(a) Before the correction (b) After the correction

Figure 3.6: Results of Time of Flight 25ns shift correction.

In Run11 pp500, no such time of flight shift was observed.

3.2.2.2 The Identification of Pion and Kaon Candidates Used in D0 Invariant

Mass Reconstruction

This subsubsection describes the identification of pion and kaon candidates used in D0

invariant mass reconstruction in Run11 pp500 analysis. The procedure in Run9 pp200

analysis was exactly the same, however the detectors (TPC and TOF) performance was

slightly different (it changes every year) so the parameters of functions f
Res

and f
Pos

in

equation (3.4) were different as well. Still, cuts used to select pion and kaon candidates

were the same.

If a TPC track had matching to TOF the n�1/�

K

and n�1/�

⇡

were calculated. At low track

momentum (up to 0.4 GeV/c), the R
1/�

K

becomes appreciably larger due to Coulomb re-

scatterings of the particle in TPC volume. The re-scatterings make kaon fly along a longer

path than the one parametrized by an ideal helix (which is used to calculate the path

length) and reach the TOF later than expected, so 1/� is larger than expected. This
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phenomenon is clearly visible in the scatter plot of the Figure 3.7, where one can see not

only a larger 1/� but also its worse resolution. Hence a momentum dependent PID cut

based on n�1/�

K

resolution depicted by the red open circles in Figure 3.7 was used. Both

n�1/�

K

resolution and position as a function of the kaon momentum is parametrized by

power-law type functions marked as f
Res

and f
Pos

respectively. Kaons are then defined as

tracks that fulfill the condition:

�2f
Res

+ f
Pos

< n�1/�

K

<

8
><

>:

2f
Res

+ f
Pos

, in D0 analysis

3f
Res

+ f
Pos

, in D⇤ analysis

where f
Res

= 0.884 +

0.0174

(p + 0.0839)

4.23
and f

Pos

= 0.0316 +

0.00137

(p + 0.101)

6.89
.

(3.4)

The 1/� of pions is much smaller at low momentum and hence relatively less affected by

coulomb re-scatterings than this of kaons (the mean of the n�1/�

⇡

distribution is 0.1 with

the R
1/�

⇡

= 0.011, hence pions are defined as tracks that fulfill the condition:

�1.9 < n�1/�

⇡

< 2.1 (3.5)

To enhance statistics, if a track with p
T

> 1.6 GeV/c hadn’t matching to TOF, but had

matching to BEMC, it was still accepted. Those tracks were identified as

• kaons if �2 < n�dE/dx

K

< 2

• pions if �2 < n�dE/dx

⇡

< 2

3.2.2.3 The Identification of Pion and Kaon Candidates Used in D⇤ Invariant

Mass Reconstruction

D⇤ production in Run9 pp200 analysis was not done by the author of this thesis. Kaon and

pion candidates were selected by requiring |n�dE/dx

K

| < 2 and |n�dE/dx

⇡

| < 2 respectively.
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Figure 3.7: The scatter plot depicts n�1/�

K

as a function of the track momentum whose

slices were projected along Y-axis and fitted by gaussian distributions. The

red open circles represent second moments (�) of those distributions that

are fitted by power-law function f
Res

and the dashed curve in the scatter

plot is the power-law function f
Pos

fit the first moments (µ) of the gaussian

distributions. The grey curves in the scatter plot represent PID cuts used

to select kaons.

TOF was not used at all because the signal suffered significant loss due to incomplete

TOF acceptance in year 2009. Details of this reconstruction are presented in [28]. This

subsubsection describes the identification of pion and kaon candidates used in D⇤ invariant

mass reconstruction in Run11 pp500 analysis only.

As shown in appendix B, STAR can detect D⇤ with p
T

& 2 which decays into daughters

whose momenta might be already beyond the region where TOF provides the best and
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unequivocal PID and such daughter particles need to be identified by TPC dE/dx.

Therefore the tracks were separated into three groups according to their momentum (each

detector provides the best separation of kaons from pions at different track momentum):

1. p
T

< 1.3 GeV/c TOF provides clear separation of kaons from pions so it was main

PID tool in this track region. Kaons were defined as tracks that fulfilled the condi-

tion (3.4) and pions as those fulfilling the condition

|n�1/�

⇡

| <

8
><

>:

6� 2p, if p < 1.5 GeV/c

3, if p > 1.5 GeV/c

see Figure 3.8 depicting the cut (3.6)

which is designed to make sure all pions went into the analysis. I didn’t reject tracks

that had matching in BEMC only. If those passed �3 < n�dE/dx

⇡

< 3 I counted them

as pions.

2. 1.3 < p
T

< 2.07 GeV/c If a track had matching in TOF then TOF was used so

kaons were defined as tracks that fulfilled the condition (3.4) and pions as those

fulfilling the |n�1/�

⇡

| < 3. If a track had matching in BEMC and no matching in

TOF then kaons were those passed |n�dE/dx

K

| < 2 and pions |n�dE/dx

⇡

| < 3.

3. p
T

> 2.07 GeV/c TPC provides better, even if not fully clear, separation of kaons

from pions. If a track had matching in any fast detector (BEMC or TOF) then kaons

were those passed |n�dE/dx

K

| < 2 and pions |n�dE/dx

⇡

| < 3. There is a contribution

from protons that might affect the raw yield of kaons (pion yield is less affected

since pions dominate the particle production) so I didn’t count the tracks that had

matching in TOF and n�1/�

K

> 3 as kaons.
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Figure 3.8: n�1/�

⇡

as a function of the track momentum. The black lines depict the

TOF PID cut for pions. 1/� of pions is affected by Coulomb re-scatterings

at lower momenta so I used a wider range according to (3.6).

3.3 D0 reconstruction

D0 and D0 was analyzed together ((M
K

�
⇡

+
+ M

K

+
⇡

�
)) in order to enhance observed

signals. Each kaon candidate was combined with each pion candidate of opposite charge

to form a D0 candidate and the invariant mass of pair was calculated. Such invariant

mass spectrum will be called "Unlike-sign" spectrum in further text. Let’s note that the

candidates whose rapidity exceeded the (-1,1) interval were rejected.

K, ⇡ pairs consist of: pairs from D0, D0 decays, pairs from other decays (like K⇤0
(892)

for example), and combinatorial background. The combinatorial background, that consti-

tutes the dominant part of the D0 candidates invariant mass spectrum, was reconstructed

by two independent techniques:

• Like-Sign Method Pion candidates are paired with the kaon candidates of the same
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charge. Then the geometric mean of the two subsets (the raw yield of positively

Y
K

+
⇡

+ and negatively Y
K

�
⇡

� charged pairs) is calculated by 2

p
Y

K

�
⇡

�Y
K

+
⇡

+ .

• Rotated Momentum Method Each pion candidate is paired with the kaon candi-

date with reversed 3-momentum. Track rotation technique is based on the assump-

tion that by rotating one of the daughter track for 180 degree the decay kinematics

is destroyed. Thus the distribution of a pair invariant mass with one track rotated

is able to reproduce the random combinatorial background.

The spectrum of the K⇡ invariant mass is shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 for pairs

with p
T

between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV/c, 0.9 and 1.5 GeV/c, and 1.5 and 2.0 GeV/c respectively.

The combinatorial background reconstructed by either Like-Sign or Rotated Momentum

technique was scaled to match the original Unlike-Sign spectrum of K⇡ pairs within the

invariant mass interval 1.7 - 1.8 GeV/c2 and it’s shown also in Figures 3.9, 3.10, and

3.11, together with the Unlike-sign spectrum, revealing an excellent agreement of Unlike-

sign spectrum with that scaled combinatorial background. Such agreement allowed to

declare that both methods describe combinatorial background well and the background

could be subtracted from Unlike-sign spectrum to extract the raw yield of D0 meson.

Results of the background subtractions, let’s call them signal, are shown also in Figures

3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 in the same plot like the Unlike-sign and reconstructed backgrounds,

it is zoomed by factor of 2 so that it regards the right scale while the Unlike-sign and

combinatorial background regard the left scale. One can see a strong lorentzian peak

corresponding to particle K0⇤
(892) (together with its antiparticle), much smaller and

wider peak of K2⇤
(1430), and and tiny gaussian peak corresponding to D0

+ D0. There’s

still some residual background, especially between the K0⇤
(892) peak and 0.6 GeV/c2

corresponding to the beginning of the K⇡ phase space, whose main origin lies in particle

misidentification. This effect is particularly visible in Figure 3.11 where one can observe

a significant peak around 0.7 GeV/c2 which corresponds �(1019) meson decaying into

K+K� whose one daughter was misidentified as pion. Since the invariant mass of the

mother particle depends on invariant masses of daughter particles the wrong assignment
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of mass happening at the particle misidentification causes a shift in the invariant mass of

the mother particle. Hence the artificial exchange the kaon for pion causes shift in the

invariant mass of the phi meson by 355 MeV/c2.

Let’s focus on lower panels in Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. They display zooms to the

signal around the expected D0 invariant mass, i.e. ⇠ 1.865 GeV/2 (the position of the

zoom is emphasized by the grey rectangle in the upper panel). The zoomed signals are

shown separately for the signal obtained by the like-sign and for the signal obtained by

the rotated-momentum background subtraction. The raw yield was calculated by fit the

D0 mass peak by gaussian function sitting on linear function that should describe the

residual background with adequate precision. The fit method was based on minimizing

of the �2 between the data and the function. The results of the fits are shown both in

Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 and Table 3.1. They are:

• Raw Yield (tagged as RwYld in the Figures): That’s the area of the gaussian from

the fit function.

• �2/ndf: That’s a goodness of fit test, the acronym ndf means number of degrees of

freedom.

• Mean (tagged as µ in the Figures): That’s the position of the gaussian from the fit

function.

• Resolution (tagged as � in the Figures): That’s the width of the gaussian from the

fit function.

• Significance (only in the Table): It is calculated as the ratio of the Raw Yield and

the Raw Yield error1

1The significance of a peak is defined as
Sp

S + B
(with S denoting a signal and B denoting a back-

ground) and one has to specify within what interval (usually ±3�) the significance is calculated. If

S << B and both S, B have Poissonian errors the significance is
Sp
B

which is exactly the Yield over the

Yield error.
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Figure 3.9: Upper Panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ invariant mass with the combinatorial

background reconstructed by Like-Sign and Rotated Momentum techniques

for all K⇡ pairs within (1.0 < p
T

< 2.0 GeV/c) and |y(K⇡)| < 1. The

gray rectangle illustrates the zoom to D0 mass window. Lower left panel:

Opposite-charged K⇡ pairs invariant mass after Like-Sign background sub-

tracted. Lower right panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ pairs invariant mass after

Rotated-Momentum background subtracted.
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Figure 3.10: Upper Panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ invariant mass with the combinato-

rial background reconstructed by Like-Sign and Rotated Momentum tech-

niques for all K⇡ pairs within (0.9 < p
T

< 1.5 GeV/c) and |y(K⇡)| < 1.

The gray rectangle illustrates the zoom to D0 mass window. Lower left

panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ pairs invariant mass after Like-Sign back-

ground subtracted. Lower right panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ pairs invari-

ant mass after Rotated-Momentum background subtracted.
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Figure 3.11: Upper Panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ invariant mass with the combinato-

rial background reconstructed by Like-Sign and Rotated Momentum tech-

niques for all K⇡ pairs within (1.5 < p
T

< 2.0 GeV/c) and |y(K⇡)| < 1.

The gray rectangle illustrates the zoom to D0 mass window. Lower left

panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ pairs invariant mass after Like-Sign back-

ground subtracted. Lower right panel: Opposite-charged K⇡ pairs invari-

ant mass after Rotated-Momentum background subtracted.
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p
T

bin [GeV/c] 1<p
T

<2 .9<p
T

<1.5 1.5<p
T

<2

Rotated Momentum

�2/ndf 27.4/33 27.4/33 25.5/33

Raw Yield 4584±1016 2296±819 2479±697

Mean [MeV/c2] 1865±3 1862±5 1863±3

Resolution [MeV/c2] 11.2±2.5 12.0±3.6 9.2±2.4

Significance 4.51 2.8 3.6

Like Sign

�2/ndf 17.6/33 20.9/33 20.7/33

Raw Yield 3564±996 1947±835 1711±690

Mean [MeV/c2] 1866±3 1867±4 1863±5

Resolution [MeV/c2] 11.0±2.9 10.1±4.6 10.7±3.4

Significance 3.58 2.33 2.5

Raw Yield - The Weighted Average 4074±711 2122±585 2095±490

Table 3.1: Run11 pp500 results in p
T

bins.

As seen in the summarizing Table 3.1, the Goodness of fit test shows that the signal can

be well approximated by the fit function (Gaussian + linear) within statistical error bars.

However, when the signal in p
T

bins of 0.9-1.5 and 1.5-2 GeV/c has its significance bellow

3 which is typically considered as questionable in the experimental community. Hence the

statistical test of two hypotheses

• H0: there’s no D0 peak and the observed signal is entirely a product of statistical

fluctuations,

• H1: there’s a D0 signal described by gaussian function + linear residual background,

was made to evaluate the likability of the signal occurrence. The Table 3.2 displays both

the p-values of the linear function fits and gaussian+linear function fits to the data in the

critical region of the invariant mass to be between 1.72 and 2.1 GeV/c2. As one can see,

the result of the signal obtained by Rotated-momentum background subtraction rejects
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no signal gaussian signal

p
T

range [GeV/c] Like-Sign Rotated-Momentum Like-Sign Rotated-Momentum

1 < p
T

< 2 47.5% 10.6% 98.7% 74.7%

.9 < p
T

< 1.5 74.7% 12.5% 95% 35.7%

1.5 < p
T

< 2 80.9% 13.3% 95.3& 82.1%

Table 3.2: The results of the �2 test of two hypothesis, one assuming no signal in the

sample and the other gaussian signal in the same sample. It shows p-values of

the linear function and linear+gaussian function fits to data in critical region

of the invariant mass between 1.72 and 2.1 GeV/c2.

H0 on the significance level ↵ = 0.14 for all p
T

bins. In the case of the signal obtained

by Like-sign background subtraction, the H0 is entirely rejected on ↵ = 0.81 which is

very weakly conclusive. H1 has significantly higher p-value than H0 for both methods and

all p
T

bins, however due to the ambiguity between H0 and H1 in cases of the Like-sign

background and the narrower p
T

bins (0.9-1.5, 1.5-2 GeV/c) it was decided to use only

the wider p
T

bin 1-2 GeV/c for the further analysis.

Finally, positions of all peaks (Mean values in Table 3.1 and µ values Figures 3.9, 3.10,

and 3.11) are consistent within its errors with the "world average" value 1864.84 MeV/c2

[4]. The resolution is determined by p
T

resolution of the daughter tracks (pion and kaon

candidates) which are discussed in the next chapter in section 4.4 with references to

section B.2. To determine the D0 peak resolution while knowing p
T

resolution of the

daughter tracks, PYTHIA [32] was employed to simulate the D0 hadronic decay and

daughter particles’s momenta were randomly smeared by gaussian functions with widths

equal to known p
T

resolution values of the daughter tracks. Invariant mass of pairs of

such smeared kaon and pions was calculated and its spectrum is shown in Figure 3.12.

Closed red circles represent the spectrum and the black curve is the gaussian fit to the

peak around 1.865 GeV/c2. The legend in the plot shows number of entries and results of

the fit; "Mean" is the position of the gaussian and "Sigma" its width representing the D0
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Entries = 130305 
Constant  53.8±  5865 
Mean      0.000± 1.864 
Sigma     0.00006± 0.01009 
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Figure 3.12: Invariant mass spectrum of oppositely charged kaon-pion pairs. Kaons

pions came from D0 hadronic decay generated by PYTHIA and their mo-

menta were randomly smeared by gaussian functions with widths equal to

known p
T

resolution values.

invariant mass resolution. By comparing this value with the "Resolution" values in Table

3.1, one can see the consistency and conclude that D0 signal resolution can be explained

by the p
T

resolution of the D0 daughter particles.

The number of analyzed events from Run9 pp200 data was 2 times bigger than from

Run11 pp500 data. That allowed getting good (significance at least 3) D0 signal in two

p
T

bins even if the TOF acceptance was lower and the production cross section drops with

energy. The procedure was exactly the same as the one described in previous paragraphs

with results summarized in Table 3.3. This table is analogous with Table 3.1. One can

observe larger fluctuations in Mean and Resolution values coherent with worse goodness

of fit when compared to Run11 pp500. Simulation based on events reconstructed by

GEANT from Monte-Carlo Pythia collisions determined the width of the D0 invariant

mass peak to be 10 MeV/c2 and the position at 1865 MeV/c2 [28]. Details are discussed

in the next chapter.
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method p
T

bin [GeV/c] 0.6 < p
T

< 1.0 1.0 < p
T

< 2.3

�2/ndf 158.74/177 161.30/177

Rotated Raw Yield 1683±525 1781±598

Momentum Mean [Mev/c2] 1844±5 1871± 3

Resolution [Mev/c2] 13.2±3.8 7.7±2.8

Significance 3.21 2.98

�2/ndf 128.13/177 186.34/177

Like Raw Yield 1716±571 2054±593

Sign Mean [Mev/c2] 1855±11 1867±2

Resolution [Mev/c2] 14.9±5.6 6.8±2.2

Significance 3.01 3.46

Table 3.3: Results in p
T

bins from Run9 pp200 analysis. If the �2/n.d.f. is greater than

1 the contribution to averaged raw yield is scaled by.

3.4 D⇤ reconstruction

The D⇤ meson undergoes a cascade decay

D⇤± B.R.=67.7%��������!
p

⇤=39 MeV/c

D0⇡±
B.R.=3.89%�������! K⌥⇡±⇡±

M
D

⇤ � M
D

0
= 145.4 MeV/c2, which is only slightly higher than the mass of the pion

(139.6 MeV/c2). This gives opportunity to calculate the raw yield of the D⇤ meson as an

area of the peak around 145.4 MeV/c2 in M
K

⌥
⇡

±
⇡

±�M
K

⌥
⇡

± where 1.84 < M
K

⌥
⇡

± < 1.89

GeV/c2. The kinematics of such decay described in appendix B indicates that D⇤ mesons

with p
T

. 1.6 GeV/c are not detectable if the TOF is used to identify the daughter

particles. It is hence reasonable to start D⇤ yield calculation at p
T

= 2 GeV/c.

The first step was exactly the same as the one in D0 reconstruction described in previous

paragraph. If the invariant mass M2 of the K⌥⇡± pair lay between 1.84 and 1.89 GeV/c2

and cos(✓⇤) of the kaon in the CMS frame of the K⇡ pair was smaller than 0.77, such a
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Figure 3.13: cos(✓⇤) of the kaon in the CMS of the K⇡ pair.

pair’s four-vector was combined with pions to form a K⌥⇡±⇡±
S

triplet1 whose invariant

mass M3 was calculated and a histogram was filled with value �M ⌘ M3 � M2. The

purpose of the cos(✓⇤) cut was to reduce the background coming from jets. As one can

see in Figure 3.13, the background from jets becomes to be significant at higher p
T

.

The combinatorial background was reconstructed by two independent techniques:

• Wrong-sign Method In the triplet of daughter particles, ⇡
S

had opposite sign to ⇡.

• Side-band Method In the triplet of daughter particles, M2 had been lying between

1.7 and 1.8 or 1.92 and 2.02 GeV/c2, i. e. outside the D0 mass window.

The Wrong-sign background yield is “contaminated” by some real D⇤ signal whose kaon

and pion daughters from D0 decays are both mis-identified. The fraction of this over

counting in the Wrong-sign background is estimated from a fast toy MC model described

in subsection 5.1.1. The Side-band background yield doesn’t suffer from this contam-

ination so it was reasonable to use Side-band as the default method for combinatorial

background reconstruction and the Wrong-sign (corrected on the over counting) as a
1The symbol ⇡S denotes all pions which had different Track ID than the one in K⌥⇡± pair.
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source of systematic errors estimation.

Figure 3.14 depicts �M with both Wrong-sign and Side-band backgrounds which describe

the combinatorial background so well that one doesn’t even need to deal with any residual

background. Figure 3.15 depicts same plots in K⌥⇡±⇡± p
T

bins. The D⇤ raw yield was

calculated as an area of the Gaussian peak obtained by fit into �M spectra after the

Side-band background subtraction. Results of those fits are summarized in Table 3.4.

p
T

bin [GeV/c] 2<p
T

<3 3<p
T

<4.2 4.2<p
T

<5.5 5.5<p
T

<8.0

�2/ndf 3.02/4 1.88/4 3.98/4 1.63/4

Raw Yield 83.87±18.1 82.49±16.98 35.41±7.71 16.77±4.61

Mean [Mev/c2] 145.2±0.1 145.6±0.1 145.2±0.1 145.4±0.1

Resolution [Mev/c2] 0.3±0.1 0.5±0.3 0.4±0.1 0.4±0.1

Table 3.4: D⇤ raw yield results in p
T

bins.

As shown both in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.15, the signal was split into 4 p
T

bins with

increasing widths as statistics drops with increasing p
T

. Mean values fluctuate around

145.4 MeV/c2 up to 2 times Mean error and Resolution values are consistent within their

errors around simulated value which was determined to be 0.3 MeV/c2, slightly increasing

with p
T

. Goodness of fit test proved an excellent approximation of the signal by gaussian

function. The background was very low so the significance calculation was not necessary.
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Figure 3.14: Upper panel: �M spectrum with combinatorial backgrounds recon-

structed by Side-band and Wrong-sign technique. Green stars and the

black line represent the �M with Side-band background subtracted and

the gaussian fit to it respectively in the range from 0.14 to 0.16 GeV/c2.

Lower panel: �M with Wrong-sign background subtracted and the gaus-

sian fit to it in the range from 0.14 to 0.16 GeV/c2. The width of the

gausian function is fixed to be the same as in the case of the Side-band

background subtracted.
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Figure 3.15: �M spectra with combinatorial backgrounds reconstructed by Side-band

and Wrong-sign techniques in K⌥⇡±⇡± p
T

bins.
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Chapter 4

Efficiency and Acceptance Correction

This chapter discusses the analysis of purely simulated data by PYTHIA [32], Toy Model

(see sectionB.2), emperimental data embedded by simulated data, and experimental data

to determine detector efficiency and acceptance corrections as well as for determinations

of how much of signal is lost when various quality cuts are applied during the analysis of

the Experimental data (discussed in previous chapter). In this analysis, it included the

following:

1. Track Reconstruction Efficiency

2. Matching Efficiency

3. Particle Identification Efficiency

4. Kinematical Cuts Efficiency
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4.1 Track Reconstruction Efficiency "
R

The embedding of simulated data into experimental data is done by special group at

STAR Collaboration who simulate the particle production by PYTHIA, those particles

are processed by GEANT detector simulation [79] which implemented STAR geometry

(it varies year by year). The data processed by GEANT has the same structure as raw

data from collisions so it can be mixed together. Such embedded data are then processed

through the full STAR offline reconstruction chain.

The track reconstruction efficiency was done through the embedding of PYTHIA simu-

lated and GEANT processed D0 tracks into Run9 pp200 data and PYTHIA simulated

and GEANT processed K+, K�, ⇡+, ⇡� tracks into Run11 pp500 data in Run9 pp200 and

Run11 pp500 anlysis respectively. This section discusses the track reconstruction efficiency

determined for Run11 pp500 analysis. The track reconstruction efficiency determined for

Run9 pp200 analysis is described in [28].

K�, K+, ⇡�, ⇡+ Monte-Carlo (MC) particles were separately embedded into real events,

each type with following setup:

• 50000 p+p 500GeV VPDMB trigger events

• Particles per event: 5

• �50 < V
z

< 50 cm

• 0 < � < 6.39 in radian, flat distribution

• �1 < ⌘ < 1, flat distribution

• 0 < p
T

< 8GeV/c, flat distribution

The embedding is realized through GEANT simulation of the STAR detector response

on those MC particles, so that simulated TPC hits are included in the real hits and such
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enriched events are then reconstructed through the same reconstruction chain as the real

data events. This allows an analyst to track those MC particles down and count how

many of them were properly reconstructed and how many were lost in order to calculate

reconstruction efficiency. Figure 4.1 displays "
R

for ⇡+, ⇡�, K+, K� as a function of the

p
T

of PYTHIA generated track. The plot reveals that charge of the particle doesn’t affect

the reconstruction efficiency at all.
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Figure 4.1: ⇡+, ⇡�, K+, K� track reconstruction efficiency. Errors are depicted by con-

tours.
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4.2 Matching Efficiency, "
M

Let’s consider P (T ) and P (B) as a probability of matching in TOF (phenomenon T ) and

BEMC (phenomenon B) respectively. Then

P (T [B) = P (T ) + P (B)� P (T \B). (4.1)

If P (B) > 0 and T,B are independent phenomena, then

P (T ) =

P (T \B)

P (B)

. (4.2)

The TOF and BEMC matching efficiency as a function of the track p
T

, "T and "B respec-

tively, was then calculated as

"T(p
T

) =

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�dE/dx

K(⇡) | < 2 ^B ^ T
⌘

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�dE/dx

K(⇡) | < 2 ^B
⌘ "B =

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�1/�

K(⇡)| < 2 ^ T ^B
⌘

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�1/�

K(⇡)| < 2 ^ T
⌘ , (4.3)

where h(p
T

; x) denotes p
T

histogram of the tracks fulfilling the condition x. "T is shown

in Figure 4.2 as open and closed circles for pions and kaons respectively.
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Figure 4.2: TOF Matching efficiency as a function of the track p
T

. Open red (closed

blue) circles depict the efficiency calculated according to (4.3) from the

production P11id for pions (kaons). The pp2pp data were analyzed 1) by

the same way with results depicted as green closed squares (kaons) and

black thick dots (pions) 2) according to (4.4) with results depicted as dark

red crosses (kaons) and dark blue (pions) asterisks.

As a matter of fact, phenomena T and B are not entirely independent and one must check

the degree of their mutual correlation. To do so, there are low-luminosity data collected

in year 2009 called pp2pp st_physics, trigger set pp2pp_Production2009; let’s call

them pp2pp data in the following text. Events in this trigger set don’t contain pile-up
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events/tracks, so that "T, "B can be calculated as

"pp2pp
T (p

T

) =

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�dE/dx

K(⇡) | < 2 ^ T
⌘

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�dE/dx

K(⇡) | < 2

⌘ "pp2pp
B (p

T

) =

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�1/�

K(⇡)| < 2 ^B
⌘

h
⇣
p

T

; |n�1/�

K(⇡)| < 2

⌘ ,

(4.4)

respectively. By comparing the matching efficiency calculated according to (4.4) and

the one calculated according to (4.3), it is possible to estimate the degree of correlation

between phenomena T and B:

%T =

"pp2pp
T

"T

%B =

"pp2pp
B

"B

(4.5)

Figure 4.2 displays the TOF matching efficiency obtained from pp2pp data, tagged with

the "pp2pp" term in the legend. Compared to the efficiency obtained from P11id produc-

tion (tagged with the "500 GeV" term in the legend), the lower "T value is caused by lower

TOF acceptance; the TOF detector was not fully installed during Run 9. Further the in

the legend of Figure 4.2, there are terms "(Bemc^Tof)/Bemc" and "Tof/All" denoting the

efficiency calculated according to formulas (4.3) and (4.4) respectively. One can see that

the efficiency calculated by (4.3) is higher than the other one and has a "bump" structure

at p
T

around 0.4 GeV/c (compare the green squares with dark red stars for kaons and

black thick dots with dark blue stars for pions) indicating the correlation of phenomena

T and B. The Figure 4.3 displays the same as Figure 4.2 for BEMC Matching Efficiency

"
B

. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 display %T and %B respectively. As one can see from the plots,

unsurprisingly %T ' %B, which confirms the mutual correlation of the phenomena T and

B. Figure 4.6 shows corrected TOF and BEMC matching efficiency separately both for

pions and kaons while Figure 4.7 shows it combined. Kaons with no TOF information

and p
T

< 1.3 GeV/c were rejected (see subsection 3.2.2), so that "M = %T"T for kaons up

to p
T

< 1.3 GeV/c whereas

"M ⌘ "T[B = %T"T + %B"B � %T%B"T"B (4.6)

for all other cases. Corrected efficiency %T"T or %B"B represents the phenomenon T or

B already independent on the phenomenon B or T respectively. Let’s note that this is
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the case of D⇤ analysis. PID cuts in D0 analysis were different (see subsection 3.2.2),

so that this "jump" in "M shown in Figure 4.7 doesn’t occur. In Run9 pp200 analysis,

the situation was much simpler. Due to the same detector calibrations and geometry the

pp2pp data could be used to determine the matching efficiency. It calculated by (4.4) and

it’s shown already in Figure 4.2 asdark red crosses (kaons) and dark blue (pions) asterisks.
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Figure 4.3: BEMC Matching efficiency as a function of the track p
T

. Open (closed)

black circles depict the efficiency calculated according to (4.3) from the

production P11id for pions (kaons). The pp2pp_Production2009 trigger set

was analyzed 1) by the same way with results depicted as red closed asterisks

(kaons) and blue open asterisks (pions) 2) according to (4.4) with results

depicted as brown closed asterisks (kaons) and green open stars (pions)

asterisks.
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Figure 4.4: The degree of correlation between phenomena T and B calculated according

to (4.5). Red color is dedicated to pions while the black represents kaons.
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Figure 4.5: The degree of correlation between phenomena B and T calculated according

to (4.5). Red color is dedicated to pions while the black represents kaons.
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Figure 4.6: The TOF and BEMC matching efficiency separately.
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Figure 4.7: TOF and BEMC matching efficiency combined. Kaons with no TOF infor-

mation and p
T

< 1.3 GeV/c were rejected (see subsection 3.2.2 , so that

"M = %T"T for kaons up to p
T

< 1.3 GeV/c.
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The expected value of the efficiency ⇠ in given D0/D⇤ transverse momentum bin (a, b)

was calculated as the inner product of the single track efficiency "(p
T

) and the track p
T

distribution G(a,b)
(p

T

) for D0/D⇤ p
T

2 (a, b) :

⇠ ⌘ E

(a,b)
("(p

T

)) =

8Z

0

"(p
T

)G(a,b)
(p

T

)dp
T

, (4.7)

G(a,b)
(p

T

) ⌘
bZ

a

g(t, p
T

)dt, (4.8)

where t denotes p
T

of a mother particle. g(t, p
T

) for all mother and daughter particles are

shown in Figures B.2 and B.3.

The results of the track reconstruction and matching efficiency separately for D0/D⇤

transverse momentum bins (a, b) used in the analysis of experimental data (see Tables 3.1

and 3.4) in Run11 pp500 analysis are presented in Table 4.1. The first column in Table

4.1 shows D0/D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b), the second column shows correspond-

ing p
T

profiles G(a,b)
(p

T

) of the daughter particles in (a, b), and further columns show

corresponding values. They are shown separately for track reconstruction and matching

efficiency as well as for particular daughters.

The results of the track reconstruction and matching efficiency of D0 Run9 pp200 analysis

done by author of this thesis is shown in Figure 4.8. It includes also particle identification

(PID) efficiency "PID which is discussed in the next section for Run11 pp500 D⇤ analysis.

The PID cuts for D0 analysis were the same in Run9 pp200 as in Run11 pp500. The PID

efficiency "PID for both was 95.45%.
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(a, b)
G(a,b)(pT )

⇠
R

[%] ⇠
M

[%]

[GeV/c] K ⇡ ⇡S K ⇡ ⇡S

(1.0,2.0)

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kaons
Pions
Kaons
Pions
Kaons
Pions
Kaons
Pions
Kaons
Pions

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kaons
Pions

62.78
+1.48
�1.50

85.26
+1.14
�1.20

70.48
+0.88
�0.86

73.30
+0.39
�0.39

(2.0,3.0)

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110=2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kaons
Pions
Soft Pions

66.00
+1.15
�1.16

85.20
+0.95
�0.98

37.70
+0.98
�1.00

78.43
+0.75
�0.73

90.79
+0.22
�0.22

22.01
+0.45
�0.70

(3.0,4.2)

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kaons
Pions
Soft Pions

70.81
+1.04
�1.05

85.33
+0.88
�0.92

68.82
+1.45
�1.48

83.59
+0.73
�0.72

90.99
+0.32
�0.33

58.46
+0.44
�0.54

(4.2,5.5)

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kaons
Pions
Soft Pions

74.62
+0.90
�0.91

85.35
+0.77
�0.79

78.47
+1.32
�1.37

87.28
+0.86
�0.86

91.48
+0.46
�0.47

78.51
+0.16
�0.16

(5.5,8.0)

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 [GeV/c]
T

p
-110×2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Kaons
Pions
Soft Pions

78.04
+0.75
�0.76

85.85
+0.64
�0.66

82.85
+1.22
�1.27

90.17
+1.02
�1.05

92.40
+0.63
�0.65

85.39
+0.09
�0.09

Table 4.1: Track reconstruction "R and matching efficiency "M for daughter particles

from D0 (first raw) or D⇤ (second to last raw) decay. D0/D⇤ transverse

momentum bins (a, b) correspond to the bins in the analysis of experimental

data. Column G(a,b)
(p

T

) shows p
T

profiles of the daughter particles in (a, b).

Let’s note that ⇠D

0
= ⇠K ⇥ ⇠⇡ and ⇠D

⇤
= ⇠K ⇥ ⇠⇡ ⇥ ⇠⇡S .
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Figure 4.8: D0 meson reconstruction efficiency as a fuction of PYTHIA generated D0

meson p
T

.

4.3 Particle Identification Efficiency, "
PID

PID cuts were momentum dependent (see subsection 3.2.2). They were different in D0

and D⇤ reconstruction. The first paragraph describes D⇤ and the second D0.

The cut for pions corresponds to gaussian area between �3�, +3�, i.e. 99.6%. The cut
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for kaons is split into 3 p
T

regions:

• 0.2 < p
T

< 1.3 GeV/c corresponds to gaussian area between �2�, +3�, i.e. 97.6%.

• 1.3 < p
T

< 2.07 GeV/c 74 % of kaons candidates identified by TOF, while 26 %

by TPC with PID efficiency corresponding to gaussian area between �2�, +2�, i.e.

95.45%. The overall PID efficiency in this region was then 0.74⇥97.6+0.26⇥95.45 =

97%

• p
T

> 2.07 GeV/c corresponds to gaussian area between �2�, +2�, i.e. 95.45%.

The PID cuts for D0 analysis were the same in Run9 pp200 as in Run11 pp500 and

corresponds to gaussian between its (�2�, +2�) which is 95.45%.

4.4 Kinematical cuts efficiency

Kinematical cuts were applied only in D⇤ reconstruction so this section is entirely dedi-

cated to Run11 pp500 analysis.

The reconstructed D0 invariant mass peak width depends almost exclusively on the daugh-

ter particle p
T

resolution. When carrying the D⇤ analysis out the invariant mass of K⇡⇡

triplet was calculated only if the K⇡ pair invariant mass had been between 1.84 and 1.89

GeV/c2 and cos(✓⇤) of the kaon in the CMS frame of the K⇡ pair was smaller than 0.77.

These cuts introduce a loss in the D⇤ yield. This section describes the simulation to

evaluate the loss.

One can calculate the daughter particle p
T

resolution from embedding as a gaussian

sigma of the relative difference between reconstructed pRC
T

and Monte-carlo pMC
T

transverse

momentum: �
✓

pRC
T

� pMC
T

pMC
T

◆
. Figure 4.9 shows hereby calculated p

T

resolution for kaons
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and pions. The resolution was parametrized by function

⇢(m, p
T

) ⌘

s

c2p2
T

+

d2m2

p2
T

+ d2, (4.9)

where c, d are free parameters obtained by a fit into �
⇣

p

RC
T �p

MC
T

p

MC
T

⌘
and m is the mass of

the particle. The values of c, d are also displayed in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: p
T

resolution kaons and pion by TPC.

The Monte-carlo Toy model described in section B.2 was used to produce the daughter

particles transverse momenta which were smeared according to a gaussian function with

the sigma parameter given by ⇢(m, p
T

). Hereby smeared particles underwent the same

cuts on p
T

and ⌘ as those in the data analysis. g(t, p
T

) defined in section B.2 describes

the physical D⇤ kinematics, but man must take "R(p
T

) and "M(p
T

) into account if man

wants estimate the impact of the K⇡ pair invariant mass cut on the raw yield. This was

carried out by the placing the condition

if(Rndm > "R(pSM
T

)"M(pSM
T

)) continue (4.10)

after every daughter particle transverse momentum smearing. Rndm denotes a random

number between 0 and 1 and pSM
T

the already smeared transverse momentum. The D0

invariant mass MRC and cos(✓⇤) were then calculated from pSM
T

of kaons and pions only

after both passed the condition (4.10). Figure 4.10 shows scatter plot, represented by the

function gRC
(t, MRC

), of D⇤ transverse momentum t and reconstructed D0 invariant mass
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MRC. Figure 4.11 displays projections
R

b

a

gRC
(t, cos(✓⇤))dt. The kinematical cut efficiency

on D0 candidates’s mass "Mass was calculated for given D⇤p
T

bin (a, b) as

"Mass ⌘

1.89Z

1.84

bZ

a

gRC
(t, MRC

)dtdMRC

1Z

0

bZ

a

gRC
(t, MRC

)dtdMRC

(4.11)

and the kinematical cut efficiency of cos(✓⇤), "
✓

, was calculated for given D⇤p
T

bin (a, b)

as

"
✓

⌘

0.77Z

�1

bZ

a

gRC
(t, cos(✓⇤RC))dtdcos(✓⇤)

1Z

�1

bZ

a

gRC
(t, cos(✓⇤))dtdcos(✓⇤)

(4.12)

The numerical results of "Mass and "
✓

in D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b), correspond-

ing to the bins in the analysis of experimental data, are summarized in Table 4.2.

(a, b) [GeV/c] (2.0,3.0) (3.0,4.2) (4.2,5.5) (5.5,8.0)

"Mass [%] 98.46 97.68 96.04 91.97

"
✓

[%] 85.15 88.98 90.87 91.35

Table 4.2: The kinematical cut efficiency on D0 candidates’s mass "Mass and on cos(✓⇤)"
✓

in D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b) correspond to the bins in the analysis

of experimental data.
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Figure 4.10: Surface plot of D⇤ transverse momentum t and reconstructed D0 invariant

mass MRC.
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Figure 4.11: Projections
R

b

a

gRC
(t, cos(✓⇤))dt. The drop at cos(✓⇤) close to -1 is the

result of the kaon momentum at D0 rest going against the D0 momentum

direction resulting in a much smaller momentum in the lab frame, thus

lower reconstruction efficiency.

4.5 Trigger bias correction

Heavy quarks are produced during initial hard scatterings creating high p
T

particles pen-

etrating easier into calorimeters which makes a higher probability of reconstruction of a
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collision vertex and such events are more likely to pass the event selection criteria dis-

cussed in section 3.1. This introduces bias skewed towards events containing charmed

particles. Such bias was calculated as a ratio

�(t) ⌘ ✏Vpd✏Vtx

⇠Vpd(t)⇠Vtx(t)
, (4.13)

where ✏Vpd is the VPD trigger efficiency, ✏Vtx is the efficiency vertex reconstruction, ⇠Vpd(t)

is the VPD trigger efficiency for events containing D⇤ mesons, ⇠Vtx(t) is the vertex recon-

struction efficiency for events containing D⇤ mesons, and t a transverse momentum of D⇤

meson.

The PYTHIA [32] version 6.205 with minimum processes selected and with the CDF

TuneA settings [80] was used as the event generator in GEANT to simulate events which

were then reconstructed the same way as real events had been. Those reconstructed events

were analyzed in order to get BBC and VPD trigger response and vertex. Figure 4.12

shows histogram of number of generate events denoted as "MB" and events containing D⇤

mesons denoted as "Charmed". One can see that the main discrepancy between "MB"

and "Charmed" events lies in vertex reconstruction efficiency. Let’s note that events

containing charmed particles comprise actually high-p
T

particles more likely to leave some

signal in EMC, which is necessary to give an event positive ranking. Furthermore, D0

itself decays into particles e±, ⌘ which very likely directly or through their decay products

leave signal in EMC. Figure 4.13 then depicts ⇠Vpd(t)⇠Vtx(t) together with the Trigger bias

�(t) calculated according to (4.13), where ✏Vpd✏Vtx was found to be 38.82%, and Table 4.3

summarizes results for D0/D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b).

t 2 (a, b) [GeV/c] (1.0,2.0) (2.0,3.0) (3.0,4.2) (4.2,5.5) (5.5,8.0)

�(t) 0.696 0.652 0.630 0.629 0.636

Table 4.3: Trigger Bias �(t) in D0/D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b).
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Figure 4.12: Event counter for general events denoted as "MB" and events containing

D⇤ mesons denoted as "Charmed". "fireBBC" and "FireVPD" columns

represent events that initialized BBC and VPD trigger respectively. "good

Vz" denotes events from which vertices with positive ranking were sucess-

fully reconstructed.
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Figure 4.13: Trigger, Vertex reconstruction efficiency and Trigger Bias.

4.5.1 Trigger Bias Correction in Run9 pp200 Analysis

The Trigger bias correction was done according to the same technique on D0 and D⇤

separately [28]. However, as one can see in Figure 4.14, the �(t) for events containing the

D0 mesons are the same as the �(t) for events containing the D⇤ mesons. Hence, the �(t)

for events containing D⇤ mesons only was calculated in Run11 pp500 analysis. It was

found that the trigger bias increases with D⇤p
T

in Run11 pp500 while remains constant

in Run9 pp200.
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Figure 11 shows that the efficiency goes down with
increasing pT of midrapidity particles indicating an anti-
correlation between midrapidity particle production and
forward VPD triggering. Most importantly, within the
momentum range under study, the PYTHIA MC simulation
agrees well with the data. This agreement provides con-
fidence in using PYTHIA simulations to evaluate this
correction.

The correction factor ftrg;vtx can be related to the ratio
!ND=Nmb" for the pure minimum-bias condition and the
analysis condition, i.e.

ftrg;vtx!pT" #
ND!pT"=Nmb

Ntrg;vtx
D !pT"=Ntrg;vtx

mb

: (4)

Two simulation samples were generated to obtain the
correction factor. One sample consisted of PYTHIA-simu-
lated p$ p events and was used to obtain the fraction of
minimum-bias events that satisfy the analysis condition
Ntrg;vtx

mb =Nmb. This fraction was found to be 12.7% from
this PYTHIA simulation. The other simulation sample was
generated using the same PYTHIA settings, but only events
with at least one charmed hadron were saved to enhance
the statistics. This sample was used to obtain the fraction of
charmed-hadron signals that satisfy the analysis condition
Ntrg;vtx

D =ND. We also studied this fraction as a function of
charmed-hadron pT . Figure 12 shows the calculated effi-
ciencies for D% from different event-selection criteria. The
BBC coincidence study provides a baseline for this simu-
lation, which demonstrates consistency with previous
STAR results [30]. As expected, the vertex finding effi-
ciency increases with increasing pT . The VPD trigger
efficiency shows an anticorrelation with increasing D%pT ,
similar to that observed with increasing charged-hadron
pT . The final efficiency (with requirements for both vertex-
ing and VPD triggering) is almost flat versus pT , leveling
off at &19%. The simulation for D0 hadrons shows very

similar results. Figure 13 shows the correction factor ftrg;vtx
for cross section calculations for D0 and D%.

V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Sources that contribute to the systematic uncertainties
in the finalD-meson cross sections include: (a) uncertainty
in determining the raw D-meson yields; (b) uncertainty in
determining the reconstruction efficiency; (c) uncertainty
of the total NSD cross section; and (d) uncertainty in
determining the trigger or vertex correction factor.
Uncertainties due to particle identifications will enter in
both (a) and (b) which will be discussed in the following
subsections. We consider (a) as point-by-point uncorre-
lated systematic uncertainties. Although (b) is correlated
in pT , it is not simply a normalization uncertainty, and the
exact correlation in pT is not known. Therefore we include
(b) in the point-by-point uncorrelated systematic uncer-
tainties. Finally, (c) and (d) are overall normalization
uncertainties.

A. Uncertainty in raw yields

Different choices on background reconstruction meth-
ods, function fits and mass binning were used to evaluate
the systematic uncertainty in the raw D-meson yields. In
theD0 analysis, the difference between the yields extracted
from Rot and LS methods is 15.6%–18.9%. Fitting the D0

peak with fixed parameters from simulation estimates
lower yields of 28.2% and 6.1% for the two D0 pT bins.
The systematic uncertainties from different mass binning
and different fit regions are estimated to be&5%–7%. The
systematic uncertainties in determining the raw D% yields
include contributions from the difference obtained between
the sideband and the wrong-sign methods, and the differ-
ence between bin counting and Gaussian fitting methods,
varying &6%–11% in the pT range 2–6 GeV=c. The
choice of mass binning and fitting range had a negligible
effect on the extracted yields.
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FIG. 12 (color online). D% efficiency versus D% pT with differ-
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Figure 4.14: The �(t) for events containing the D0 and events containing the D⇤ mesons.

Figure taken from Ref. [28].
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Chapter 5

Systematic Errors Evaluation

Systematic errors are uncertainties in the bias of the data. Each experiment must gener-

ally be considered individually. One example of a bias was already presented in section

4.5 when the events with open charm mesons were more likely to pass the event selection

criteria. STAR Heavy Flavor group developed criteria for systematic errors determina-

tion. This chapter is focused on bin-to-bin systematic errors which are categorized into

two parts: uncertainty on the raw yield determination and uncertainty on the efficiency

determination.

5.1 Uncertainty on the Raw Yield Determination

The determination of the uncertainty on the raw yield determination in Run9 pp200

analysis is described in paper [28] whose whole section V. is dedicated to systematic

uncertainties. In Run11 pp500 analysis, ideas of Roger Barlow [81] was implemented.

Those ideas are summarized in appendix section C.2. This section contains also subsection
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5.1.1 which regards D⇤ analysis and is common for both Run11 pp500 and Run9 pp200

anlyses.

The systematic uncertainty in determining the D⇤ raw yields was calculated as a discrep-

ancy � between bin counting and gaussian fit and a discrepancy � between the Side-band

background and Wrong-sign background. Let’s note that those raw yields shown Figure

3.15 calculated after Wrong-sign background subtraction has been already corrected on

the Wrong-sing over counting described in paragraph bellow. Results are summarized in

Table 5.1. The systematic uncertainty in determining the D0 raw yield was calculated as

a discrepancy � between raw yields calculated after Like-sign and Rotated-momentum

background.

� = Y1 � Y2 = U �B1 � U + B2 = B2 �B1 (5.1)

where U is number of Unlike-signs, B1 is background reconstructed by one method and

B2 by second method. B1 and B2 are not correlated, thus

�2
� = �2

1 � �2
2. (5.2)

where �1,�2 are statistical errors of B1, B2 respectively.

(a, b) [GeV/c] (1.0,2.0) (2.0,3.0) (3.0,4.2) (4.2,5.5) (5.5,8.0)

� 1020 2.2 -3.3 1.6 -0.9

� 0.7 1.5 2.4 0.8

��,�
�

1004 14.6 12.6 4.5 1.3

Table 5.1: Discrepancy � between signals obtained by subtraction of backgrounds re-

constructed by different methods in D0/D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b)

and discrepancy � between bin counting and gaussian fit to the signal in D⇤

transverse momentum bins (a, b).

�� & �, �
�

& � for all p
T

bins, as one can see in Table 5.1. So that the systematic

error of raw yield can be entirely a product of statistical fluctuations of background, and
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was hence not included into total systematic uncertainty. This approach to systematic

uncertainties prevents from overestimations.

5.1.1 Double counting

The D0 is reconstructed via hadronic decay channel: D0 ! K�
+ ⇡+. If K� is mis-

identified as a ⇡� and ⇡+ is mis-identified as a K+, the (K+⇡�) combination will con-

tribute in the D0 reconstruction, and if it falls into the D0 mass selection window, this

D0 signal will be then also counted as a D0 signal. This is called double counting.

For D⇤ reconstruction via D± ! D0⇡±
S

! K⌥⇡±⇡±
S

, the situation is different. If K⌥ is

misidentified as ⇡⌥ and ⇡± as K±, then the combination becomes K±⇡⌥⇡±
S

which doesn’t

contribute to the �M peak, but into the Wrong-sign background. Hence the raw yield

obtained by the Wrong-sign background subtraction is undercounted.

Once again, the Monte-carlo Toy model (section B.2) was employed to produce gRC
(t, MRC

)

(see section 4.4, particularly Figure 4.10). Furthermore, if both kaon and pion happened

to be in the overlapping PID region, an additional histogram gRC
(t, MMis

) was filled.

MMis is the invariant mass of mis-identified kaon (actually a pion) and pion (actually a

kaon). This so called mis-identified kaon/pion was simply created by replacement of the

rest mass in the first particles’s four-momentum with the second particles’s rest mass and

vice versa. The fraction of the over counting in the Wrong-sign background was calculated

then as:

fOC(t) ⌘

1.89Z

1.84

gRC
(t, MMis

)dMMis

1.89Z

1.84

gRC
(t, MRC

)dMRC

(5.3)

The probabilities of a kaon and a pion in the overlapping PID region are shown in Figure

5.1, gRC
(t, MRC

) and gRC
(t, MMis

) in Figure 5.2, and fOC(t) in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Probability of a particle being in overlapping PID region.

Figure 5.2: Left panel: Reconstructed invariant mass of D0 meson where both daughter

particles were misidentified so that the kaon was assigned the pion mass and

vice versa, i. e. gRC
(t, MMis

). Right panel: Reconstructed invariant mass of

D0 meson with correct daughter particle indentification, i. e. gRC
(t, MRC

).
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Figure 5.3: The fraction of the over counting in the Wrong-sign background.

5.2 Uncertainty on the Efficiency Determination

This section describes in detail the uncertainty on the efficiency determination whose

procedure is common for Run9 pp200 and Run11 pp500 analyses.

The absolute (“true”) reconstruction efficiency in data is unknown, so it is calculated

from embedding, which is an approximation. The degree of how the basic track quality

distributions (DCA, NHITS) from embedding matches those from the data represents how

good is the approximation. And the difference between them is considered as systematic

uncertainty due to this approximation.

It’s difficult to calculate the absolute efficiency of the Number of TPC Hit Points (Nhits)

or DCA from the data, because of the contamination of Pile-up and "ghost" tracks, so
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the relative efficiencies "(rel)
DCA

, "
(rel)
Nhits

was used instead:

"
(rel)
DCA

(p
T

) ⌘
R 1

0
h(p

T

, r)dr
R 3

0
h(p

T

, r)dr
, "

(rel)
Nhits

(p
T

) ⌘
R 45

25
h(p

T

, n)dn
R 45

15
h(p

T

, n)dn
, (5.4)

where h(p
T

, r), h(p
T

, n) are DCA, Nhits distributions respectively at given p
T

. Systematic

discrepancy at given p
T

was then:

�
DCA

(p
T

) ⌘ "
(rel)
DCA

(p
T

) from data
"
(rel)
DCA

(p
T

) from embedding
, �

Nhits

(p
T

) ⌘ "
(rel)
Nhits

(p
T

) from data
"
(rel)
Nhits

(p
T

) from embedding
,

(5.5)

Figure 5.4 depicts �
DCA

(p
T

) and �
Nhits

(p
T

).
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Figure 5.4: Systematic discrepancy between the data and the embedding.

The expected value of the systematic uncertainty from embedding & in given D0/D⇤

trasverse momentum bin (a, b) was calculated analogously with the reconstruction/matching

efficiency calculated according to (4.7):

& ⌘ E

(a,b)
(|1� �(p

T

)|) =

8Z

0

|1� �(p
T

)|G(a,b)
(p

T

)dp
T

, (5.6)

where G(a,b)
(p

T

) is defined by (4.8). Results are summarized in Table 5.2. With the

assumption of an ideal correlation among daughter particles’s systematic uncertainties, the

systematic error on the efficiency determination (and in this analysis also total systematic
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uncertainty) could have been directly calculated as

&tot =

vuut
 

#daughtersX

i=1

& iNhits

!2

+

 
#daughtersX

i=1

& iDCA

!2

(5.7)

and is listed in the last column in Table 5.2.

(a, b) &
Nhits

[%] &
DCA

[%]
&
tot

[%]
[GeV/c] K ⇡ ⇡S Sum K ⇡ ⇡S Sum

(1.0,2.0) 2.36 0.95 3.32 1.06 3.07 4.13 5.30

(2.0,3.0) 2.14 0.94 3.34 6.42 0.88 2.51 9.16 12.55 14.10

(3.0,4.2) 1.65 0.80 2.00 4.44 0.90 2.08 8.75 11.73 12.54

(4.2,5.5) 1.27 0.70 1.21 3.17 1.13 2.01 8.25 11.39 11.83

(5.5,8.0) 1.01 0.65 1.01 2.67 1.62 2.27 7.22 11.10 11.42

Table 5.2: Systematic errors from discrepancy between embedded and experimental

data. First column presents D0/D⇤ transverse momentum bins (a, b) and

the last column corresponding systemtic uncertainty obtained from values

shown in middle columns by (5.7).

The contribution from matching efficiency uncertainty was found to be negligible (bellow

3% of &tot). Let’s compare the total uncertainty on the efficiency determination, values

in the last column of Table 5.2, with statistical errors of yields in corresponding D0/D⇤

transverse momentum bins (a, b), 17.5% for D0 (1,2) GeV/c and 21.6%, 20.6%, 21.8%,

and 27.5% for D⇤ (2, 3), (3, 4.2), (4.2, 5.5), and (5.5, 8) GeV/c respectively. In all p
T

bins

the statistical uncertainty is higher that the total systematic uncertainty (let’s remember

that the discrepancies in the raw yields were found to originate in statistical fluctuations)

from which one can conclude that the whole analysis procedure was good enough for given

amount of data. To improve the overall precision of this analysis one can just triple the

amount of experimental data to reduce statistical errors to match systematic uncertainties

without any change of the analysis procedure.
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Chapter 6

Results

The reconstruction of D0 in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV (Run9 pp200 analysis) and

reconstruction of D0 and D⇤± in p+p collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV (Run11 pp500 analysis)

at STAR via the hadronic decay channels

D⇤± B.R.=67.7%��������!
p

⇤=39 MeV/c

D0⇡±
B.R.=3.89%�������! K⌥⇡±⇡±

D0 B.R.=3.89%�������! K⌥⇡±,

where B.R. are branching ratios of these open charm mesons to pions and kaons [4],

were done. 51.8 million and 107.8 minimum bias events have been analyzed in Run11

pp500 and Run9 pp200 analysis respectively. Both are described in chapter 3. Detector

efficiency and acceptance and other efficiencies and corrections were discussed in chapter

4. Systematic uncertainties were discussed in chapter 5.

This chapter presents final results of the both p
T

-differential and p
T

-integrated invariant

cross section of charm-anticharm quark pair poduction at mid-rapidity measurements and

total charm-anticharm quark pair cross section estimation using PYTHIA [32] simulation.
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These results are compared to theoretical model calculations and physics implications are

discussed.

The differential invariant cross section E
d

3�

dp3
of an charm quark pair cc̄ production at

mid-rapidity was calculated according to equation

E
d

3�

dp3

����
y=0

=

d

2�

2⇡p
T

dp
T

dy

����
y=0

=

1

2

1

2⇡

�NSD�

N f
c

�

Y

p
T

�p
T

�y

1

"
, (6.1)

where �NSD is inelastic non-singly diffractive p+p cross section, � is the trigger bias

(section 4.5), N is the total number of events entered the analysis, f
c

represents the ratio

of a charm quark hadronizing to an open charm meson, � denotes the branching ratio of

a decay, and Y is the raw yield in a p
T

bin of the width �p
T

within the rapidity window

�y. " is the combined efficiency of the experiment including the track reconstruction

efficiency "R (see section 4.1), the track matching efficiency "M (see section 4.2), the

particle identification efficiency "PID (see section 4.3), and the kinematical cuts efficiencies

"Mass and "
✓

(see section 4.4). Results from Run9 pp500 analysis are summarized in Table

6.1 and results from Run11 pp500 analysis are summarized in Table 6.2. Both tables

show values of all variables used in equation (6.1). Some variables don’t depend on

reconstructed D0/D⇤ p
T

so they are displayed in cells stretched over more columns. Rows

between thick horizontal rules show variables and values which are then corrected on bin

widths (the bin width correction is discussed further in the text) and plotted in Figures

6.4, 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

Values of f
c

and � were taken from Ref. [4]. �NSD was measured for p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV at STAR [77]. There is no such measurement at
p

s = 500 GeV, hence

the measured value from p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV was scaled by Pythia with

assumption that the systematic error at
p

s = 500 GeV differs negligibly from the one at
p

s = 200 GeV.
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�NSD [mb] 30 ± 3.5

N 107.8M

f
c

[%] 56.5 ± 3.2

� [%] 3.89

� 0.67

p
T

[GeV/c] 0.8 1.15

�p
T

[GeV/c] 0.4 1.3

�y 2

Y 1708±497 1860±635

" [%] 0.0695 0.0746

E
d

3�

dp3

����
y=0

[nb] 25660 ± 7646 3886 ± 1328

&tot [%] 6.3 9.8

Table 6.1: Final results from Run9 pp200 analysis. Table show values of all variables in

equation (6.1). Some variables don’t depend on reconstructed D0 p
T

so they

are displayed in cells stretched over more columnsLet’s note those results are

not corrected on bin widths.

Let’s note that the p
T

values shown in both Tables 6.2 and 6.1 were chosen arbitrarily

as bin centers because the real values hadn’t been known. To know correct p
T

values,

one must know the exact shape of the E
d

3�

dp3

����
y=0

and that had also been unknown. This

problem can be solved iteratively. Let’s define the new transverse momentum

p
(i+1)
T

= F (i)�1

0

@
bZ

a

F (i)
(p

T

)dp
T

1

A , (6.2)

where F (i) ⌘ p
T

f(p
T

) with parameters obtained from the f(p
T

) fit into
d

2�(i)

2⇡p
(i)
T

dp
T

dy

�����
y=0
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�NSD [mb] 34 ± 4

N 51 771 500

f
c

[%] 56.5 ± 3.2 22.4 ± 2.8

� [%] 3.89 2.63

� 0.696 0.652 0.630 0.629 0.636

p
T

[GeV/c] 1.5 2.5 3.6 4.85 6.75

�p
T

[GeV/c] 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 2.5

�y 2

Y 4064± 1006 83.9± 18.1 82.5± 17.0 35.4± 7.7 16.8± 4.6

"tot [%] 26.2 5.08 17.3 27.5 32.7

E
d3�

dp3

����
y=0

[nb] 8508± 2106 1927± 389 312.1± 64.25 57.5± 12.52 8.674± 2.377

& [%] 5.3 14.1 12.54 11.83 11.42

Table 6.2: Final results from Run11 pp500 analysis. Table show values of all variables

in equation (6.1). Some variables don’t depend on reconstructed D0/D⇤ p
T

so they are displayed in cells stretched over more columnsLet’s note those

results are not corrected on bin widths.

calculated according to (6.1). f(p
T

) is the power law function either of Hagedorn’s (A.2)

or Lévy’s (A.4) shape.
d

2�(0)

2⇡p
(0)
T

dp
T

dy

�����
y=0

and p
(0)
T

were set to have values from Table 6.2.

After the third iteration the results became very stable. Table 6.3 exposes results from

Run11 pp500 analysis after 6th iteration. The values of the differential invariant cross

section after the iterations are model dependent. That’s why Table 6.2 have three main

columns dedicated to usage of Hagedorn’s and Lévy’s shapes. Those main columns have

each two sub-columns with the p
T

value after the 6th iteration and with the differential

invariant cross section after the 6th iteration. Those data are plotted in Figures 6.1, 6.2,
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6.3 together with corresponding f(p
T

).

Hagedorn’s shape Lévy’s shape (m0 = 1.5) Lévy’s shape (m0 = 1.27)

p
(6)
T

E
d

3�(6)

dp3

����
y=0

[mb] p
(6)
T

E
d

3�(6)

dp3

����
y=0

[mb] p
(6)
T

E
d

3�(6)

dp3

����
y=0

[mb]

1.46 (8.75 ± 1.53) · 10

�3 1.49 (8.57 ± 1.50) · 10

�3 1.49 (8.60 ± 1.50) · 10

�3

2.45 (19.7 ± 3.97) · 10

�4 2.45 (19.7 ± 3.97) · 10

�4 2.45 (19.7 ± 3.97) · 10

�4

3.53 (31.8 ± 6.55) · 10

�5 3.52 (31.9 ± 6.56) · 10

�5 3.53 (31.9 ± 6.56) · 10

�5

4.77 (5.84 ± 1.27) · 10

�5 4.77 (5.85 ± 1.27) · 10

�5 4.77 (5.85 ± 1.27) · 10

�5

6.50 (8.98 ± 2.47) · 10

�6 6.51 (8.97 ± 2.47) · 10

�6 6.51 (8.97 ± 2.47) · 10

�6

Table 6.3: The results after bin width correction having used three differential cross

section parametrization: 1) Hagedorn parametrization where f(p
T

) = (A.2);

2) Lévy parametrization where f(p
T

) = (A.4) with m0 = 1.5 GeV/c2; 3) Lévy

parametrization where f(p
T

) = (A.4) with m0 = 1.27 GeV/c2. p
(6)
T

is in units

GeV/c.
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Figure 6.1: Charm quark production cross section as inferred from D0 and D⇤ produc-

tion in p+p collisions at
p

s =500 GeV compared with FONLL predictions.

The D0 and D⇤ data points were divided by the charm quark fragmentation

ratios f
c

= 0.565 and f
c

= 0.224 respectively. FONLL calculations [83] used

µ
R

= µ
F

= m
c

where µ
R

is the renormalization scale, µ
F

is the factorization

scale and m
c

is the charm quark mass. "m = 1.5" in the legend denotes

m
c

= 1.5 GeV/c2 and "m = 1.27" denotes m
c

= 1.27 GeV/c2. Data points

are already corrected on bin widths and fitted by Hagedorn Power-law func-

tion (A.2).
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Figure 6.2: Charm quark production cross section as inferred from D0 and D⇤ produc-

tion in p+p collisions at
p

s =500 GeV compared with FONLL prediction.

The D0 and D⇤ data points were divided by the charm quark fragmentation

ratios f
c

= 0.565 and f
c

= 0.224 respectively. FONLL prediction [83] used

µ
R

= µ
F

= m
c

= 1.5 GeV/c2 where µ
R

is the renormalization scale, µ
F

is

the factorization scale and m
c

is the charm quark mass. Data points are

already corrected on bin widths and fitted by Lévy Power-law function (A.4)

with m0 chosen to be 1.5 GeV/c2.
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Figure 6.3: Charm quark production cross section as inferred from D0 and D⇤ produc-

tion in p+p collisions at
p

s =500 GeV compared with FONLL prediction.

The D0 and D⇤ data points were divided by the charm quark fragmentation

ratios f
c

= 0.565 and f
c

= 0.224 respectively. FONLL prediction [83] used

µ
R

= µ
F

= m
c

= 1.27 GeV/c2 where µ
R

is the renormalization scale, µ
F

is the factorization scale and m
c

is the charm quark mass. Data points are

already corrected on bin widths and fitted by Lévy Power-law function (A.4)

with m0 chosen to be 1.27 GeV/c2.
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Hagedorn parametrization

d�

dy

����
y=0

= 272 ± 77(stat) ± 31(sys) µb hp
T

i = 1.14 ± 0.16 GeV/c n = 13.7 ± 7.3

Lévy parametrization with m0 = 1.5 GeV/c2

d�

dy

����
y=0

= 211 ± 43(stat) ± 15(sys) µb T = 0.19 ± 0.14 n = 8.7 ± 3.0

Lévy parametrization with m0 = 1.27 GeV/c2

d�

dy

����
y=0

= 216 ± 45(stat) ± 16(sys) µb T = 0.25 ± 0.14 n = 9.5 ± 3.6

Table 6.4: The results of fits.

Results of the f(p
T

) fits into already p
T

bin width corrected data are shown in Table 6.4.

They show strong dependence of the
d�

dy

����
y=0

on the power-law function parametrization.

Only 7% of its value and 5% of its statistical error was measured. The rest was got by

extrapolation of Hagedorn parametrization of Power-law into zero transverse momentum.

Similarly, the extrapolation by Levy parametrization of Power-law accounted for 90%

of the
d�

dy

����
y=0

value and 92% of the statistical error. The final result to be published

is a combination of the result obtained with the help of Hagedorn parametrization (bin

with correction and extrapolation to zero p
T

) and Lévy parametrization with m0 = 1.5

GeV/c2. Lévy parametrization with m0 = 1.27 GeV/c2 gives very similar result to the one

with m0 = 1.5 GeV/c2, so the Lévy does not have to be counted twice. Both Lévy and

Hagedorn parametrization were fitted into the same data points, which implicates that

8% of 43 µb (statistical error from Lévy extrapolation) and 5% of 77 µb (statistical error

from Hagedorn extrapolation) are correlated with correlation coefficient to be 1. The rest
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of statistical errors are totally independent with correlation coefficient to be 0. Appendix

section C.3 explains how to deal with such correlated errors. It’s based on article by Paul

Avery [92]. Let x1 = 272 ± 77 ± 4 and x2 = 211 ± 43 ± 3, where the first error is the

uncorrelated statistical error purely from the extrapolation and the second is the 100%

correlated with the second of the x2. The covariance matrix is then (see section C.3)

V =

0

@ 77

2
4⇥ 3

3⇥ 4 43

2

1

A ,

Hence inverse matrix is

V�1
=

1

10962577

0

@1849 �12

�12 5929

1

A .

According to (C.20), the weights for the cross section estimator x = w1x1 + w2x2 and

statistical error estimator
p

w2
1V11 + 2w1w2V12 + w2

2V22 are w1 = 0.237, w2 = 0.763. One

can see that V12 = V21 << V11 or V22. This is implication of the correlated part of the

statistical error being too small to have any significant impact. The final result can be thus

calculated as weighted average of
d�

dy

����
y=0

determined using the Hagedorn parametrization

and
d�

dy

����
y=0

determined using the Lévy parametrization with m0=1.5 GeV/c2 since both

are independent. Lévy parametrization with m0=1.27 GeV/c2 is correlated with the

m0=1.5 GeV/c2 one. Thus the m0=1.5 GeV/c2 one was picked arbitrarily, because it

matches the measured points better. The extrapolated bin-by-bin systematic errors were

treated the same way as values. All of this above gives the final result:

d�

dy

����
y=0

= 225 ± 38(stat) ± 19(sys) ± 26(norm) µb (6.3)

where the term "norm" denotes error non-singly-diffractive cross section. The errors of f
c

have not been propagated into the final result yet. The Run11 pp500 analysis results are

still presented as preliminary.

The charm cross section at mid rapidity was extrapolated to full rapidity using two

PYTHIA simulations with the following sets of parameters:
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• PHENIX tune: MSEL=0 with MSUB(11, 12, 13, 28, 53, 68) on, PARP(91)(hk
T

i) =

1.5 GeV/c, MSTP(32) (Q2 scale) = 4, CKIN(3) (minimum parton p̂
T

) = 2 GeV/c.

• STAR tune: MSEL=1, PARP(91) (hk
T

i) = 1.0 GeV/c, PARP(67) (parton shower

level) = 1.0.

The extrapolation factor was found to be 5.6±0.1 giving the total charm production cross

section value:

�pp

cc

= 1260 ± 211(stat) ± 109(sys) ± 146(norm) µb (6.4)

This result is displayed with results from other experiments in Figure 6.5, revealing very

good agreement with NLO prediction [89].

In the Run9 pp200 analysis, only Hagedorn’s shape power law function was used to fit

to the data points. The E
d

3�

dp3

����
y=0

from Run9 pp200 analysis is shown in Figure 6.4. As

mentioned in chapter "Author’s Contribution" there have been two independent analyses

on D0 production. One done by Prof. Yifei Zhang and one done by author of this

thesis which was used as a crosscheck, because it was first reconstruction of D0 meson

in hadronic decay channel. The results published in [28] were picked from the analysis

of Prof. Zhang. The consistency between those results are shown in Figure 6.4 where

black triangles together with black circles represent results published in [28] and green

triangles results done by author of this thesis. The published cc̄ production cross section

at mid-rapidity is
d�

dy

����
y=0

= 170 ± 45(stat)+38
�59(sys) µb (6.5)

The charm cross section at mid-rapidity (6.5) was extrapolated to full phase space using

the same extrapolation factor, 4.7 ± 0.7, as in [82], and the extracted charm total cross

section at
p

s = 200 GeV is

�pp

cc̄

= 797 ± 210(stat)+208
�295(sys) µb (6.6)

The value (6.6) is also displayed in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Charm quark production cross section as inferred from D0 and D⇤ produc-

tion in p+p collisions at
p

s =200 GeV compared with FONLL calculation

[26]. The D0 and D⇤ data points were divided by the charm quark frag-

mentation ratios f
c

= 0.565 and f
c

= 0.224 respectively. D0 data points

from this analysis are shown as green triangles, compared with results from

[28] having the tag "(Published)" in the legend. Data points are already

corrected on bin widths and fitted by Hagedorn Power-law function (A.2).
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Figure 6.5: Total Charm quark production cross section as a function of Centre-of-mass

collision energy
p

s.

Finally, let’s briefly introduce another improvement which has been currently developed

and which extends the transverse momentum p
T

range of open charm meson reconstruc-

tion. This thesis discussed closely the analysis of data triggered by the minimum bias

trigger (see section 3.1). Run11 pp500 data also contain events triggered on energy de-

position in a Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) tower (see section 2.6) above
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certain thresholds, i.e., High E
T

triggers (BHT). There are 160 millions events triggered

by BHT1 whose triggering condition is E
T

> 4.2 GeV in at least one tower. The raw

yield of D⇤± meson in this sample is 1547 ± 61 which can be split into 9 p
T

bins with

last p
T

bin being (16, 20) GeV/c. The pion from D⇤ ! D0⇡
S

! K⇡⇡
S

decay (not

the soft pion ⇡
S

) is required to be the triggering particle, i.e. the pion candidate track

projected to BEMC matched the tower with E
T

> 4.2 GeV. As was shown already in

[90], this requirement almost entirely eliminates the trigger bias. The analysis follows

the same procedure as described in chapters 3, 4, and 5. The only thing which is ex-

tra is the BHT1 trigger enhancement. The trigger enhancement is calculated as ratio

BHT1_pions / MinBias_pions , where BHT1_pions is ⇡+⇡� differential invariant pro-

duction cross section in events triggered by BHT1 and MinBias_pions is ⇡+⇡� differ-

ential invariant production cross section in events triggered by minimum bias trigger.

BHT1_pions are plotted in Figure 6.6a as closed red circles. MinBias_pions are in

Figure 6.6a for p
T

3 and 14 GeV/c open magenta circles and for p
T

above 14 GeV/c open

green squares. The magenta circles are results from previous STAR analysis [90] scaled

by PYTHIA [32] from
p

s = 200 GeV to
p

s = 500 GeV. The green squares are PYTHIA

simulation at 500 GeV scaled to match the magenta circles for 7 < p
T

< 14 GeV/c . UA1

data [91] (blue open crosses) are shown in Figure 6.6a just for cross check. The Figure

6.6b shows the ratio BHT1_pions / MinBias_pions .
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(b) BHT1 trigger enhancement as a fuc-

tion of pion pT .

The differential invariant cross section E
d

3�

dp3
of an charm quark pair cc̄ production at

mid-rapidity, after correcting on the BHT1 trigger enhancement, is consistent with the

results in minimum bias data in the overlapping p
T

region, as demonstrated in Figure

6.6. The new analysis extends the p
T

range up to 18 GeV/c. These new results are in

agreement with FONLL prediction [83].
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Figure 6.6: Charm quark production cross section as inferred from D0 and D⇤ produc-

tion in p+p collisions at
p

s =500 GeV compared with FONLL prediction

[83]. The D0 and D⇤ data points were divided by the charm quark fragmen-

tation ratios f
c

= 0.565 and f
c

= 0.224 respectively. Data points are already

corrected on bin widths and fitted by Lévy Power-law function (A.4) with

m0 chosen to be 1.5 GeV/c2. D⇤ data points came from datasets triggered

by minimum bias trigger (open black squares) and BHT1 trigger (closed red

circles).
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Discussion and Outlook

In summary, the first measurement of the charm pair production cross section in p+p

collisions at RHIC at
p

s = 500 GeV and 200 GeV has been reported. The cross section

was calculated from the production of open charmed-meson D0 and D⇤ reconstructed via

their hadronic decays, covering the p
T

range from 1 to 8 GeV/c. The measured transverse

momentum differential cross section is consistent with the prediction of a Fixed-Order

Next-to-Leading Logarithm perturbative QCD calculation. The charm pair production

cross section at mid-rapidity is measured to be

d�

dy

����
y=0

= 225 ± 38(stat) ± 19(sys) ± 26(norm) µb

in p+p collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV and

d�

dy

����
y=0

= 170 ± 45(stat)+38
�59(sys) µb

in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV. The total charm pair cross section is estimated as

�pp

cc

= 1260 ± 211(stat) ± 109(sys) ± 146(norm) µb
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in p+p collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV and

�pp

cc̄

= 797 ± 210(stat)+208
�295(sys) µb

in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 GeV. Results measured at both energies are in agreement

with Next-To-Leading order perturbative QCD calculation.

In Run11 pp500 analysis, the new approach towards systematic uncertainties on the raw

yield determination has been used and it was found that the statistical uncertainty is

higher that the total systematic uncertainty in all reconstructed D0/D⇤p
T

bins (discussed

at the end of chapter 5). Owing to the usage of both Hagedorn and Lévy parametriza-

tion, the result from Run11 pp500 analysis has significantly lower both statistical and

systematic error.

All these experiences will be used in analyses of data using two significant upgrades of

STAR subsystems. The STAR upgrade with Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) and Muon

Telescope Detector (MTD) is keystone for the future of Heavy Flavor Physics. Measure-

ments of identified hadrons containing heavy quarks will play key roles in exploring the

properties of the strongly coupled system, thermalization, and the mechanism for partonic

energy loss.

HFT will significantly reduce the large combinatorial background this analysis had to deal

with. This will allow not only reduce statistical uncertainties of measurements described

in this thesis but also reconstruction of D+, D
s

,⇤
c

hadrons. Furthermore, STAR will be

able to separate the prompt J/ from the J/ coming from B meson decays. This will

allow to study suppression of bottom quarks. The details about HFT can be found in

HFT technical design report [93].

MTD will enable experimenters to collect a large sample of J/ events with its trigger

capabilities, to separate different ⌥ ! µ+µ� decay channels, to provide a unique mea-

surement of µ-e correlations from heavy-flavor decays, and enable the study of the rare
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Figure 7.1: The Artistic view of the STAR detector with two new upgrades, the Heavy

Flavor Tracker (HFT) and Muon Telescope Detector (MTD).

decays (e.g.⌃+ !pµ+µ�) and exotic states, such as the muonic atoms of µ⇡, µK and µp�.

The details about MTD can be found in [94].

Both MTD and HFT are currently successfully installed and fully operational. Their

placement is shown in Figure 7.1 with HFT being close the beam pipe and MTD being

beyond the magnet yokes which act like hadron absorbers.
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Appendix A

Differential Invariant Cross Section

A.1 As a Hagedorn Shape Function

Hard scattering amplitudes follow a power-law function giving us assumption of open

charm invariant cross section power-law behavior. Long time ago Hagedorn proposed

the QCD inspired empirical formula describing the data of the invariant cross section of

hadrons as a function of p
T

over a wide range [85]:

d

2�

p
T

dp
T

dy
= A

✓
1 +

p
T

p0

◆�n

�!

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

exp

✓
�np

T

p0

◆
for p

T

! 0

✓
p0

p
T

◆
n

for p
T

!1

(A.1)

where A, p0, n are arbitrary constants. This function has indeed become a purely expo-

nential function for small p
T

and a purely power law function for large p
T

1 . The mean

p
T

becomes:
1It is widely known from experimental data that, as expected from pQCD calculations [84], a pure

power law shape successfully describes the high pT region of particle spectra. At low pT , suggests a
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hp
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The normalization constant A can be obtained from the relation:

d�/dy = A

1Z

0
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✓
1 +
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T
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◆�n
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Ap2
0
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d�
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(n� 1)(n� 2)
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T
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2
, p0 =

hp
T

i
2

(n� 3)

and cc̄ invariant cross section can be represented by

d

2�cc̄

2⇡p
T

dp
T

dy
=

2

⇡

d�cc̄

dy

(n� 1)(n� 2)

hp
T

i2(n� 3)

2

✓
1 +

2p
T

hp
T

i(n� 3)

◆�n

(A.2)

with three free parameters d�cc̄/dy, hp
T

i, n need to be obtained from the least square fit

of the real corrected data points.

A.2 As a Lévy Function

As an alternative to Hagedorn (A.1) formula, one can use a different approach based on

the Tsallis statistics [86] to fit particle spectra. The Tsallis distribution was derived from

a generalized form of the Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy. However, there are other origins

thermal interpretation in which the bulk of the produced particles are emitted by a system in thermal

equilibrium with a Boltzmann-Gibbs statistical description of their spectra:

E
d3�

dp3

= Ae�E/T

where A is a normalization factor and E is the particle energy. At mid-rapidity one can replace E by

mT =
p

p2

T + m2

0

, where m
0

is the particle rest mass.
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discussed in recent days [87] suggesting for example hard collisions approach [88]. The

distribution could be written in the form:

d

2�

2⇡p
T

dp
T

dy
= C

n

 
1 +

p
p2

T

+ m2
0

nT

!�n

(A.3)

where C
n

is the normalization constant, n the power and T an inverse slope parameter.

To calculate C
n

, one must integrate (A.3) over p
T

C
n

=

1

R1
0

p
T

 
1 +

p
p2

T

+ m2
0

nT

!�n

dp
T

=

1

(nT + m)

1�n

(nT )

�n

m(n� 1) + nT

(n� 1)(n� 2)

to get the (A.3) into the form appropriate to fitting:

d

2�cc̄

2⇡p
T

dp
T
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1

2⇡

d�cc̄

dy

(n� 1)(n� 2)

(nT + m0)[m0(n� 1) + nT ]
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p
p2

T

+ m2
0

nT + m0

!�n

(A.4)

with three free fitting parameters d�cc̄/dy, n, T .
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Appendix B

D⇤ Decay Kinematics

B.1 General Relations

Consider the decay of a D⇤ of mass M in its CMS frame. Then its 4-momentum is

P⇤ = (M, 0, 0, 0). Denote the 4-momenta of the daughter particles in CMS by p⇤1 (for

D0) and p⇤2 (for ⇡
S

): p⇤1 = (E⇤
1 ,p

⇤
1), p⇤2 = (E⇤

2 ,p
⇤
2). The 4-momentum conservation

requires P⇤ = p⇤1 + p⇤2 and hence p⇤2 = �p⇤1. We can therefore omit the subscript on the

daughter particle momenta and hence energy conservation takes on the form E1 + E2 =

p
m2

1 + p⇤2 +

p
m2

2 + p⇤2 = M . Solving this equation for p⇤ we get

p⇤ =

1

2M

p
[M2

+ (m1 �m2)
2
][M2 � (m1 �m2)

2
] = 39.397 MeV, (B.1)

where M = 2010.28 MeV, m1 = 1864.84 MeV, and m2 = 139.57 MeV.

If the D⇤ moves in one direction with velocity � the basic Lorentz transformation equa-

tions in Cartesian form give the daughter particle 4-momentum components the following
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relations:

p
T

= p⇤?, transverse component1 (B.2a)

pk = �p⇤k + ��E⇤
k , longitudinal component1 (B.2b)

E = ��p⇤k + �E⇤
k , energy component (B.2c)

Let’s note that all variables are considered to be in natural units.

More specifically, if the D⇤ transverse momentum is P then the soft pion’s transverse

momentum2 p will be between

��E⇤
⇡

� �p⇤  p  ��E⇤
⇡

+ �p⇤, � =

P

E
, � =

E

M
, �� =

P

M
P

M

p
p⇤2 + m2

⇡

�
p

P 2
+ M2

M
p⇤  p  P

M

p
p⇤2 + m2

⇡

+

p
P 2

+ M2

M
p⇤ (B.3)

To illustrate this inequality, we plotted the two maximum and minimum curves shown in

Figure B.1. If P < M

m

2
⇡
p⇤ then the ⇡

S

3-momenta has negative sign, but the Figure B.1

shows absolute values. The Magenta horizontal dashed line illustrates the track p
T

cut

corresponding to the minimum track p
T

value for the track to be able to reach the TOF

detector.

1transverse or longitudinal relative to the momentum vector in the LAB frame
2p ⌘ pT in LAB
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Figure B.1: Kinematically possible values of the soft pion transverse momentum from

the D⇤ ! D0⇡
S

decay.
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B.2 Monte-Carlo Toy Model

In order to get the exact daughter particle p
T

distribution for any given mother particle p
T

,

the Monte-Carlo (MC) mother particle (D0 or D⇤) was generated by the ROOT TRandom3

MC generator with p
T

distributed according to p
T

⇥(A.4),
d�cc̄

dy
= 0.19, T = 0.12, n = 8.37,

and azimuthal angle � and rapidity y were distributed uniformly from (0, 2⇡) and (�1, 1)

respectively. Such MC particle was let to decay isotropically and daughter particles were

boosted then in the direction of the mother particle. Figures B.2 and B.3 show results of

this simulation in the form of R⇥ R ! R function g(t, p
T

), where t denotes a transverse

momentum of D⇤ and p
T

a transverse momentum of the respective daughter particle.
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Figure B.2: D0 decay kinematics g(t, p
T

).
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Figure B.3: D⇤ decay kinematics g(t, p
T

).



Appendix C

Treatment of Errors

C.1 Treatment of Errors in Efficiency Calculations

An Application of a cut can be considered a Binomial process. P (k; ", n) defined as

P (k; ", n) =

0

@n

k

1

A "k

(1� ")n�k (C.1)

denotes the probability that k events will pass the cut, given the conditions that the true

efficiency is " and that there are n events in the sample. The probability density function

P ("; k, n), which gives the probability function of " for a given n and k, can be determined

by Bayesian theorem:

P ("; k, n) =

P (k; ", n)P ("; n)

C
, (C.2)

where C is a constant to be determined by normalization, and P ("; n) is the probability

assigned for the true efficiency before the data are considered. There is no reason to favor
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one value of the efficiency over another, so it’s reasonable to take

P ("; n) =

8
><

>:

1 if 0  "  1

0 otherwise

independent of n.

+1Z

�1

P ("; k, n)d" =

1

C

0

@n

k

1

A
1Z

0

"k

(1� ")n�k

d" = 1

1Z

0

"k

(1� ")n�k

d" =

�(k + 1)�(n� k + 1)

�(n + 2)

=

k!(n� k)!

(n + 1)!

1

C

n!

(n� k)!k!

k!(n� k)!

(n + 1)!

) C =

1

n + 1

The final efficiency probability density function thus reads:

P ("; k, n) = (n + 1)

0

@n

k

1

A "k

(1� ")n�k (C.3)

The mean value of C.3:

" =

1Z

0

"P ("; k, n)d" =

(n + 1)!

k!(n� k)!

1Z

0

"k+1
(1� ")n�k

d" =

k + 1

n + 2

, (C.4)

the mode of C.3:

dP

d"
= 0 ) " =

k

n
, (C.5)

and variance of C.3:

V (") =

1Z

0

("� ")2P ("; k, n)d" =

1Z

0

"2P ("; k, n)d"� "2

=

(k + 1)(k + 2)

(n + 2)(n + 3)

� (k + 1)

2

(n + 2)

2
. (C.6)

V (")|
k=0,n

=

n + 1

(n + 2)

2
(n + 3)

> 0
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lim

n!1
V (") = 1/n2

To find the shortest interval [↵, �] which contains probability content � = 0.683 (corre-

sponds to ±1� interval of a Normal distribution), the interval � � ↵ must be minimized,

subject to the constraint
�Z

↵

P ("; k, n)d" = �

A formal solution can be found using the method of Lagrange multipliers. The solution

for ↵ and � is found by the simultaneous solutions of the nonlinear equations:

G + ⇢↵k

(1� ↵)

n�k

= 0

G + ⇢�k

(1� �)

n�k

= 0

B
�

(k + 1, n� k + 1)� B
↵

(k + 1, n� k + 1) = �G

where G =

�(k + 1)�(n� k + 1)

�(n + 2)

, ⇢ is a Lagrange multiplier introduced for the constraint,

and B
x

(k + 1, n� k + 1) is the incomplete Beta function, defined by

B
x

(k + 1, n� k + 1) =

xZ

0

tk(1� t)n�k

dt.

The calculation of � is implemented in the ROOT routine TGraphAsymmErrors::BayesDivide.

C.2 Treatment of Systematic Errors

This appendix is based on the article [81].

Suppose a yield is estimated from a data sample by two different methods, giving estimates

Y1 and Y2, with statistical errors �1 and �2. It is required to find error on the difference

� = Y1 � Y2 (C.7)
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and thus to establish whether the estimates agree within one standard deviation. The

error on the difference is given by

�2
� = �2

1 + �2
2 � 2⇢�1�2 (C.8)

where ⇢ is the correlation between the two estimates. If two estimates are, at any rate

to some extent, independent, they can be weighted and combined to give an improved

estimate that is more efficient than either one separately. Let the joint estimator be

Y = wY1 + (1� w)Y2 (C.9)

where w is some chosen weight. Then the error on Y is given by

�2
= w2�2

1 + (1� w)

2�2
2 + 2w(1� w)⇢�1�2. (C.10)

Setting the derivative with respect to w to zero to find the minimum of � gives

w =

�2
2 � ⇢�1�2

�2
1 + �2

2 � 2⇢�1�2

1� w =

�2
1 � ⇢�1�2

�2
1 + �2

2 � 2⇢�1�2

(C.11)

and the resulting minimum error on Y is given by

� =

�2
1�

2
2(1� ⇢2

)

�2
1 + �2

2 � 2⇢�1�2

(C.12)

(If the results are uncorrelated this gives the familiar form for the best combination of

estimates with different errors).

However no estimator can be more efficient than the Minimum Variance Bound (MVB)

�0 =

1

N

Z ✓
d ln P (x; Y )

dY

◆2

P (x; Y )dx

(C.13)

where P (x; Y ) is the probability density function for the distribution being measured.

Thus
�2

1�
2
2(1� ⇢2

)

�2
1 + �2

2 � 2⇢�1�2

� �0 (C.14)
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which gives an expression for ⇢ which is satisfied only between the two roots of the

quadratic

⇢ =

�2
0 ±

p
(�2

1 � �2
0)(�

2
2 � �2

0)

�1�2

(C.15)

The maximum value for �� comes from the minimum value for ⇢, and vice versa

�max

� =

p
(�2

1 � �2
0) +

p
(�2

2 � �2
0)

�min

� =

���
p

(�2
1 � �2

0)�
p

(�2
2 � �2

0)

���
(C.16)

C.3 Treatment of Correllated Errors

This appendix is based on the article [92].

Suppose n measurements x
i

. Let’s define the covariance matrix V, whose terms are given

by

V
ij

= E [(x
i

� µ
i

)(x
j

� µ
j

)] = E[x
i

x
j

]� µ
i

µ
j

where E denotes expected value and µ mean value (µ ⌘ E(x)). The diagonal members of

V are the variances, e.g., V
ii

= �2
i

. The correlation coefficient r
ij

is given by

r
ij

=

V
ij

�
i

�
j

.

The best linear estimator accounting for all measurements can be defined generally as

x ⌘
X

i

w
i

x
i

(C.17)

where the weights w
i

must be found. Assuming that the x
i

each provide an unbiased

estimate and requiring that the estimator x be unbiased gives the condition
P

i

w
i

= 1.

Writing x�E(x) =

P
i

w
i

(x
i

�E(x
i

)) and using the definition of the standard deviation,

one can obtain the relation for the standard deviation of x:

�2
x

=

X

ij

w
i

w
j

V
ij

(C.18)
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To minimize �2
x

subject to condition
P

i

w
i

= 1, the Lagrange multiplier technique can be

used. Writing

�2
x

=

X

ij

w
i

w
j

V
ij

+ �

 
X

i

w
i

� 1

!
(C.19)

and setting the derivative of �2
x

with respect to the w
i

and � to zero, one gets the solution1

w
i

=

P
k

V�1
ikP

jk

V�1
jk

(C.20)

1Actually, V�1 does not have to exist for the weights to be determined. Such singular covariance

matrices arise when only a fully correlated error is present. The simplest way to deal with this situation

numerically is to add a small term ✏ to the diagonal elements of V, calculate V�1, and neglect ✏ afterwards.
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We report measurements of charmed-hadron !D0; D"# production cross sections at midrapidity in p$ p
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV by the STAR experiment. Charmed hadrons were

reconstructed via the hadronic decaysD0!K%!$,D"$!D0!$!K%!$!$ and their charge conjugates,

covering the pT range of 0:6–2:0 and 2:0–6:0 GeV=c for D0 and D"$, respectively. From this analysis,
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the charm-pair production cross section at midrapidity is d!=dyjc !cy!0!170"45#stat$%38
&59#sys$"b. The

extracted charm-pair cross section is compared to perturbativeQCDcalculations. The transversemomentum

differential cross section is found to be consistent with the upper bound of a fixed-order next-to-leading

logarithm calculation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.072013 PACS numbers: 25.75.&q, 25.75.Cj

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion experi-
ments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is to
search for and characterize the new state of matter with
partonic degrees of freedom, namely, the quark-gluon
plasma, predicted by quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
[1]. In high-energy collisions at RHIC, heavy quarks
#c; b$ are expected to be created from initial hard scatter-
ings [2] and the relative changes in their masses are small
by the strong interactions with the QCD medium [3]. Thus
they carry clean information from the system at the early
stage. The interaction between heavy quarks and the me-
dium is sensitive to the medium dynamics; therefore,
heavy quarks are suggested as an ‘‘ideal’’ probe to quantify
the properties of the strongly interacting QCD matter
[4–6]. Consequently, measurements of heavy-quark pro-
duction over a wide transverse momentum (pT) region in
proton-proton (p% p) collisions are critical to provide a
baseline for understanding the results from heavy-ion col-
lisions. In particular, precise knowledge of the total charm
production cross sections from p% p to central heavy-ion
collisions is critical to understand both open charm and
charmonium production mechanisms in the quark-gluon
plasma medium formed in central heavy-ion collisions at
RHIC [7,8].

In elementary particle collisions, processes involving
heavy quarks with masses much larger than the QCD scale
("QCD) are, in principle, amenable to perturbative QCD
(pQCD) calculations. For heavy-quark production cross
sections at large momentum transfer Q2, fixed-order
next-to-leading logarithm (FONLL) pQCD calculations,
where pT ' mc, are expected to work reasonably well
[9]. However, calculations of the charm cross section at
low pT become complicated because charm quarks cannot
be treated as a massless flavor. Furthermore, in the low
momentum transfer region there is a large uncertainty in
the gluon density function, and the strong coupling con-
stant increases dramatically. Thus, perturbative QCD cal-
culations have little predictive power for the total charm
cross section in high-energy hadron-hadron collisions [10].
In view of these theoretical issues, experimental measure-
ments become necessary and in turn provide constraints
that improve theoretical calculations.

Measurements of inclusive charm production have been
carried out through two main approaches: (i) single leptons
from heavy-flavor semileptonic decays and (ii) charmed
hadrons from hadronic decays. The advantages of the first
method include an experimentally triggerable observable

and relatively large decay branching ratios, thus resulting
in relatively large statistics. However, interpretations of the
experimental results contain ambiguities because
(a) leptons are produced by various charmed and bottomed
hadron decays, and (b) heavy-flavor hadrons contributing
to leptons at a certain pT can come from a wide kinematic
region due to the decay smearing. The second method
suffers from a large combinatorial background when all
particles from the collision vertex are included, without
any reconstruction of the secondary weak-decay vertices.
This background is particularly large (S=B is on the order
of 1:103) in heavy-ion collisions.
There are many measurements of the charm production

cross section in low energy p% p or p% A collisions via
both semileptonic and hadronic decays at CERN and
Fermilab [11,12]. Results for the total charm cross sections
(from measurements with reasonable extrapolations) are
consistent with next-to-leading-order pQCD calculations.
At high energies, the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)
Collaboration at the Tevatron measured the charmed-
hadron cross sections at pT > 5 GeV=c in p% !p collisions
at

!!!
s

p ! 1:96 TeV, and results forD0,D% andD(% mesons
are consistent with the upper bounds of FONLL pQCD
calculations [13]. At RHIC energies, charm production has
been studied mainly via semileptonic decay electrons from
p% p to Au% Au collisions [14–18]. The result from
p% p collisions is also consistent with the upper bound
of FONLL pQCD calculations at pT#e$> 2 GeV=c.
Measurements of the D0 cross section by the reconstruc-
tion of hadronic decays were carried out in d% Au colli-
sions [14], but no measurement of the charmed-hadron
production cross section in p% p collisions has been
made at RHIC until now.
In this paper, we report measurements from the STAR

experiment of the charmed-hadron #D0; D($ production
cross section at midrapidity in p% p collisions at

!!!
s

p !
200 GeV. Charmed hadrons, D0 and D(, were recon-
structed via hadronic decays in the transverse momentum
ranges of 0:6–2:0 and 2–6 GeV=c, respectively. The pT

differential production cross sections are compared to
pQCD theoretical calculations, and a total charm cross
section is extracted.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes

the experimental setup, the data set, and the particle-
identification method used in this analysis. Section III
explains the hadronic reconstruction forD0 andD( mesons
in detail. Section IV discusses the reconstruction effi-
ciency, acceptance, and trigger and vertex corrections.
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Details of the systematic uncertainties are discussed in
Sec. V. The transverse momentum differential production
cross section is presented in Sec. VI and it is compared
with pQCD FONLL and PYTHIA [19] calculations. The
results are summarized in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Detector apparatus

The data used in this analysis were recorded by the
Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) detector [20]. The
STAR detector is a multipurpose spectrometer with large
rapidity coverage. The major subsystems at midrapidity sit
inside a solenoidal magnet which provides a uniform mag-
netic field of 0.5 Talong the beam axis. Subsystems used in
this analysis are the time projection chamber (TPC) [21],
the time-of-flight (TOF) detector [22], the barrel and end
cap electromagnetic calorimeters [23,24], and two trigger
detector subsystems: the vertex position detector (VPD)
[25] and the beam beam counters (BBCs) [26].

The TPC is the main tracking detector, covering the full
azimuthal angle at pseudorapidity j!j< 1 for tracks cross-
ing all 45 padrows [21]. It measures the charged-particle
momenta and provides particle-identification (PID) capa-
bility via the ionization energy loss (dE=dx) in the TPC
gas, allowing a clean separation between charged kaons
and pions up to momentum p! 0:6 GeV=c. The barrel
TOF detector is a newly installed subsystem, utilizing the
multigap resistive plate chamber technology [22]. The full
system consists of 120 trays covering the full azimuth at
j!j< 0:9 surrounding the TPC cylinder. In the year 2009
run, 84 trays out of 120 for the full barrel were installed and
used for this analysis. The TOF detector uses the timing
recorded in the forward VPD as the start time to calculate
the particle time of flight, which is combined with the
momentum from the TPC to identify particles. The timing
resolution of the TOF system, including the start timing
resolution in

!!!
s

p " 200 GeVp# p collisions, is about
110 ps, allowing separation of K and " up to p!
1:5 GeV=c. The barrel and end cap electromagnetic calo-
rimeters are designed to identify electrons and photons,
covering the full azimuthal angle at j!j< 1 and 1< !<
2, respectively [23,24]. They are fast-response detectors
(< 100 ns) and were used to suppress the TPC pileup-track
contribution in the event-vertex finder by matching with
charged tracks from the TPC.

In addition to providing the start time for the barrel TOF
detector, the VPD is also one of the trigger detectors in
STAR. It has two parts surrounding the beam pipe, located
on the east and west sides, 5.7 m away from the center of
the STAR detector and covering 4:24< j!j< 5:1 [25].
The minimum-bias trigger was defined as a coincidence
signal in the east and west VPDs and a selection was made
on the vertex position along the beam axis (Vz) to be within
40 cm of the center of the STAR detector. The BBC [26]
consists of two identical counters located on each side of

the TPC covering full azimuth and 2:1< j!j< 5:0 in
pseudorapidity. Each part consists of a set of hexagonal
scintillator tiles grouped into a ring and mounted around
the beam pipe at a distance of 3.7 m from the center of
STAR. The BBC detector had been used to define the main
minimum-bias trigger in p# p collisions before the
minimum-bias trigger was used in 2009. A small sample
of BBC minimum-bias-triggered events were collected in
2009 to check for a trigger bias. Details of the minimum-
bias trigger bias and correction will be discussed in Sec. IV.

B. Data sets and event selection

The data sample used in this analysis consisted
of minimum-bias-triggered p# p collisions at

!!!
s

p "
200 GeV, recorded in 2009 by the STAR experiment at
RHIC.
The intrinsic drift time for electrons from the center to

one end of the TPC is on the order of 40 #s. Thus, in high-
luminosity p# p collisions, one TPC event usually con-
tains tracks from collisions originating from nontriggered
bunch crossings. These ‘‘pileup events’’ will lead to addi-
tional tracks recorded in the TPC, in addition to those from
the triggered event. This effect was not significant in
previous RHIC runs, but the increase in the collision rate
during 2009 to several hundred kilohertz made this a
significant effect. The Vz position from offline VPD data
has a resolution of 2.5 cm for minimum-bias events, which
can provide a useful constraint to select the real event that
fired the trigger. Figure 1, upper panel, shows the correla-
tion between the Vz positions from the TPC and the VPD.
Events with TPC vertices along the diagonal correlated
band are real ones that fired the VPD minimum-bias trig-
ger. In Fig. 1, bottom panel, the solid black histogram
shows the 1D Vz difference between the first TPC-
determined vertex position and VPD-determined vertex
position. By applying a Vz difference cut j!Vzj< 6 cm,
most of the TPC pileup events can be removed. There still
remain random associated correlations that enter into this
cut window (! 7% level, calculated using a two-Gaussian
fit). To further suppress this contamination, we required the
TPC event vertices to have at least two tracks that match
with hits in the barrel and end cap electromagnetic calo-
rimeters (this vertex is treated as a ‘‘good’’ vertex). The red
dashed histogram in Fig. 1, bottom panel, shows the !Vz
distribution after this selection. The random associated
pileup events in the Vz difference cut window are now
suppressed to !2% of the total, while the corresponding
loss of real events is!15%. In total, 105$ 106 minimum-
bias events were used in the charmed-hadron analysis.

C. Track reconstruction and particle identification

Charged-particle tracks are required to point within
j!j< 1 in order minimize TPC acceptance effects during
reconstruction. Tracks must have 15 out of a maximum of
45 points used in track fitting (nFitPts) and at least 52% of
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the total possible fit points in order to avoid double-
counting split tracks. Tracks are required to have a
distance-of-closest-approach (DCA) to the collision vertex
of less than 2 cm to suppress background tracks produced
by secondary scattering in the detector and also long-lived
particle decays. The STAR track pointing resolution with
the TPC alone does not have the precision to separate
charm secondary decay vertices from the collision vertices.

Particle identification for final-state charged hadrons
was carried out with a combination of dE=dx in the TPC
and the particle velocity (!) measurement from the barrel

TOF detector. Thus the normalized dE=dx!n"dE=dx
X " and

1=!!n"TOF
X " distributions were used to select daughter

particle candidates. They are defined as follows:

n"dE=dx
X #

ln hdE=dximea

dE=dxthX

RdE=dx
; (1)

n"TOF
X #

1
!mea $ 1

!th
X

R1=!
; (2)

where the superscripts ‘‘mea’’ and ‘‘th’’ are measured and
theoretical values, respectively. The X denotes expected

values which are calculated with respect to one kind of
particle species (# or K). RdE=dx and R1=! are the experi-
mental dE=dx and 1=! resolutions, respectively. With the
above definitions, the two resulting distributions can be
approximated by Gaussian distributions with mean% 0

and "% 1). Figure 2 shows the n"dE=dx
K , n"dE=dx

# , and
n"TOF

K distributions versus particle momentum.
Daughter kaon (pion) candidates are selected by requir-

ing jn"dE=dx
K j< 2 !jn"dE=dx

# j< 2". In addition, to improve
the significance of the reconstructed D0 signal, the kaon
daughter tracks were required to have a valid hit in the TOF
detector and then selected with a TOF PID cut, which is
denoted as the red dashed lines in Fig. 2(c). In order to have
good efficiency and considering pion identification is good
enough with dE=dx only, we did not require pion to match
with TOF.

III. CHARMED-HADRON RECONSTRUCTION
AND RAW YIELD EXTRACTION

A. D0 Reconstruction

D0 and !D0 mesons were reconstructed via the hadronic
decay D0! !D0" ! K&#' with a branching ratio of 3.89%.
The analysis technique is the same as that used for a D0

analysis in d( Au collisions [14]. In p( p collisions, the
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mixed-events technique is not suitable for describing the
background due to the large contribution of correlated jets.
Therefore, two different techniques were used to reproduce
the background: the like-sign and track-rotation methods.
Since the!! and!" production is symmetric in the STAR
uniform acceptance and their yield ratio is measured to be
0:988# 0:043 [27], the like-sign (LS) method is used and a
pair combination with the same charged sign is expected to
reproduce the background without the signal correlation.
The opposite-sign backgrounds, which go into the residual
background, are only several percent of the total back-
ground and will be discussed later. The track-rotation
(Rot) technique has been used in many measurements
[28]. This method is based on the assumption that by
rotating the daughter kaon track by 180$ in azimuth, the
decay kinematics are destroyed. Thus the invariant mass
distribution after rotation is able to reproduce the random
combinatorial background. Figure 3 shows the invariant
mass distributions ofK! candidates. Figure 3(a) shows the
invariant mass distributions for K! pairs [0:6<pT%K!&<
2:0 GeV=c] with unlike sign (US) before background sub-
traction, with like sign, and with rotated kaon momentum.
The distributions from the like-sign and track-rotation
techniques describe the background well. Figure 3(b) is
the unlike-sign K! invariant mass distribution after com-
binatorial background subtraction. A significant K'%892&
peak is observed. The secondary small peak at about
1:4 GeV=c2 is the K'

2%1430&. A direct zoom-in view of
the vicinity around the D0 mass region is shown in Fig. 4
[panel (a) for subtraction of like-sign background, and
panel (b) for the rotational case]. Solid symbols depict
the same distributions as shown in Figs. 3 and 5 in two
different D0 pT bins. One can see there is still some
‘‘residual’’ background after like-sign or rotational back-
ground subtraction. The possible sources to the residual
background have been investigated using PYTHIA simula-
tions. We performed the same reconstruction as we did on
the data, for the foreground and background distributions.

From these simulations, we have learned that the possible
sources that can contribute to this residual correlated back-
ground include: correlated hadron pairs from decays
(mostly resonances) where the real daughters were mis-
identified as K! pairs; K! pair from other decay channels
ofD0 (e.g.K!!"!0) where the other daughters are missed
in the reconstruction; same-charge K!!! pairs from mul-
tibody decays of D0 ! K!!"!"!!; K! pairs from jet
fragmentations; etc. The different shape of the residual
background from LS and Rot background subtraction in
the data can be qualitatively reproduced by PYTHIA simu-
lation. The magnitude of the residual background depends
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on how to choose the normalization for the like-sign or
rotational background, as qualitatively understood from
the PYTHIA simulations. However, the change of the resid-
ual background magnitude due to different normalizations
has a very small impact on the final extracted signal counts,
and it has been included in the systematic uncertainties. We
used an empirical polynomial function to describe it and
the choice of this empirical function was also included as
one of the systematic source to the raw yields. A Gaussian
function is used to fit the signal. The raw yield of the D0 is
obtained by fitting the data (blue solid circles) with a fit
function representing the sum of signal and background
(red dashed curve) in the mass region of 1:72<MK! <
2:05 GeV=c2. The signal after the residual background
subtraction is shown as the red open circles. The
Gaussian function used to describe the signal is shown as
the blue dashed curve. The total D0 signal consists of
4085! 938 counts.

The signals after background subtraction for two pT bins
are shown in Fig. 5. Panels (a), (c) and (b), (d) show the
signals from LS and Rot background subtraction, respec-
tively. The D0 raw yields and statistical errors extracted
from the two background methods are listed in Table I. The
average values of the D0 counts from the LS and Rot
background methods are used to calculate the final D0

raw yield in each pT bin. The mean and width from the
Gaussian fits are compared with Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lation in Fig. 6 (left panels). The single D0 and D" are
embedded into the real data and simulated in the full STAR
GEANT reconstruction chain, taking into account detector
response and material effect. The D0 signal mean value
from an open-parameter fit shifts to lower mass due to kaon
energy loss at low pT , which is not fully accounted in the
simulation due to possibly missing material budget. The
systematic uncertainty in determining the D0 raw yields as
well as the potential double-counting issue due to particle
misidentification will be discussed in Sec. VA.

B. D" Reconstruction

D"! mesons were reconstructed via the decay sequence
D"# ! D0!#$BR % 67:7%&, D0 ! K'!# and its charge
conjugate. We followed the same analysis technique as
described in Ref. [29]. The daughter particles were still
identified by dE=dx in the TPC because (a) most of the D"

decay daughter particles that fall inside the STAR accep-
tance with higher momenta are located in the region where
the TOF PID improvement is very limited and (b) the

signal suffers significant losses due to incomplete TOF
acceptance in 2009. Compared to the cuts used in
Ref. [29], the pT threshold cut for the !# (from D"

decays), denoted as !#
s , was lowered to 0:15 GeV=c.

The ratio r of transverse momenta from the D0 and !#
s

was required to be 7< r < 20. These two changes were
implemented to improve the statistics near the lower bound
in pT . The remainder of the analysis cuts were the same as
those used in Ref. [29].
The invariant mass difference !M % M$K!!& '

M$K!& was calculated in reconstructing the D" signal to
take advantage of the partial cancellation in the detector
resolution in measured mass distributions. The !M distri-
butions are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 7. The ‘‘right-
sign’’ combinations K(!!!!

s were used to select the D"!

candidates. Two independent methods—‘‘wrong-sign’’
combinations K!!(!!

s and D0 ‘‘sideband’’ combina-
tions—were used for combinatorial background recon-
struction. The plot illustrates that both methods
reproduce the combinatorial background very well. The
events displayed in this figure are all minimum-bias events
without event-vertex selections, which demonstrates the
significance of D" signal. The lower panel in Fig. 7 shows
the K! invariant mass distribution after requiring the D"

candidate cut (0:144< !M< 0:147 GeV=c2). The
cross-hatched area indicates D0 candidate mass selection
in the K!! right-sign and wrong-sign combination
reconstruction. The line-hatched area indicates the D0

sideband region [1:72<M$K!&=$GeV=c2&< 1:80 or
1:92<M$K!&=$GeV=c2&< 2:00] used in sideband com-
binatorial background reconstruction for D". The sideband
combinatorial background was used to obtain the raw D"

yields for better statistics and also because sideband dis-
tributions do not suffer from the double-counting issue
due to particle misidentification. The difference between
the yields obtained from the sideband method and the

TABLE I. D0 raw yields.

pT range (GeV=c) 0.6–1.2 1.2–2

pT (GeV=c) 0.908 1.57
Raw yields) 103 (Rot) 2:45! 0:66 1:65! 0:63
Raw yields) 103 (LS) 1:67! 0:74 2:40! 0:64
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wrong-sign method was included in the systematic uncer-
tainties. Details in determining the uncertainties on the raw
D! yields including the double-counting effect will be
discussed in Sec. VA. The D! raw yields are summarized
in Table II.

To obtain the cross section, the event-selection criteria
described in the previous section were applied. The raw
distributions were further divided into pT slices to obtain
the raw D! yields in each pT bin. Figure 8 shows the D!

candidates and background distributions in different pT

bins. The bottom panel on each plot was generated by
subtracting the sideband background from the right-sign
candidates. The mean and width from Gaussian fits are
compared with MC simulation in the right panel of Fig. 6,

and it shows the obtained D! peak positions and widths
agree with the MC simulation well. From this analysis, the
total signal consisted of 364" 68 counts, and the raw yield
ratio of D!#=D!$ is 0:93" 0:37.

IV. EFFICIENCYAND TRIGGER OR VERTEX
BIAS CORRECTION

The final charmed-hadron cross section in p$ p colli-
sions is calculated as follows:

E
d3!

dp3 % 1

2"
& 1

#rec
& 1

BR
& !ND

pT!pT!y
& !NSD

NMB
& ftrg;vtx; (3)

where !NSD is the total nonsingly diffractive (NSD) cross
section, which is measured at STAR to be 30:0" 2:4 mb
[30].NMB is the total number of minimum-bias events used
for the analysis. !ND is the raw charmed-hadron signal in
each pT bin within a rapidity window !y. BR is the
hadronic decay branching ratio for the channel of interest.
There are two correction factors: #rec, which is the recon-
struction efficiency including geometric acceptance, track
selection efficiency, PID efficiency, and analysis cut effi-
ciency; and ftrg;vtx'pT(, which is the correction factor to
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events. Histograms are combinatorial background distributions
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TABLE II. D! raw yields.

pT range (GeV=c) 2–3 3–4 4–5 5–6

pT (GeV=c) 2.45 3.44 4.45 5.45
Raw yields 209" 58 98" 35 27" 11 12:3" 4:1
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account for the bias between the minimum-bias sample
used in this analysis and the total NSD sample. This bias is
mainly caused by the VPD trigger and event-vertex recon-
struction, and it may have a dependence on the charmed-
hadron pT . In the following sections of the paper, the
condition that requires the event to fire the VPD trigger
and to have a good vertex will be referred to as the
‘‘analysis condition.’’

A. Reconstruction efficiency

The reconstruction efficiency for charmed hadrons was
obtained by embedding MC simulated charmed-hadron
tracks into the real minimum-bias events. The MC
charmed-hadron tracks were processed through a full
GEANT detector simulation [31] with a representation of
the 2009 STAR geometry. The raw detector-response sig-
nals were mixed together with those from the real data and
processed through the full STAR offline reconstruction
chain to obtain the detector-response efficiency in a real-
istic environment. The input MC track multiplicity was
constrained to have negligible effect on the final tracking
efficiency due to increased occupancy in the TPC.

Figures 9 and 10 show the D0 and D! reconstruction
efficiency versus pT within jyj< 1. In Fig. 9, the solid
squares denote the reconstruction efficiency for both
daughters selected and identified by the TPC, while the
solid circles denote the reconstruction efficiency with addi-
tional PID selection from the TOF detector for the kaon
daughter. The combined TOF efficiency, including the
acceptance, matching between TPC tracks and TOF hits,
and PID selection efficiency, is around 45% studied from
the data in 2009.

B. Trigger and vertex bias corrections

The trigger and vertex bias corrections were studied by
simulating PYTHIA events [19] processed through the full
GEANT detector-response and offline reconstruction. The
PYTHIA generator versions 6.205 and 6.416 were both used

in this study. We chose the PYTHIA version 6.205 with
minimum-bias processes selected and with the CDF
TUNEA settings [32] to give the centroid value of the
correction factor because it gives better description for
the particle production in the forward rapidities than the
6.416 version [33]. The differences between the two ver-
sions as well as different parameter settings have been
included to estimate the systematic uncertainty of the
trigger and vertex bias correction factor.
To validate the PYTHIA generator in simulating particle

production in the forward region for the VPD trigger study,
we first compared the VPD trigger efficiencies (from the
BBC triggered minimum-bias sample) from MC simula-
tion and real data. The BBC trigger has been well studied
and was used to calculate the p" p NSD cross section
[16]. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the VPD trigger
efficiency, with the requirement that there is a BBC trigger
and a good vertex. The efficiency is studied as a function of
the charged hadron pT . The real data used are BBC trig-
gered minimum-bias events taken in 2009 during a very
low luminosity run, which minimizes TPC pileup tracks.
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Figure 11 shows that the efficiency goes down with
increasing pT of midrapidity particles indicating an anti-
correlation between midrapidity particle production and
forward VPD triggering. Most importantly, within the
momentum range under study, the PYTHIA MC simulation
agrees well with the data. This agreement provides con-
fidence in using PYTHIA simulations to evaluate this
correction.

The correction factor ftrg;vtx can be related to the ratio
!ND=Nmb" for the pure minimum-bias condition and the
analysis condition, i.e.

ftrg;vtx!pT" #
ND!pT"=Nmb

Ntrg;vtx
D !pT"=Ntrg;vtx

mb

: (4)

Two simulation samples were generated to obtain the
correction factor. One sample consisted of PYTHIA-simu-
lated p$ p events and was used to obtain the fraction of
minimum-bias events that satisfy the analysis condition
Ntrg;vtx

mb =Nmb. This fraction was found to be 12.7% from
this PYTHIA simulation. The other simulation sample was
generated using the same PYTHIA settings, but only events
with at least one charmed hadron were saved to enhance
the statistics. This sample was used to obtain the fraction of
charmed-hadron signals that satisfy the analysis condition
Ntrg;vtx

D =ND. We also studied this fraction as a function of
charmed-hadron pT . Figure 12 shows the calculated effi-
ciencies for D% from different event-selection criteria. The
BBC coincidence study provides a baseline for this simu-
lation, which demonstrates consistency with previous
STAR results [30]. As expected, the vertex finding effi-
ciency increases with increasing pT . The VPD trigger
efficiency shows an anticorrelation with increasing D%pT ,
similar to that observed with increasing charged-hadron
pT . The final efficiency (with requirements for both vertex-
ing and VPD triggering) is almost flat versus pT , leveling
off at &19%. The simulation for D0 hadrons shows very

similar results. Figure 13 shows the correction factor ftrg;vtx
for cross section calculations for D0 and D%.

V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Sources that contribute to the systematic uncertainties
in the finalD-meson cross sections include: (a) uncertainty
in determining the raw D-meson yields; (b) uncertainty in
determining the reconstruction efficiency; (c) uncertainty
of the total NSD cross section; and (d) uncertainty in
determining the trigger or vertex correction factor.
Uncertainties due to particle identifications will enter in
both (a) and (b) which will be discussed in the following
subsections. We consider (a) as point-by-point uncorre-
lated systematic uncertainties. Although (b) is correlated
in pT , it is not simply a normalization uncertainty, and the
exact correlation in pT is not known. Therefore we include
(b) in the point-by-point uncorrelated systematic uncer-
tainties. Finally, (c) and (d) are overall normalization
uncertainties.

A. Uncertainty in raw yields

Different choices on background reconstruction meth-
ods, function fits and mass binning were used to evaluate
the systematic uncertainty in the raw D-meson yields. In
theD0 analysis, the difference between the yields extracted
from Rot and LS methods is 15.6%–18.9%. Fitting the D0

peak with fixed parameters from simulation estimates
lower yields of 28.2% and 6.1% for the two D0 pT bins.
The systematic uncertainties from different mass binning
and different fit regions are estimated to be&5%–7%. The
systematic uncertainties in determining the raw D% yields
include contributions from the difference obtained between
the sideband and the wrong-sign methods, and the differ-
ence between bin counting and Gaussian fitting methods,
varying &6%–11% in the pT range 2–6 GeV=c. The
choice of mass binning and fitting range had a negligible
effect on the extracted yields.
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In D0 meson reconstruction, if the kaon (pion) daughter
is misidentified as a pion (kaon), then two daughters from a
real D0 decay will show up as additional !D0 combinations
with a wider mass distribution due to wrong mass assign-
ments. Thus oneD0 signal will be counted twice, once as a
D0 and again as a !D0. A Monte Carlo simulation was used
to evaluate the fraction of such double-counting occur-
rences in the D0 reconstruction. Based on realistic dE=dx
and TOF PID resolutions extracted from real data, the
probability that kaons (pions) can be misidentified as pions
(kaons) at a given pT , using these PID selections, was
obtained. Assuming a D0 candidate, this procedure pro-
vides an estimate of the probability that both daughters are
misidentified and then reconstructed as a !D0. In Fig. 14, the
open and closed circles show the double-counting fraction,
relative to the total real signal, for two different PID
selections: (a) both daughters are identified by TPC
dE=dx; (b) the kaon daughters are identified by the TOF,
while pions are identified by the TPC. The sharp increase at
very low pT (identifying both daughters using dE=dx) is
due to the case where a D0 decays almost at rest (pT ! 0),
and the two daughters are produced in the momentum
region where the kaon and pion dE=dx bands cross, there-
fore maximizing the misidentification probability. The plot
shows that when the kaon daughter is identified by the
TOF, the double-counting fraction is negligible in our D0

pT coverage region (0:6–2:0 GeV=c).
Double counting the D0 may also impact reconstruction

ofD". However, the impact is different because of a charge
sign requirement on the soft pions. If both daughters from a
D0 are misidentified (D0 is reconstructed as !D0), then the
combination from the same signal will become K#!$!#.
It will not contribute to the right-sign distributions but,
instead, will enter into the wrong-sign (background) dis-
tributions if the mass also falls into the D0 ( !D0) mass
selection window. Thus the double counting in wrong-
sign background will contribute to an undercounting in

the total signal if the wrong-sign background is subtracted
from the right-sign distribution. Since the right-sign com-
bination was also required, the misidentification does not
affect the sideband background distributions. In the real
analysis, the sideband background subtraction was used to
extract the raw signal, but also the difference between
sideband and wrong-sign methods was used for systematic
uncertainty estimation. Since the wrong-sign distribution
can be overestimated due to particle misidentification, the
systematic error from the difference between the two
methods would be overestimated. This was avoided with
better understanding of the wrong-sign overcounting. The
red triangles in Fig. 14 denote the overcounting fraction in
the D" wrong-sign background to real signals. It is very
close to the D0 double-counting fraction, since they are
from the same source. The slight difference comes from the
additional D0 candidate selection cuts used in the D"

reconstruction. This fraction was used to compensate for
the difference between the two background methods and as
a way to improve the assessment of the systematic uncer-
tainties in the extraction of the raw D" yields.

B. Uncertainty in reconstruction efficiency

The systematic uncertainties of the reconstruction effi-
ciencies were obtained following similar methods used in
other particle cross section measurements by changing the
daughter track selection criteria and comparing the differ-
ence between the data and the MC. In this analysis, it was
studied by changing the minimum number of fit points
(nFitPts) in the TPC from 15 to 25 and the DCA to the
collision vertex from 2 to 1 cm. The uncertainty was then
quantified by the difference in the remaining fractions after
cut changes between the data and the MC. For each cut
change, the uncertainties were calculated for each decay
daughter and added together linearly to obtain the total for
D0 and D". The systematic uncertainties on the PID cut
efficiencies (from both dE=dx and TOF) were estimated to
be <1% and neglected in the total uncertainty. Then the
uncertainties from the cut changes on nFitPts and DCA
were added in quadrature to obtain the total systematic
uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency.
The point-by-point systematic errors including uncer-

tainties in raw yields and reconstruction efficiency for the
D0 and D" cross sections in each pT bin are summarized
in Table III.
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TABLE III. D0 (0:6–2 GeV=c) and D" (2–6 GeV=c) point-by-
point systematic errors (%).

pT (GeV=c) 0.6–1.2 1.2–2 2–3 3–4 4–5 5–6

Raw yields #18:9
$33:9

#15:6
$16:8 9.4 6.5 11.0 6.6

nFitPts 15 ! 25 3.8 3.2 7.2 4.7 5.9 4.7
DCA 2 ! 1 (cm) 6.6 7.1 13.6 12.7 11.6 10.7
Quadratic sum #20:8

$34:8
#17:8
$18:5 18.1 15.1 17.1 13.5
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C. Overall normalization uncertainty

The overall normalization uncertainty for the total NSD
cross section has been studied before and reported in a
previous STAR publication [30]. It was estimated to be
8.1%, including the uncertainty from measuring the abso-
lute BBC cross section and that of BBC triggering effi-
ciency. The uncertainty from the trigger or vertex bias
correction factor amounts to 5.2% by varying different
PYTHIA versions (6.205 vs 6.416) and different parameter
settings in the simulation. We also considered the impact
from pileup TPC tracks as an additional systematic source
on the correction factor, and the uncertainty was estimated
to be 4.0% by comparing the result with a conservative
luminosity level for this data set to that from pure PYTHIA

simulation without pileup.
These uncertainties were added in quadrature, which

gives 10.4% overall normalization uncertainty for the
D-meson cross sections.

VI. RESULTAND DISCUSSION

After the reconstruction efficiency and trigger or vertex
bias correction factor were applied, the differential pro-
duction cross sections for D0 andD! in p" p collisions at!!!
s

p # 200 GeV were extracted, as shown in Fig. 15. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate the statistical
uncertainties, while the brackets indicate the bin-to-bin
systematic uncertainties described in the previous section.
The D0 and D! cross sections were divided by the charm
quark fragmentation ratios 0:565$ 0:032 (c ! D0) and
0:224$ 0:028 (c ! D!"), respectively, to convert to the
c !c production cross section. The charm quark fragmenta-
tion ratios are measured from CLEO and BELLE experi-
ments near the " resonance [34]. The uncertainties of the
fragmentation ratios are taken into account as systematic

errors in calculating the c !c production cross section. A
power-law fit to the data points was performed with the
following function [14]:

E
d3!

dp3 # d!

dy

2%n& 1'%n& 2'
"%n& 3'2hpTi2

"
1" pT

hpTi%n& 3'=2

#&n

(5)

and shown as the solid red line in the figure. The fit quality
with the power-law function, measured as #2=ndf, is 0:9=3
with statistical errors and 3:7=3 with point-by-point sys-
tematic errors, respectively. The latter was used to extract
the systematic uncertainty on the pT integrated cross sec-
tion from point-by-point systematic sources. The obtained
c !c production cross section at midrapidity is

d!

dy

$$$$$$$$
c !c

y#0
# 170$ 45%stat'"38

&59%sys' $b: (6)

The term with sys includes the uncertainty arising from
the bin-to-bin systematic uncertainties and from the ex-
trapolation to the low-pT region, which is not measured.
The FONLL upper limit and PYTHIA" tune fits are used
for the low-pT extrapolation, which gives "6:2% and
&16:4% uncertainties, respectively. At midrapidity, about
67% of the D meson yield falls in the measured pT region.
The mean transverse momentum of charmed mesons is
found to be 1:06$ 0:14%stat' $ 0:09%sys' GeV=c. The
charm-pair cross section at midrapidity from this measure-
ment is consistent with STAR’s previous measurement in
d" Au collisions [14] at 1:7! (! is the averaged total
uncertainty between two results), providing negligible nu-
clear effects in d" Au collisions.
Also shown in Fig. 15 are the upper and lower edges

(blue dashed lines) of a FONLL pQCD calculation taken
from Ref. [9]. Our results are consistent with the upper
limit of the FONLL pQCD calculation in a wide pT region.
It is observed that the charmed-hadron cross sections mea-
sured by CDF [13] and ALICE [35] at energies up to 7 TeV
are also close to the upper limits of FONLL pQCD calcu-
lations. This may help set constraints on the parameters
used in the FONLL calculations, e.g. on the choice of
renormalization or factorization scales, which are the
main parameters varied to obtain the upper and lower
limits on these calculations. However one should note the
valid pT region of FONLL calculations when applying
such an analysis since FONLL calculations are supposed
to work when pT ( mc.
The charm cross section at midrapidity was extrapolated

to full phase space using the same extrapolation factor,
4:7$ 0:7, as in a previous publication [14], and the
extracted charm total cross section at

!!!
s

p # 200 GeV is

!c !c # 797$ 210%stat'"208
&295%sys' $b: (7)

Shown in Fig. 16, the data were also compared with
PYTHIA calculations. PYTHIA version 6.416 was used as it
has been tuned to describe the midrapidity Tevatron data.
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We tried PYTHIA calculations with the following sets of
parameters to compare with our measurements:

(a) Default MSEL ! 1.
(b) PHENIX tune: MSEL ! 0 with MSUB(11, 12,

13, 28, 53, 68) on, PARP(91) "hk?i# !
1:5 GeV=c, MSTP(32) "Q2 scale# ! 4, CKIN(3)
"min: parton p̂?# ! 2 GeV.

(c) This tune: MSEL ! 1, PARP(91) "hk?i# !
1:0 GeV=c, PARP(67) "parton shower level# ! 1:0.

The choice of modifying the primordial hk?i (the
Gaussian width of primordial kT in hadrons) and the parton
shower level parameters from default values (2 GeV=c and
4, respectively) in this tune was suggested by the matching
of scales in heavy-flavor production at lower energies [36],
which has been noted in PYTHIA [19]. The CDF TUNEA

parameters [32], which were tuned to reproduce midrapid-
ity jet and ‘‘underlying event’’ results at Tevatron energies,
are included as defaults in PYTHIAv6.416. ‘‘PHENIX tune’’
parameters are those used in the PHENIX charm contin-
uum contribution estimation from dielectron measure-
ments [37]. The default parton distribution function
(CTEQ5L) was used in all three cases.

All ground-state charmed hadrons (D0, D$, D$
s , and

!$
c ) were added together in the rapidity window jyj< 1 to

obtain charm cross sections. The data were then fitted with
the PYTHIA calculations with an overall scale factor as the
unique free parameter. The charm production pT spectrum
with this tune gives best !2: 1.41 (this tune), 4.97 (default),
5.96 (PHENIX tune). This is the first direct D-meson
measurement that goes down to such a low pT , which
constrains the model parameters better.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, measurement on the charmed meson (D0

andD%) production cross sections via their hadronic decays
in p$ p collisions at

!!!
s

p ! 200 GeV has been reported.
The charm-pair production cross section at midrapidity
extracted from this analysis is d"=dyjc "cy!0 ! 170&
45"stat#$38

'59"sys# #b. The charm total cross section at
!!!
s

p !
200 GeV is estimated as 797& 210"stat#$208

'295"sys# #b. The
reconstructed charmed mesons cover the pT range
0:6–6 GeV=c. The charm-pair transverse momentum dif-
ferential cross sections from this analysis are consistent
with the upper bound of a fixed-order next-to-leading
logarithm perturbative QCD calculation. When comparing
to PYTHIA model calculations, we found that a calculation
with smaller primordial hk?i and parton shower level
compared to CDF TUNEA settings describes the shape of
the pT distribution of data.
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Abstract.
In this article, we will present the STAR results of open charm hadron and non-photonic

productions at mid-rapidity in p+p collisions at
p

s = 200 and 500 GeV. Open charm mesons are
reconstructed directly via hadronic decay channels with daughter particles identified by STAR
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and Time Of Flight (TOF) detectors. Non-photonic electron
yields are calculated by subtracting photonic electrons from inclusive electrons identified using
TPC and Electromagnetic Calorimeter. These measurements are compared to theoretical model
calculations and physics implications will be discussed.

1. Introduction

Heavy quark production at RHIC energies is dominated by initial gluon fusion and can be
described by perturbative QCD (pQCD) due to their large mass [1]. The measurement of
the charm quark production in p + p collisions provides both pQCD test and baseline for any
measurement in Heavy-Ion collisions. The study of heavy quark production in relativistic nuclear
collisions follows two di↵erent approaches: (i) the direct reconstruction of heavy flavor mesons
and (ii) the identification of electrons from semi-leptonic decays of such mesons, the so-called
non-photonic electrons.

2. Data Analysis

2.1. The Direct Reconstruction of Open Charm Mesons
Invariant yield of charm quark Y is obtained from fitting the reconstructed invariant mass
spectrum of open charm mesons through hadronic decays: D0(D0)! K⌥⇡± (BR = 3.89%) and
D⇤± ! D0(D0)⇡± (BR = 67.7%) ! K�⇡+⇡± (total BR = 2.63%). The Y is calculated then
as

Y ⌘ d2Ncc

2⇡pT dpT dy
=

1
N

trig

N(pT , y)
2⇡pT �pT �y

f
trg

BR f
frag.✏rec

(1)

where N
trig

is the total number of triggered events used for the analysis. N(pT , y) is the raw
charm hadron signal in each pT bin within a rapidity window �y = 2. BR is the hadronic
decay branching ratio for the channel of interest. ✏

rec

is the reconstruction e�ciency including
geometric acceptance, track selection e�ciency, PID e�ciency, and analysis cut e�ciency. f

frag.

represents the the ratio of charm quarks hadronized to open charm mesons. And f
trg

is the
correction factor to account for the bias between the minimum-bias sample used in this analysis
and the total Non-single Di↵ractive (NSD) sample [2]. f

trg

is found to be 0.65 for D0 and 0.67
for D⇤ at

p
s = 200 GeV and 0.6 and 0.59 at

p
s = 500 GeV respectively.
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The identification of daughter particles is done in the STAR experiment [3] at mid-rapidity
|y| < 1 at

p
s = 200 and 500 GeV. The analysis presented herein is done using two datasets; the

first one collected in year 2009 (N
trig

⇠ 105 million 200 GeV p + p collisions), and the second
one in 2011 (N

MB

⇠ 50 million 500 GeV p + p collisions).

2.2. Identification of electrons from semi-leptonic decays
The invariant cross section for non-photonic electron production is calculated according to

E
d3�

dp3

=
1
L

1
2⇡pT �pT �y

N
npe

"
rec

"
trig

"
eid

"
BBC

, (2)

where N
npe

is the nonphotonic electron raw yield, "
rec

is the product of the single electron
reconstruction e�ciency and the correction factor for momentum resolution and finite spectrum
bin width, "

trig

is the high-tower trigger e�ciency, "
eid

is the electron identification e�ciency,
L is the integrated luminosity with the z-position of vertex cuts, and "

BBC

= 0.87 ± 0.08 is the
BBC trigger e�ciency.

The analysis of non-photonic electrons consists of three main steps: selection of a clean
electron sample; subtraction of electron background arising from conversion and Dalitz decays;
and residual corrections of the signal yield. The analysis details and a discussion of the sources
of uncertainty can be found in [4]. The main background in this analysis is the substantial flux
of photonic electrons from photon conversion in the detector material and Dalitz decay of ⇡0

and ⌘ mesons. These contributions need to be subtracted in order to extract the non-photonic
electron yield according to formula

N
npe

= N
inc

"
purity

� N
pho

"
pho

, (3)

where N
npe

is the non-photonic electron yield, N
inc

is the inclusive electron yield, N
pho

is the
photonic electron yield, "

pho

is the photonic electron reconstruction e�ciency defined as the
fraction of the photonic electrons identified through invariant mass reconstruction, and "

purity

is the purity reflecting hadron contamination in the inclusive electron sample.

3. Results

3.1. The Direct Reconstruction of Heavy Flavor Mesons
Yields N(pT , y) are calculated in six pT bins (first two for D0, the next four for D⇤) in
p + p 200 GeV and five pT bins (first for D0, the next four for D⇤) in p + p 500 GeV. The
charm cross section at mid-rapidity d�cc/dy was obtained from the power-law function fit [2] to
d2�cc/(2⇡pT dpT dy) = Y · �

NSD

, where Y is calculated according to (1). �NSD is the total NSD
cross section, which is measured at STAR to be 30.0± 2.4 mb at

p
s = 200 GeV [5]. In the case

of
p

s = 500 GeV, �NSD is extrapolated from 200 GeV measurement with the help of PYTHIA
simulation to be 34 mb.

The charm production cross section at mid rapidity d�cc̄
dy

���
y=0

is 170 ± 45(stat.)+37

�51

(sys.) µb

at
p

s = 200 GeV and is 217± 86(stat.)± 73(sys.) µb at
p

s = 500 GeV. FONLL predictions for
pT spectra [6] shown in Fig. 1. In order to compare STAR results with other experiments, we
extrapolated d�cc̄

dy

���
y=0

to �NN

cc̄ using PYTHIA simulations with various parameter tunings giving
extrapolation factors 4.7± 0.7 for 200 GeV and 5.6± 0.1 for 500 GeV collisions. The results are
depicted in Figure 1 revealing agreement with with NLO prediction [7]. Note that the STAR
result at 200 GeV was used in [7] to fit the µR and µF parameters, so only the STAR result at
500 GeV can be used as a test of this prediction.
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Figure 1. Left Panel: Charm quark production invariant cross section as a function of D meson
pT in 200 and 500 GeV p+p collisions with two FONLL predictions [6] using normalization and
factorization scale equal to charm quark mass mc. Right Panel: Total charm cross section as a
function of

p
s

3.2. Identification of electrons from semi-leptonic decays
Electrons from bottom and charm meson decays are the two dominant components of the non-
photonic electrons. Mostly due to the decay kinematics, the azimuthal correlations between
the daughter electron and daughter hadron are di↵erent for bottom meson decays and charm
meson decays. A study of these azimuthal correlations has been carried out on STAR data
and is compared with a PYTHIA simulation to obtain the ratio of the bottom electron yield to
the heavy-flavor decay electron yield eb

eb+ec
[8], where PYTHIA was tuned to reproduce STAR

measurements of D mesons pT spectra [9]. Using the measured eb/(eb + ec) together with the
measured non-photonic electron cross section with the electrons from J/ ,⌥ decay and Drell-
Yan processes subtracted, we are able to disentangle these two components. Figure 2 shows the
invariant cross section of electrons

⇣
e+

+e�

2

⌘
from bottom (upper left) and charm (upper right)

mesons as a function of pT and the corresponding FONLL predictions, along with the ratio of
each measurement to the FONLL calculations (lower panels).

From the measured spectrum, we determine the integrated cross section of electrons
⇣

e+

+e�

2

⌘

at 3 GeV/c < pT < 10 GeV/c from bottom and charm meson decays to be, respectively,

d�
(B!e)+(B!D!e)

dy

����
ye=0

= 4.0 ± 0.5(stat) ± 1.1(syst)nb

d�D!e

dy

����
ye=0

= 6.2 ± 0.7(stat) ± 1.5(syst)nb

4. Conclusions

Open charm hadron (D0, D⇤+) cross section in p + p minimum bias collisions at
p

s = 200 and
500 GeV at STAR is measured with results:
d�NN

cc /dy|y=0

= 170 ± 45(stat.)+37

�51

(sys.) µb at 200 GeV, 217 ± 86(stat.) ± 73(sys.) µb at 500
GeV. The total charm cross section at 500 GeV is within statistical and systematic uncertainties
consistent with the latest NLO pQCD prediction.
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FIG. 17: (Color online) Invariant cross section of electrons ( e+
+e�

2

) from bottom (upper-left) and charm meson (upper-right)
decay, together with the ratio of the corresponding measurements to the FONLL predictions for bottom (lower-left) and charm
electrons (lower-right). The solid circles are experimental measurements. The error bars and the boxes are respectively the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The solid and dotted curves are the FONLL predictions and their uncertainties. The
dashed and dot-dashed curves are the FONLL prediction for B�D�e, i.e. electrons from the decays of D mesons which in
turn come from B meson decays.

despite the large di↵erence in background. This mea-
surement and PHENIX measurement are consistent with
each other within the quoted uncertainties. After correct-
ing a mistake in the photonic electron reconstruction e�-
ciency, the published STAR result using year 2003 data is
consistent with our present measurements. We are able
to disentangle the electrons from bottom and charm me-
son decays in the non-photonic electron spectrum using
the measured ratio of eB/(eB + eD) and the measured
non-photonic cross section. The integrated bottom and
charm electron cross sections ( e++e�

2 ) at 3 GeV/c < pT <
10 GeV/c are determined separately as

d�(B�e)+(B�D�e)

dye
|ye=0 = 4.0± 0.5(stat.)± 1.1(syst.)nb

d�D�e

dye
|ye=0 = 6.2 ± 0.7(stat.) ± 1.5(syst.)nb.

FONLL can describe these measurements within its
theoretical uncertainties. Future measurements on low-
pT electrons from bottom meson decay are important to

overcome the large uncertainties of the derived total bot-
tom quark production cross section that originate mostly
from the large variations of theoretical model prediction
in the low-pT region.
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experimental measurements. The error bars and the boxes are, respectively, the statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The solid and dotted curves are the FONLL predictions and their
uncertainties. The dashed and dot-dashed curves are the FONLL prediction for B ! D ! e.
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In relativistic heavy ion collisions at RHIC, heavy quarks are expected to be created from initial
hard scatterings. Their large masses are not easily affected by the strong interaction with QCD
medium, thus they carry clean information from the system at early stage. The interaction be-
tween heavy quarks and the medium is sensitive to the medium dynamics, therefore heavy quarks
are suggested as ideal probes to quantify the properties of the strongly interacting QCD matter.
In this paper, we present the STAR results of open charm hadron production at mid-rapidity in
p+ p and Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV. Open charm mesons were reconstructed directly

via hadronic decay channels with daughter particles identified by TPC and TOF detectors. With
abundant statistics of Au+Au collisions collected by STAR in the year 2010 and 2011, the D-
meson is measured at pT from 0.2 to 6 GeV/c in minimum bias Au+Au collisions. The centrality
dependence of D-meson pT spectra as well as the nuclear modification factor is presented. A
first measurement of the D0 elliptic flow in 200 GeV Au+Au collisions is reported. These mea-
surements are compared to theoretical model calculations and physics implications is discussed.
Finally, we discuss the open charm hadron measurement in

p
s = 500 GeV p + p collisions to

study the energy dependence of charm production.
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1. Introduction

The heavy quark production at RHIC is dominated by initial gluon fusion at initial hard par-
tonic collisions and can be described by perturbative QCD (pQCD) due to their large mass [1]. The
heavy constituent quark mass is almost exclusively generated through its coupling to the Higgs field
in the electroweak sector, while masses of (u, d, s) quarks are dominated by spontaneous breaking
of chiral symmetry (CS) in QCD [2]. This means that charm quarks remain heavy even if CS is
restored, as it likely is in a QGP. One expects therefore that charm production total cross section
sNN

cc̄ should scale as a function of number-of-binary-collisions Nbin. In addition, if charm quarks
participate in the collective expansion of the medium, there must have been enough interactions to
easily thermalize light quarks. Hence, charm quark is an ideal probe to study early dynamics in
high-energy nuclear collisions.

2. Analysis Method and Datasets

Invariant yield of charm quark production InvY is calculated as

InvY ⌘ d2Ncc

2p pT dpT dy
=

1
Ntrig

Y (pT ,y)
2p pT DpT Dy

ftrg

BR ffrag.erec
(2.1)

where Ntrig is the total number of triggered events used for the analysis. Y (pT ,y) is the raw charm
hadron signal in each pT bin within a rapidity window Dy = 2. BR is the hadronic decay branching
ratio for the channel of interest. erec is the reconstruction efficiency including geometric acceptance,
track selection efficiency, PID efficiency, and analysis cut efficiency. ffrag. represents the the ratio
of charm quarks hadronized to open charm mesons. And ftrg is the correction factor to account
for the bias between the minimum-bias sample used in this analysis and the total NSD sample [3].
ftrg is found to be unity in Au+Au, 0.65 in p + p collisions at

p
s = 200 GeV and 0.58 in p + p

collisions at
p

s = 500 GeV.
Y (pT ,y) is obtained from fitting the invariant mass spectrum (Fig. 1) of open charm mesons

through hadronic decays: D0(D0)! K⌥p± (BR = 3.89%) and D⇤± ! D0(D0)p± (BR = 67.7%)
! K�p+p± (total BR = 2.63%)

The daughter particles were identified by Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and Time Of Flight
(TOF) subsystems of the STAR experiment [5] at mid-rapidity |y| < 1 at

p
sNN = 200 and 500

GeV. The analysis presented herein is done using three datasets; the first one collected in year 2009
(Ntrig ⇠ 105 million 200 GeV p+ p collisions), the second one collected in 2010 and 2011 (Ntrig ⇠
800 million Au+Au 200 GeV collisions), and the third one in 2011 (NMB ⇠ 50 million 500 GeV
p+p collisions).

At present, STAR does not have the capability to reconstruct the secondary vertex of D0 decay;
one must calculate the invariant mass of all Kp pairs coming from the vicinity of the primary
vertex. This results in a large combinatorial background which was reconstructed via the mixed-
event method (Au+Au dataset), same-charge-sign, and kaon momentum-rotation (p + p dataset)
and subtracted from invariant mass spectra of all particle pairs [6]. To reconstruct D⇤, one may
exploit the softness of D⇤ ! D0p decay; combine low momentum pions with D0 candidates, i.e.
pairs with 1.82 < M(Kp) < 1.9 GeV/c2, and plot difference M(Kpp)�M(Kp) whose resolution
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is determined by mostly the soft pion high momentum resolution. The combinatorial background is
reconstructed by side-band (picking Kp pair outside the D0 mass region) and wrong-sign (picking
soft pion with opposite charge) methods. The dominant source of systematic uncertainties for both
D0 and D⇤ analyses is the difference between yields obtained from subtractions of combinatorial
background from all particle combinations.
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Figure 1: Left panel: D0 signal in Au+Au 200 GeV collisions after mixed-event background subtraction.
Right panel: D⇤ signal in p+ p 200 GeV collisions with comb. background reproduced by wrong-sign and
side-band methods [3].

3. Results

3.1 D meson production in p+ p collisions

Yields Y (pT ,y) are calculated in six pT bins (first two for D0, the next four for D⇤) in p + p
200 GeV and five pT bins (first for D0, the next four for D⇤) in p + p 500 GeV. The charm cross
section at mid-rapidity ds cc/dy was obtained from the power-law function

d2s cc̄

2p pT dpT dy
= 4

ds cc̄

dy
(n�1)(n�2)
hpT i2(n�3)2

✓
1+

2pT

hpT i(n�3)

◆�n

fit [3] to d2s cc/(2p pT dpT dy) = InvY ·sNSD, where InvY is obtained from (2.1). sNSD is the total
Non-single Diffractive (NSD) cross section, which is measured at STAR to be 30.0± 2.4 mb atp

s = 200 GeV [7]. In the case of
p

s = 500 GeV, there’s no STAR measurement yet; sNSD is
extrapolated from 200 GeV measurement with the help of PYTHIA simulation to be 34 mb. The
charm production cross section at mid rapidity dscc̄

dy

���
y=0

is 170±45(stat.)+37
�51(sys.) µb at

p
s = 200

GeV and is 217±86(stat.)±73(sys.) µb at
p

s = 500 GeV. Fixed-order Next-to-leading Logarithm
(FONLL) predictions for pT spectra [8] shown in Fig. 2.

In order to compare STAR results with other experiments, we extrapolated dscc̄
dy

���
y=0

to sNN
cc̄

using PYTHIA simulations with various parameter tunings giving extrapolation factors 4.7± 0.7
for 200 GeV and 5.6±0.1 for 500 GeV collisions. The results are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Left Panel: Charm quark production invariant cross section as a function of D meson pT in 500
GeV p+p collisions with two FONLL predictions [8] using normalization and factorization scale equal to
charm quark mass mc. Right Panel: Total charm cross section as a function of

p
s

3.2 D0
production in Au+Au collisions
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Figure 3: Left Panel: D0 Invariant Yield spectra for various centralities, The last four pT bins in p + p
collisions are from D+⇤ . Right panel: D0 nuclear modification factor RAA as a function of pT for most central
(blue) and minimum-bias (red) Au+Au collisions with theoretical predictions from two models [11, 12].
Gray rectangles around unity represent systematic uncertainties, from left to right, Nbin definition uncertainty
for the most central (2.8%), Nbin definition uncertainty for all Au+Au (7%), and p + p normalization error
(8.1%).

Yields Y (pT ,y) were calculated in eight pT and three centrality bins. dsNN
cc /dy was obtained

from the integral of
d2sNN

cc /(2p pT dpT dy) = InvY · s inel/Nbin (3.1)
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over pT and is measured to be dscc̄
dy

���
y=0

= 175±13(stat.)±23(sys.) µb. InvY is obtained from (2.1)

and s inel = 42 mb is the total inelastic cross section [9]. To calculate the D0 nuclear modification
factor RAA in various centrality bins, we scaled the Levy function [10]

1
2p pT

d2scc̄

dpT dy
=

dscc̄

dy
(n�1)(n�2)

2pnC[nC +m0(n�2)]

0

@1+

q
p2

T +m2
0�m0

nC

1

A

�n

fit to p + p data by Nbin, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, and follow the same process for the
original power-law function as discussed in section 3.1. Since enhanced statistics allow more pT

bins in Au+Au collisions, we rely on the extrapolation from the two fits to estimate one source of
systematic uncertainty. The p+ p baseline for RAA calculation is the arithmetic average of the Levy
and the power-law fit results. The measurement, shown in the right panel of Fig. 3, reveals strong
suppression in the most central collisions for pT > 2 GeV/c consistent with the prediction of the
SUBATECH group (Gossiaux) model [12] and exhibits the maximum of the RAA around pT ' 1.5
GeV/c. This agreement with [12] might indicate that the maximum is induced by the transverse
flow picked up from the expanding medium through coalescence with light-quarks.

dsNN
cc̄ /dy|y=0 as a function of Nbin is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. Within errors, the

results are in agreement and follow the number-of-binary-collisions scaling, which indicates that
charm quark is produced via initial hard scatterings at early stage of the collisions at RHIC. The
FONLL (darker band) and NLO [13] (gradient band) uncertainties are also shown here for com-
parison.
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Figure 4: Left Panel: Elliptic flow as a function of pT . Right panel: The charm production cross section per
Nbin as a function of Nbin.

In the Left panel of Fig. 4, the measurement of D0 elliptic flow v2 is shown. Within large
statistical error bars, D0 v2 is consistent with the STAR Non-photonic electrons v2.
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4. Conclusions

New open charm hadrons (D0,D⇤+) measurements in p + p and Au+Au minimum bias col-
lisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV from STAR shows the Nbin scaling of the charm quark production

cross section at mid rapidity. The differential invariant open charm cross section at mid rapidity
is measured as 170±45(stat.)+37

�51(sys.) µb in p+ p, 175±13(stat.)±23(sys.) µb in Au+Au col-
lisions at 200 GeV and 217± 86(stat.)± 73(sys.) µb in p + p collisions at 500 GeV. Results of
the total charm cross section are within statistical and systematic uncertainties consistent with both
PYTHIA and NLO pQCD predictions.

The new D0 nuclear modification factor RAA measurement reveals strong suppression in the
most central collisions for pT > 2 GeV/c consistent with the prediction of the model [12] and
exhibits the maximum of the RAA around pT ' 1.5 GeV/c.
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2. Analysis Method and Datasets

Invariant yield of charm quark production InvY is calculated as

InvY ! d2Ncc

2!pT dpT dy
=

1
Ntrig

Y(pT , y)
2!pT!pT!y

ftrg
BR ffrag."rec

(1)

where Ntrig is the total number of triggered events used for the analysis. Y(pT , y) is the raw
charm hadron signal in each pT bin within a rapidity window !y = 2. BR is the hadronic
decay branching ratio for the channel of interest. "rec is the reconstruction e"ciency including
geometric acceptance, track selection e"ciency, PID e"ciency, and analysis cut e"ciency. ffrag.
represents the the ratio of charm quarks hadronized to open charm mesons. And ftrg is the
correction factor to account for the bias between the minimum-bias sample used in this analysis
and the total NSD sample [2]. ftrg is found to be unity in Au+Au, 0.65 in p+ p collisions at

"
s =

200 GeV and 0.58 in p + p collisions at
"

s = 500 GeV.

1A list of members of the STAR Collaboration and acknowledgements can be found at the end of this issue.

Open charm hadron production via hadronic decays at STAR

Abstract
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1. Introduction

The heavy quark production at RHIC is dominated by initial gluon fusion at initial hard
partonic collisions and can be described by perturbative QCD (pQCD) due to their large mass [1].
One expects therefore that charm production total cross section #NN

cc̄ should scale as a function
of number-of-binary-collisions Nbin. In addition, if charm quarks participate in the collective
expansion of the medium, there must have been enough interactions to easily thermalize light
quarks. Hence, charm quark is an ideal probe to study early dynamics in high-energy nuclear
collisions.

sNN =
200 GeV are presented.

s = 500 GeV.
The measurements cover transverse momentum range from 0.6 to 6 GeV/c for p + p 200 GeV
collisions, from 1 to 6 GeV/c for p+ p 500 GeV collisions and from 0 to 6 GeV/c for Au+Au 200
GeV collisions. D0 nuclear modification factor and elliptic flow in Au+Au collisions at

"

sNN = 200 GeV and p + p collisions at
"In this article, we report on the STAR results of open charm hadron production at mid-rapidity

in p + p and Au+Au collisions at
"
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Y(pT , y) is obtained from fitting the reconstructed invariant mass spectrum (Fig. 1) of open
charm mesons through hadronic decays: D0(D0) ! K"!± (BR = 3.89%) and D#± ! D0(D0)!±
(BR = 67.7%)! K$!+!± (total BR = 2.63%)

The identification of daughter particles is done in the STAR experiment [4] at mid-rapidity
|y| < 1 at

%
sNN = 200 and 500 GeV. The analysis presented herein is done using three datasets;

the first one collected in year 2009 (Ntrig & 105 million 200 GeV p+p collisions), the second one
collected in 2010 and 2011 (Ntrig & 800 million Au+Au 200 GeV collisions), and the third one
in 2011 (NMB & 50 million 500 GeV p+p collisions).

At present, STAR does not have the capability to reconstruct the secondary vertex of D0

decay; one must calculate the invariant mass of all K! pairs coming from the vicinity of the
primary vertex. This results in a large combinatorial background which was reconstructed via
the mixed-event method (Au+Au dataset), same-charge-sign, and kaon momentum-rotation (p+
p dataset) and subtracted from invariant mass spectra of all particle pairs [5]. To reconstruct
D#, one may exploit the softness of D# ! D0! decay; combine low momentum pions with
D0 candidates, i.e. pairs with 1.82 < M(K!) < 1.9 GeV/c2, and plot di!erence M(K!!) $
M(K!) whose resolution is determined by mostly the soft pion high momentum resolution. The
combinatorial background is reconstructed by side-band (picking K! pair outside the D0 mass
region) and wrong-sign (picking soft pion with opposite charge) methods. The dominant source
of systematic uncertainties for both D0 and D# analyses is the di!erence between yields obtained
from subtractions of combinatorial background from all particle combinations.
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Figure 1: Left panel: D0 signal in Au+Au 200 GeV collisions after mixed-event background subtraction. Right panel:
D# signal in p + p 200 GeV collisions with comb. background reproduced by wrong-sign and side-band methods [2].

3. Results

3.1. D meson production in p + p collisions
Yields Y(pT , y) are calculated in six pT bins (first two for D0, the next four for D#) in

p + p 200 GeV and five pT bins (first for D0, the next four for D#) in p + p 500 GeV. The
charm cross section at mid-rapidity d"cc/dy was obtained from the power-law function fit [2] to
d2"cc/(2!pT dpT dy) = InvY ·"NSD,where InvY is obtained from (1). "NSD is the total Non-single
Di!ractive (NSD) cross section, which is measured at STAR to be 30.0 ± 2.4 mb at

%
s = 200

D. Tlust! / Nuclear Physics A 904–905 (2013) 639c–642c640c



GeV [6]. In the case of
!

s = 500 GeV, there’s no STAR measurement yet; !NSD is extrapolated
from 200 GeV measurement with the help of PYTHIA simulation to be 34 mb. The charm pro-

Figure 2: Left Panel: D0 InvY spectra for various centralities, The last four pT bins in p + p collisions are from D+
"
.

Right Panel: Charm quark production invariant cross section as a function of D meson pT in 500 GeV p+p collisions
with two FONLL predictions [7] using normalization and factorization scale equal to charm quark mass mc.

duction cross section at mid rapidity d!cc̄
dy

!!!!
y=0

is 170± 45(stat.)+37
#51(sys.) µb at

!
s = 200 GeV and

is 217 ± 86(stat.) ± 73(sys.) µb at
!

s = 500 GeV. FONLL predictions for pT spectra [7] shown
in Fig. 2.

3.2. D0 production in Au+Au collisions
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Figure 3: Left Panel: Elliptic flow as a function of pT . Middle panel: D0 nuclear modification factor RAA as a function
of pT for most central (blue) and minimum-bias (red) Au+Au collisions with theoretical predictions from two models
[10, 11]. Green rectangles around unity represent systematic uncertainties, from left to right, Nbin definition uncertainty
for the most central (2.8%), Nbin definition uncertainty for all Au+Au (7%), and p+ p normalization error (8.1%). Right
panel: The charm production cross section per Nbin as a function of Nbin.

Yields Y(pT , y) were calculated in eight pT and three centrality bins. d!NN
cc /dy was obtained

from the integral of
d2!NN

cc /(2"pT dpT dy) = InvY · !inel/Nbin (2)
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over pT and is measured to be d!cc̄
dy

!!!!
y=0
= 175± 13(stat.)± 23(sys.) µb. InvY is obtained from (1)

and !inel = 42 mb is the total inelastic cross section [8]. To calculate the D0 nuclear modification
factor RAA in various centrality bins, we scaled the Levy function [9] fit to p + p data by Nbin, as
shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, and follow the same process for the original power-law function
as discussed in section 3.1. Since enhanced statistics allow more pT bins in Au+Au collisions,
we rely on the extrapolation from the two fits to estimate one source of systematic uncertainty.
The p + p baseline for RAA calculation is the arithmetic average of the Levy and the power-law
fit results. The measurement, shown in the middle panel of Fig. 3, reveals strong suppression in
the most central collisions for pT > 2 GeV/c consistent with the prediction of the SUBATECH
group (Gossiaux) model [11] and exhibits the maximum of the RAA around pT ! 1.5 GeV/c.
This agreement with [11] might indicate that the maximum is induced by the transverse flow
picked up from the expanding medium through coalescence with light-quarks.

d!NN
cc̄ /dy|y=0 as a function of Nbin is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. Within errors, the

results are in agreement and follow the number-of-binary-collisions scaling, which indicates that
charm quark is produced via initial hard scatterings at early stage of the collisions at RHIC.
The FONLL (darker band) and NLO [12] (gradient band) uncertainties are also shown here for
comparison.

In the Left panel of Fig. 3, the measurement of D0 elliptic flow v2 is shown. Within large
statistical error bars, D0 v2 is consistent with the STAR Non-photonic electrons v2 indicating non
zero elliptic flow of D0 mesons in Au+Au collisions at

"
sNN = 200 GeV.

4. Conclusions

New open charm hadrons (D0,D#+) measurements in p + p and Au+Au minimum bias
collisions at

"
sNN = 200 GeV from STAR shows the Ncoll scaling of the charm quark pro-

duction cross section at mid rapidity. d!NN
cc /dy|y=0 = 170 ± 45(stat.)+37

$51(sys.) µb in p + p,
175 ± 13(stat.) ± 23(sys.) µb in Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV and 217 ± 86(stat.) ± 73(sys.) µb
in p + p collisions at 500 GeV.

The new D0 nuclear modification factor RAA measurement reveals strong suppression in the
most central collisions for pT > 2 GeV/c consistent with the prediction of the model [11] and
exhibits the maximum of the RAA around pT ! 1.5 GeV/c.

This work was supported by grants INGO LA09013 and SGS10/292/OHK4/3T/14.
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Open charm hadron production via hadronic decays at STAR
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Abstract

Heavy quarks are a unique probe to study the medium produced in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. The
dominant process of charm quark production at RHIC is believed to be initial gluon fusion which can be calculated
in perturbative QCD. The upper limit of FONLL calculation seems to be in good agreement with charm cross section
measurements at mid-rapidity in p + p collisions at

!
sNN = 200 GeV provided by STAR. The same measurement in

Au+Au collisions at equal energy reveals the number-of-binary-collisions scaling of the charm cross section indicating
that charm production is dominated by initial hard scatterings. In this article, we report the measurements of D0, D"
in p+ p at 0.6 GeV/c < pT < 6 GeV/c and D0 in Au+Au collisions at 0.2 GeV/c < pT < 5 GeV/c via hadronic decays
D0 # K$!+, D"+ # D0!+ # K$!+!+ at mid-rapidity |y| < 1.

Keywords: STAR, QGP, Heavy Flavor, Open Charm

1. Introduction

The charm quark production is dominated by initial gluon fusion in initial hard partonic collisions and well de-
scribed by perturbative QCD (pQCD) because of the large charm quark mass (% 1.5 GeV/c2) [1]. The mass is almost
exclusively generated through its coupling to the Higgs field in the electroweak sector, while masses of (u, d, s) quarks
are dominated by spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry (CS) in QCD [2]. This means that charm quarks remain
heavy even if CS is restored, as it likely is in a QGP. Since charm is produced mainly in initial hard scatterings,
one expects that charm production total cross section "NN

cc̄ should scale as a function of number-of-binary-collisions
Nbin. In addition, if charm quarks participate in the collective expansion of the medium, there must have been enough
interactions to easily thermalize light quarks. Hence, charm quarks are an ideal probe to study early dynamics in
high-energy nuclear collisions.

2. Measurement

The charm cross section at mid-rapidity is calculated from the open charm hadron yields. These yields are obtained
from the invariant mass reconstruction of open charm mesons through hadronic decays: D0(D0) # K&!± (BR =
3.89%) and D"± # D0(D0)!± (BR = 67.7%) # K$!+!±. The identification of daughter particles was done in the
STAR experiment (see Fig. 1) at mid-rapidity |y| < 1 in p + p and Au+Au collisions at

!
sNN = 200 GeV.
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Figure 1: The STAR detector. TPC (Time Projection Chamber) is main detector for tracking and PID (providing dE/dx, !p), TOF (Time Of Flight)
for PID improvement, and pile-up tracks removal and BEMC (Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter) in this analysis for pile-up tracks removal if
TOF is not available.

The analysis presented herein was done using two datasets; the first one collected in 2009 with minimum bias
trigger defined as a coincidence in Vertex Position Detectors East and West (105 million events total) and the second
one collected in 2010 with minimum bias trigger defined as a signal in Zero Degree Calorimeter (280 million events
total).

The subdetectors used in this analysis were:

• Time Projection Chamber (TPC) providing 3D image of a particle track and ionization energy loss (dE/dx) and
covering a large acceptance with full 2" azimuthal angle at |#| < 1. The track momentum is calculated from its
curvature in the uniform magnetic field.

• Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detector providing the time of the particle’s flight from primary vertex to a channel pad
and covering 72% in 2009 and 100% in 2010 of the whole barrel (|#| < 1). When combined with the momentum
measurement from the TPC, this allows to separate pions from kaons up to 1.6 GeV/c [4].

STAR doesn’t have any subsystem being able to reconstruct secondary the vertex of D0 or D! decay; one must
calculate the invariant mass of all K" pair coming from the vicinity of the primary vertex. This results in a large
combinatorial background which was reconstructed via the event-mixing method (Au+Au dataset), same-charge-
sign, and kaon momentum-rotation (in a kaon-pion pair in the p + p dataset) and subtracted from the invariant mass
distributions from all particle pairs [5]. To reconstruct D!, one may exploit the low Q-value of the D! " D0"
decay and combine low momentum pions with D0 candidates, i.e. pairs with 1.82 < M(K") < 1.9 GeV/c, and
plot di!erence M(K"") # M(K"). Such value occupies the beginning of the phase space; hence it does not su!er
from large combinatorial background making the D! direct observation possible. The combinatorial background was
reconstructed by side-band (picking D0 candidates outside the D0 mass region) and wrong-sign (picking soft pion with
opposite charge) methods. The di!erence between these methods is the dominant source of systematic uncertainties
for both D0 and D! analyses.

Open charm hadrons yields YD0,D! were calculated as Gaussian function areas from the invariant mass peaks fits
shown in Figure 2. Raw counts were corrected with the reconstruction e"ciency in used sub-detectors to obtain the
corrected yields YD0,D! .

D. Tlust! / Nuclear Physics A 910–911 (2013) 289–292290



Figure 2: Left panel: D0 signal in p+p 200 GeV collisions after same-sign background subtraction [6]. Middle panel: D0 signal in Au+Au 200 GeV
collisions after mixed-event background subtraction Right panel: D! signal in p+p 200 GeV collisions. Combinatorial background is reproduced
by the distributions from the wrong-sign (black dotted) and side-band (blue solid) methods [6].

3. RESULTS

Yields were calculated in 6 pT bins (2 for D0, 4 for D!) in the p+ p dataset and 5 pT bins (all for D0) in the Au+Au
dataset. Then the invariant charm cross section d2!cc

p+p/(2"pT dpT dy) was calculated as

d2!cc

2"pT dpT dy
=

Y!NSD

2"pT!pT!y BR
fT

N ffrag.
(1)

in each pT bin within a rapidity window !y = 2. (!NSD is non-single di"ractive p+p inelastic cross section, ffrag. =
0.565 is the ratio of charm quarks hadronized to open charm mesons [7] and fT is the trigger bias correction). The
charm cross section at mid rapidity d!cc/dy was obtained from a power-law function fit to d!cc/(2"pT dpT dy) points
(see Fig. 3) as 170±45(stat.)+37

"51(sys.) µb. In Au+Au collisions, the cross section per a nucleon-nucleon (NN) collision
at mid rapidity is calculated from the Au+Au invariant yield dN/dy by dividing by the number of binary collisions
Nbin ; no trigger bias is preset in this case and !NSD has to be replaced by total inelastic cross section !inel = 42 mb.

Figure 3: Left Panel: cc pair production cross section (symbols) as a function of pT in 200 GeV p+p collisions [6]. Right Panel: The charm
production cross section per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid-rapidity as a function of Nbin.
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The d!cc/dy at mid-rapidity in Au+Au collisions was extracted, from a power-law fit as 186±22(stat.)±30(sys.)±
18(norm.) µb assuming that the ffrag. does not change from p+p to Au+Au collisions. The charm cross section for three
centrality bins, 0-20%, 20-50% and 50-80%, is obtained according to the integrated yields. The charm production
cross section per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid-rapidity as a function of Nbin is shown in the right panel of Fig.
3. Within errors, the results are in agreement and follow the number of binary collisions scaling, which indicates
that charm quark is produced via initial hard scatterings at early stage of the collisions at RHIC. The FONLL (orange
band) and NLO [8] (light-blue band) uncertainties are also shown here for comparison.

Figure 4: D0 nuclear modification factor RAA as a function of p. ALICE preliminary data taken from [9]

The RD0

AA depicted in Figure 4 was obtained via dividing D0 yields in Au+Au 0-80% minbias collisions by the
power-law fit to p+p yields scaled by Nbin, The uncertainty of the p+p power-law shape is taken into account as
systematic error. No suppression is observed at pT < 4 GeV/c.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Open charm hadrons (D0,D!+) are measured in p+p and Au+Au collisions at
"

sNN = 200 GeV at STAR. The
charm cross section per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid-rapidity follows the number of binary collisions scaling.
The charm pair production cross sections per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid rapidity are measured to be d!cc/dy =
170 ± 45(stat.)+37

#51(sys.) µb in p+p and 186 ± 22(stat.) ± 30(sys.) ± 18(norm.) µb in Au+Au minimum bias collisions.
In the near future the STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker [10] will provide the necessary resolution to reconstruct secondary
vertices of charm mesons, which will increase the precision of the charm measurements.
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Abstract. In this article, we report the measurements of D0, D! in p + p at 0.6
GeV/c < pT < 6 GeV/c and D0 in Au+Au collisions at 0.2 GeV/c < pT < 5 GeV/c
via hadronic decays D0 ! K"!+, D!+ ! D0!+ ! K"!+!+ and non-photonic
electrons spectra at 3 GeV/c < pT < 10 GeV/c reconstruction in

"
sNN = 200 GeV

p + p collisions at mid-rapidity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heavy quark production is dominated by initial gluon fusion and can be described by

perturbative QCD (pQCD) due to their large mass [1]. The measurement of heavy

quark production total cross section in p + p and Au+Au collisions is important to

understand both open heavy flavor and heavy quarkonia production mechanisms in the

nuclear matter. The study of heavy quark production in relativistic nuclear collisions

follows two di!erent approaches: (i) the direct reconstruction of heavy flavor mesons

and (ii) the identification of electrons from semi-leptonic decays of such mesons.

The data presented in this paper were collected with the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC

(STAR) detector [2] (Figure 1). Main detector subsystems used for these analyses are

the large cylindrical time projection chamber (TPC), which is able to track charged

particles in the pseudo-rapidity range |!| <1.8 with full azimuthal coverage [3], time

of flight (TOF) significantly improving charged hadrons identification [4] and barrel

electromagnetic calorimeter (BEMC) being able to trigger on high-pT particles and

improving electron-hadron separation [5]. Both TOF and BEMC subsystems provide

full azimuthal coverage as TPC, but slightly reduces pseudo-rapidity range |!| <1.0.

A uniform magnetic field of 0.5 T is applied along the beamline by the surrounding

solenoidal coils, allowing the pT of charged particles to be determined .

2. DATA ANALYSES

2.1. Direct reconstruction
Direct reconstruction of open charm mesons is being performed by the STAR

collaboration using decay channels D0 ! K!"+ with branching ratio of 3.83%,

D" ! D0"+ with branching ratio of 67.7% in p+p collisions, and former in Au+Au
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Figure 1. The STAR detector. TPC (Time Projection Chamber) is main detector
for tracking and PID (provides dE/dx, !p), TOF (Time Of Flight) is used for PID
improvement and pileup tracks removal, BEMC (Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter)
used for electron identification improvement and pile-up tracks removal.

collisions at
!

sNN = 200 GeV. Because of the small branching ratio and the lack of

dedicated detector determining decay vertices, the direct reconstruction of D-mesons

requires the analysis of a large amount of data. The available statistics limits the study

of such mesons to the pT region (0.6 < pT < 6 GeV and 0.2 < pT < 8 GeV). Kaons and

pions are identified using the TPC dE/dx and TOF 1/!. The resulting invariant mass

spectrum of kaon-pion pairs contains a substantial amount of background from random

combinatorics that can be subtracted using various independent methods:

(i) Mixed-Event: Events are categorized according to the event multiplicity. Pions

from one event are paired with kaons from other random events from an event pool

with similar global features.

(ii) Track-Rotation: Each " is paired with K with reversed 3-momenta (within same

event).

(iii) Same-Sign: pions are paired with same charged kaons (within same event).

The geometric mean for positive N++ and negative N!! pair is calculated as

2
!

N++N!!.

28th Winter Workshop on Nuclear Dynamics 2012 IOP Publishing
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We used Mixed-Event for Au+Au collisions and an average of Track-Rotation and Same-

Sign for p + p collision where di!erence between raw signals obtained by subtraction of

background was the main source of systematic uncertainties. Figure 2 left and center

panels show raw D0 signals after combinatorial background reconstruction. A second-

order polynomial function is used to fit the residual background. The background fitting

with a first-order polynomial function gives negligible di!erence. A Gaussian function is

used to fit the signal. The raw yield of the D0 is obtained by fitting the data (blue solid

circles) with a fit function representing the sum of signal and background (red dashed

curve) in the mass region of 1.72 < MK! < 2.05 GeV/c2 . The signal after the residual

background subtraction is shown as the red open circles. The Gaussian function used

to describe the signal is shown as the blue dashed curve.
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Figure 2. Left and center panels: D0 signals in p+p and Au+Au 0-80% minbias
collisions after same-sign and mix-event background subtraction, respectively. Right
panel: D! signal in p+p collisions. Combinatorial background is reproduced by the
distributions from the wrong-sign (black dotted) and side-band (blue solid) methods.

In the case of D!, we followed the same analysis technique as described in [6].

Compared to the cuts used in [6], the pT threshold cut for the !+ (from D! decays),

denoted as !+
s , was lowered to 0.15 GeV/c. The ratio, r, of transverse momenta from

the D0 and !+
s was required to be 7 < r < 20.These two changes were implemented

to improve the statistics near the lower bound in pT . The invariant mass di!erence

"M = M(K!!) ! M(K!) was calculated in reconstructing the D! signal to take

advantage of the partial cancellation in the detector resolution in measured mass

distributions. The "M distributions are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. The right-

sign combinations K"!±!±
s were used to select the D!± candidates. Two independent

methods wrong-sign combinations (opposite sign of !s) and D0 side-band combinations

- were used for combinatorial background reconstruction. The plot illustrates that both

methods reproduce the combinatorial background very well.

2.2. Identification of electrons from semi-leptonic decays
The analysis of non-photonic electrons consists of three main steps: selection of a

clean electron sample; subtraction of electron background arising from interactions in

material and decays; and residual corrections of the signal yield. The inclusive electron

28th Winter Workshop on Nuclear Dynamics 2012 IOP Publishing
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identification was done using TPC dE/dx + BEMC information (matching of track

momentum and electromagnetic energy) + Shower Max Detector (SMD) information

(the shape of the electro magnetic shower, that is much wider for electrons). The

analysis details and a discussion of the sources of uncertainty can be found in [9]. The

main background in this analysis is the substantial flux of photonic electrons from

photon conversion in the detector material and Dalitz decay of !0 and " mesons. These

contributions need to be subtracted in order to extract the non-photonic electron yield

according to formula

N(npe) = N(inc) · #purity !
N(pho)

#pho
, (1)

where N(npe) is the non-photonic electron yield, N(inc) is the inclusive electron yield,

N(pho) is the photonic electron yield, #pho is the photonic electron reconstruction

e!ciency defined as the fraction of the photonic electrons identified through invariant

mass reconstruction, and #purity is the purity reflecting hadron contamination in the

inclusive electron sample.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Direct reconstruction
Raw Yields ND mesons

raw were calculated in 7 pT bins (3 for D0, 4 for D!) for p+p data and

5 pT bins for Au+Au data. Then the invariant charm cross section d$cc
p+p/(2!pT dpT dy)

was calculated by formula

d$cc

2!pT dpT dy
=

ND mesons
raw $NSD

2!pT "pT "y BR

%T

Nffrag.
(2)

in each pT bin ($NSD is non-single di#ractive p+p inelastic cross section, ffrag. is the

ratio of charm quarks hadronized to open charm mesons and %T represents the trigger

bias correction including the vertex reconstruction e!ciency in the measurement). The

charm cross section at mid rapidity d$cc/dy was obtained from power-law function fit

to d$cc/(2!pT dpT dy) points (see Fig. 3) as 202 ± 56(stat.) ± 40(sys.) ± 20(norm.) µb.

In Au+Au collisions we calculate invariant yield d2N/(NevpT dpT dy).

The d$cc/dy at mid-rapidity in Au+Au collisions was extracted, from the average

of a power-law(dot-dashed curve) and a blast-wave (dashed curve) fit (Fig. 4) as

186 ± 22(stat.) ± 30(sys.) ± 18(norm.) µb assuming that the ffrag. does not change

from p+p to Au+Au collisions. The power-law fit to p+p scaled by the average number

of binary collisions (Nbin) is shown as solid curve. The charm cross section for three

centrality bins, 0-20%, 20-50% and 50-80%, is obtained according to the integrated

yields. The charm production cross section per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid-rapidity

as a function of Nbin is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. Within errors, the results are

in agreement and follow the number of binary collisions scaling, which indicates that

charm quark is produced via initial hard scatterings at early stage of the collisions at

RHIC. The FONLL(orange band)and NLO [7] (light-blue band) uncertainties are also

shown here for comparison.
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Figure 4. Left Panel: D0 pT spectrum in 200 GeV 0-80% Au+Au collisions. Right
Panel: D0 nuclear modification factor RAA as a function of p.

The RD0

AA was obtained via dividing D0 yields in Au+Au 0-80% minbias collisions

by the power-law fit to p+p yields scaled by Nbin, shown in right panel of Fig. 4. The

uncertainty of the p+p power-law shape is taken into account as systematic error. No

suppression is observed at pT < 3 GeV/c. The dashed curve shows the blast-wave fit.

The shaded band is the predicted RD0

AA blast-wave parameters from light-quark hadrons

[8], which is di!erent from data. This might indicate that D0 mesons freeze out earlier

than light flavor hadrons or has less radial flow.
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3.2. Identification of electrons from semi-leptonic decays

The invariant cross section for non-photonic electron production is calculated according

to

E
d3!

dp3
=

1

L
1

2"pT !pT #y

Nnpe

$rec$trig$eid$BBC
, (3)
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 (m
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6 b)
PHENIX: PRL 97(2006)252002 PHENIX: PRL 97(2006)252002 

Figure 5. (a) Invariant cross section of
non-photonic electron production

!
e++e!

2

"

in p + p collisions from [9] analysis (closed
circles) after combining results from Run2005
and Run2008. The published STAR result
[11] (closed triangles) is also shown. (b)
Ratio of data over FONLL [1] from all
measurements at RHIC including PHENIX
results [12] (open triangles).

where Nnpe is the nonpho-

tonic electron raw yield, $rec is

the product of the single elec-

tron reconstruction e"ciency and

the correction factor for momen-

tum resolution and finite spec-

trum bin width, $trig is the high-

tower trigger e"ciency, $eid is the

electron identification e"ciency,

L is the integrated luminosity

with the z-position of vertex cuts,

and $BBC = 0.87 ± 0.08 is the

BBC trigger e"ciency.

Figure 5(a) shows the non-

photonic electron
!

e++e!

2

"
in-

variant cross section obtained

by combining the Run2008 and

the Run2005 results using the

”best linear unbiased estimate”

[10]. The corrected result of our

early published measurement us-

ing year 2003 data [11] is shown

in the plot as well. Fig. 5(b)

shows the ratio of each indi-

vidual measurement, including

PHENIX results, to the FONLL

calculation. One can see that all

measurements at RHIC on non-

photonic electron production in

p+p collisions are now consistent

with each other. The corrected

run 2003 data points have large uncertainties because of the small integrated luminosity

( 100nb!1) in that run. FONLL is able to describe the RHIC measurements within its

theoretical uncertainties.

Electrons from bottom and charm meson decays are the two dominant components

of the non-photonic electrons. Mostly due to the decay kinematics, the azimuthal
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correlations between the daughter electron and daughter hadron are di!erent for bottom

meson decays and charm meson decays. A study of these azimuthal correlations has

been carried out on STAR data and is compared with a PYTHIA simulation to obtain

the ratio of the bottom electron yield to the heavy-flavor decay electron yield eb
eb+ec

[13],

where PYTHIA was tuned to reproduce STAR measurements of D mesons pT spectra

[14]. Using the measured eb/(eb + ec) together with the measured non-photonic electron

cross section with the electrons from J/", # decay and Drell-Yan processes subtracted,

we are able to disentangle these two components. Figure 6 shows the invariant cross

section of electrons
!

e++e!

2

"
from bottom (upper left) and charm (upper right) mesons

as a function of pT and the corresponding FONLL predictions, along with the ratio of

each measurement to the FONLL calculations (lower panels).

)3 c
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b 
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Figure 6. Invariant cross section of electrons
!

eb
eb+ec

"
from bottom (upper left)

and charm meson (upper right) decay, together with the ratio of the corresponding
measurements to the FONLL predictions for bottom (lower left) and charm electrons
(lower right). The solid circles are experimental measurements. The error bars and
the boxes are, respectively, the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The solid and
dotted curves are the FONLL predictions and their uncertainties. The dashed and
dot-dashed curves are the FONLL prediction for B ! D ! e

From the measured spectrum, we determine the integrated cross section of electrons!
e++e!

2

"
at 3 GeV/c < pT < 10 GeV/c from bottom and charm meson decays to be,
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respectively,

d!(B!e)+(B!D!e)

dy

!!!!
ye=0

= 4.0 ± 0.5(stat) ± 1.1(syst) nb

d!D!e

dy

!!!!
ye=0

= 6.2 ± 0.7(stat) ± 1.5(syst) nb

4. CONCLUSIONS

Open charm mesons (D0, D"+) are measured in p+p and Au+Au collisions at
!

sNN =

200 GeV at STAR. Charm cross sections per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid-rapidity

follow the number of binary collisions scaling. The charm pair production cross sections

per nucleon-nucleon collision at mid rapidity are measured to be d!cc/(2"pT dpT dy) =

202 ± 56(stat.) ± 40(sys.) ± 20(norm.) µb in p+p and 186 ± 22(stat.) ± 30(sys.) ±
18(norm.) µb in Au+Au minimum bias collisions. Blast-wave predictions with light-

quark hadron parameters are di!erent from data, which might indicate that D0 mesons

freeze out earlier than light flavor hadrons or have less radial flow.

STAR measurements of high pT non-photonic electron production in p+p collisions

at
!

s = 200 GeV using data from Run2005 and Run2008 and PHENIX result are

consistent with each other. We are able to disentangle the electrons from bottom and

charm meson decays in the non-photonic electron spectrum using the measured ratio of

eB/(eB + eD) and the measured non-photonic cross section.

In the near future the STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker [15] will provide the necessary

resolution to reconstruct secondary vertices of charm mesons, which will increase the

precision of charm measurements.
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